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La Grange Hydroelectric Project Licensing (FERC No. 14581) 
Flow and Temperature Monitoring/Modeling Workshop 

HDR Office 
2379 Gateway Oaks Drive, Suite 200, Sacramento, CA 

 
Tuesday, May 19, 2015 

1:30 pm to 4:30 pm 
 

Meeting Notes 
 
On May 19, 2015, Turlock Irrigation District (TID) and Modesto Irrigation District (MID) 
(collectively, the Districts) hosted a workshop about the flow and temperature monitoring and 
modeling component of the La Grange Hydroelectric Project Fish Passage Assessment. This 
document summarizes discussion during the meeting. It is not intended to be a transcript of the 
meeting. Attachment A to this document includes the following meeting documents: agenda, 
sign-in sheet, presentations, and handouts. 
 
Mr. John Devine of HDR, Inc. (HDR), consultant to the Districts, welcomed participants to the 
meeting. Attendees went around the room and introduced themselves. Attendees on the phone 
introduced themselves: Mr. John Shelton and Ms. Gretchen Murphy of the California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) and Messrs. Tom Holly and John Wooster of the 
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) participated in the meeting remotely. 
 
Mr. Devine reviewed the meeting agenda and presented introductory slides. Mr. Devine 
described the La Grange Project and gave an overview of the La Grange Project Integrated 
Licensing Process (ILP). The flow and temperature monitoring and modeling is one part of a 
larger study of fish passage and reintroducing fish to the Upper Tuolumne River above Don 
Pedro Reservoir. Mr. Devine reviewed the objectives of the flow and temperature monitoring 
and modeling as well as the study area and schedule for reporting. 
 
Mr. Chris Shutes (California Sportfishing Protecting Alliance) asked if there would be 
consultation for other components of the study request, in addition to the workshops for the flow 
and temperature modeling component and the fish passage feasibility component. Mr. Devine 
replied that for the upstream barrier study component, the Districts would be developing a 
criteria document, and would send the document out to licensing participants for review. The 
Districts will keep licensing participants apprised of the schedule and licensing participants are 
welcome to attend the fieldwork.  Mr. Devine noted that this is a two-year study, and fieldwork 
will be completed this August and next spring/summer. The schedule for fieldwork in 2016 will 
be dependent on runoff; however, fieldwork will likely be scheduled to begin during high flows 
in May/June. 
 
Mr. Shutes asked about the upper habitat characterization component of the study. Mr. Devine 
noted that similar to the temperature monitoring and modeling, the Districts would be voluntarily 
conducting a barriers assessment and summarized the study component.  Mr. Devine also stated 
that NMFS was conducting LIDAR/hyperspectral remote sensing work to support additional 
upper habitat characterization objectives. Mr. Devine asked that NMFS provide the time frame 
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for completion of this work and its availability to interested parties as the Districts would like to 
wait and see what the results of that work are and then come together as a group with licensing 
participants to discuss the data gaps. Mr. Devine noted that it would be helpful if NMFS could 
provide an updated schedule for completing the LIDAR/hyperspectral work and when it would 
be available. 
 
Mr. Devine finished his slide presentation and noted that the meeting handouts would be made 
available on the La Grange Hydroelectric Project licensing website after the meeting. He then 
introduced Mr. Mike Deas (Watercourse Engineering) as the modeling and monitoring lead for 
this effort. Mr. Deas began his presentation. Mr. Deas provided additional details about the 
objectives of the modeling and monitoring, scope of the work, and the study area. Referring to 
the map of the study area, Mr. Shutes asked if RM 81 was the extent of Don Pedro Reservoir at 
full pool. Mr. Devine replied that RM 81 is roughly the Don Pedro Project Boundary at elevation 
845 ft. 
 
Mr. Deas resumed his presentation. Mr. Deas provided details about the availability and sources 
of existing flow and temperature data. He described the rationale for choosing the locations and 
periods to be monitored for flow and temperature and the equipment that would be used for the 
study. Mr. Peter Drekmeier (Tuolumne River Trust) asked if a temperature gage was installed on 
the North Fork Tuolumne River, as he had seen similar equipment on a recent float trip. Mr. 
Devine replied that it may have been a gage as both the Districts and NMFS have monitoring 
equipment deployed in that area. 
 
Mr. Deas resumed his presentation. Referring to the slide summarizing the locations of currently 
installed loggers, Mr. Bao Le (HDR) noted that stage loggers collect both stage data and 
temperature data. 
 
Mr. Drekmeier asked why data was being collected at Cherry and Eleanor, upstream of Holm 
Powerhouse, as Mr. Drekmeier believed Holm to be a barrier to fish passage. Mr. Deas replied 
that there may be suitable habitat upstream of Holm. Mr. Devine added that because the Districts 
had not yet completed the barrier work, Holm was not yet confirmed to be a barrier to fish 
passage. 
 
Referring to the table summarizing the available water temperature data, Mr. Bill Sears (City and 
County of San Francisco) noted that U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) temperature gage data was 
not included in the table. Mr. Sears asked if the Districts were only using data that came from 
standardized equipment, and were thus excluding the USGS data. Mr. Deas replied that the 
Districts would be using USGS temp gage data, but because the team had not yet processed the 
USGS temp data, it had not been included in the table. 
 
Mr. Mark Gard (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) asked if the Districts would be collecting 
seasonal flow data in the South Fork Tuolumne River, or alternatively use mass balance to 
calculate the flow. Mr. Deas replied that the Districts would be collecting stage data on the South 
Fork. 
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Mike Deas resumed the presentation. Mr. Deas noted that the Districts would like access to the 
NMFS LIDAR data as soon as possible and asked what the schedule was for data availability. 
Mr. John Wooster (NMFS) replied that he had not been in touch recently with the research team 
completing the work, but he would look into it. 
 
Mike Deas concluded the slide presentation. Mr. Deas said anyone wanting more information 
about the study was welcome to contact the Districts or HDR. 
 
Mr. Devine asked Mr. Wooster to give an update on the status of the NMFS logger deployments. 
Mr. Wooster replied that during the prior week, NMFS had installed a logger on the Clavey 
around RM 16. Referring to the three downstream Tuolumne River locations where the Districts 
had installed loggers, Mr. Wooster noted that last July NMFS had deployed loggers in nearly 
identical locations, except that the NMFS logger above the North Fork is a bit further upstream 
than the Districts’ logger. Mr. Wooster said that the NMFS logger near the South Fork is 
downstream of the confluence and close to Merals Pool. Given that loggers are installed both 
upstream and downstream of the South Fork, there may be an opportunity to evaluate mixing in 
the area. Mr. Wooster said NMFS had South Fork and Clavey loggers at almost identical river 
miles to the locations of the Districts’ loggers. Mr. Wooster noted that data from the NMFS 
loggers may be helpful for extending the Districts’ data set. 
 
Mr. Devine asked if there was any data available from the loggers that NMFS had installed in 
July. Mr. Wooster replied that so far there had been only one data download, and that download 
was from the loggers on the Tuolumne River below South Fork. He said NMFS would be back in 
the field the first week of June to revisit some of the other loggers. Mr. Devine asked if NMFS 
has another download visit scheduled for later in the summer. Mr. Wooster replied that NMFS 
has summer fieldwork scheduled throughout the watershed for the genetics sampling, and will be 
downloading data opportunistically as NMFS staff are in the vicinity for other fieldwork. After 
the summer fieldwork is complete, NMFS will try to revisit all the loggers in the fall to complete 
another download. 
 
Mr. Deas asked if NMFS planned to leave the loggers deployed over the winter. Mr. Wooster 
said yes, the loggers would be left out over the winter. 
 
Mr. Bob Hughes (CDFW) asked if the Districts had a written study plan. Mr. Devine replied that 
the study plan is available in the La Grange Revised Study Plan document filed with licensing 
participants and FERC. Mr. Hughes asked if the study plan includes collaboration with interested 
parties, such as collaboration during model development and to review the data once it is 
available. Mr. Devine replied that the study plan does include future collaboration. Although 
there are no other workshops planned at this date, the Districts would certainly consider hosting 
an additional meeting(s) if licensing participants were interested. Mr. Hughes said that as long as 
everyone is kept up to speed on the progress, a formal workshop would not necessarily be 
needed. Mr. Shutes added that the Don Pedro Project hydrology workshop had been helpful. He 
noted that prior to the workshop, there had been considerable concern about the model. 
However, after the workshop, people had been satisfied that the study was in good shape. 
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Mr. Devine said that the availability of the Districts’ logger data would depend on when the data 
could be downloaded and the schedule for QA/QC. Preliminary results are expected this fall. 
 
Mr. Hughes said he thought the presentation was very thorough and that all the bases had been 
covered. 
 
Mr. Wooster noted that the Districts planned to model the months June through October, but 
thought he heard the potential to model all months. Mr. Wooster asked how and when a decision 
would be made about the months to be modeled. Mr. Deas replied that the Districts had 
identified June through October as the critical period, and as the study proceeds and identifies 
additional information, the time period may be adjusted. Mr. Deas clarified that the reference to 
modeling all months was simply to illustrate that data would be collected year-round and thus all 
months could be modeled. Mr. Devine added that the months included in the model would be 
driven by life history of the species of interest (the timing of spawning, egg incubation, fry 
rearing, etc.).  The end of the critical period is October because that is when temperatures start to 
get cold. However, the time period used in the model is up for discussion. 
 
Mr. Wooster replied that to cover steelhead migration, NMFS would be interested in including 
some of the spring months prior to June. Mr. Wooster asked for clarification on the significance 
of the June to October period for the model. Would the model be built to cover all 12 months, 
but only be calibrated using the months of June through October? Mr. Deas replied that the 
months covered in the model will be dependent on the availability of data. The Districts will 
have year-round data for much of the system. However, the Districts anticipate that loggers will 
not be able to be maintained in some places over the winter, so there will be data gaps for some 
places. Mr. Deas said it was important to have confidence in the period of focus. Mr. Devine 
added that life history of target species would inform the modeling time period, and that 
discussions on that topic would start the next day (May 20) at the first La Grange Fish Passage 
Facilities Assessment Workshop. 
 
Mr. Hughes requested that materials for the May 20 Fish Passage Facilities Assessment 
Workshop be posted online prior to the start of the workshop. Mr. Devine said that the Districts 
would do that. Mr. Wooster requested that a set of handouts from today’s workshop be brought 
to the May 20 workshop for NMFS, as no NMFS representatives were able to attend today’s 
meeting in-person. Mr. Devine said that a set of handouts would be brought for NMFS. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 3:00 pm. 
 
ACTION ITEMS 
 

1. The Districts will post the meeting handouts to the La Grange Hydroelectric Project 
Licensing Website. 
 

2. NMFS will provide a schedule for the LIDAR/hyperspectral study report and availability 
of the data. 
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3. Regarding meeting materials for the May 20 La Grange Fish Passage Facilities 
Assessment Workshop, the Districts will post the meeting materials to the licensing 
website prior to the start of the workshop. 
 

4. The Districts will bring a set of handouts from this meeting to the May 20 Workshop and 
give the handouts to NMFS. 
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La Grange Hydroelectric Project 

 Flow and Temperature Monitoring/Modeling Workshop  
Tuesday, May 19, 1:30 pm – 4:30 pm 

HDR Office, 2379 Gateway Oaks Drive, Suite 200, Sacramento, CA 
Conference Line:  1-866-994-6437, Passcode:  8140607 

Join Lync Meeting https://meet.hdrinc.com/jesse.deason/8DZ4VNVN 
 

Meeting Objectives: 
1. Present an overview of the La Grange Hydroelectric Project Temperature Study. 
2. Review and confirm proposed temperature and flow monitoring locations. 
3. Review and confirm modeling approach. 
4. Confirm schedule/tasks and opportunities for collaboration. 

 

TIME TOPIC 

1:30 pm – 1:40 pm Introduction of Participants (All) 

1:40 pm – 2:00 pm Background/Overview of the La Grange Project Temperature Study (Districts) 

2:00 pm – 4:00 pm 

 
Temperature Study Introduction (Districts) 

a. Study goal and objectives, scope, and study area 
 
Review and Discussion of Existing Information 

a. Parameters and sources 
b. Review process summary 
c. Results, findings and recommendations 

 
Proposed Monitoring Program – Presentation and Discussion 

a. Rationale 
i. Space (locations) 
ii. Time (periods of interest) 
iii. Equipment 

 
Temperature Modeling – Presentation and Discussion 

a. Approach (including spatial and temporal resolution) 
b. Data needs 
c. Model information/output  

 
Schedule and Reporting 
 

4:00 pm – 4:30 pm 
Meeting Wrap-up (All) 

a. Confirm study approach and methods 
b. Agreements, action items and next steps 
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La Grange Hydroelectric Project 
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Fish Passage Assessment - 

Temperature Monitoring/Modeling Scope 
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La Grange Diversion Dam 

• La Grange Diversion Dam was 
constructed from 1891 to 1893 

 

• The dam is owned jointly by 
Turlock Irrigation District and 
Modesto Irrigation District 

 

• Purpose is to divert irrigation and 
municipal and industrial (M&I) 
water 
 

• La Grange powerhouse was 
constructed in 1924. The 
powerhouse is owned by TID 
 

La Grange Project History 
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Overview of La Grange Project ILP 
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ILP Milestone Schedule 
Pre-Application Document (PAD) January 2014 
Scoping and study plan development January 2015 

FERC Study Plan Determination February 2015 
NMFS Request for Rehearing April 2015 
Study plan dispute resolution May 2015 
Study plan implementation 2015/2016 
Initial Study Report February 2016 
Updated Study Report February 2017 
Final license application June 2016 
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Revised Study Plan 

Upper Tuolumne River 
Basin Habitat 

Assessment 

Habitat Assessment and 
Fish Stranding 

Observations below 
LGDD and Powerhouse 

Upstream Habitat 
Characterization 

Water Temperature 
Monitoring and Modeling 

Barriers to Upstream 
Anadromous Salmonid 

Migration 
Develop Hydrologic Data for 

Flow Conduits at the La 
Grange Project 

Collect Topographic, Depth, 
and Habitat Data in the 

Vicinity of the La Grange 
Project Facilities 

Assess Fish Presence and 
Potential for Stranding 

Study Components 

La Grange Project Fish 
Barrier Assessment 

Fish Passage Facilities 
Assessment 

Concept-Level Fish Passage 
Alternatives 
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Water Temperature Monitoring and Modeling 

1. Originally a study request from NMFS.  FERC determines Districts are not 
required to do the study.   Study being conducted voluntarily by the 
Districts.  
 

2. Study tasks include evaluating existing information, collecting additional 
information and developing a temperature model to simulate existing 
thermal conditions in the Upper Tuolumne River between Early Intake and 
Don Pedro Reservoir. 
 

3. Primary objective is identifying where temperatures appear to be suitable 
for the various life stages of salmonids. 
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Today’s Temperature Workshop 
1.  Districts’ proposed a collaborative Workshop with LPs. 

 
2. Core Study Team: 

a) HDR – select and acquire monitoring equipment, deployment, 
maintenance, and download. 

b) Watercourse Engineering, Inc. – water temperature modeling Lead 
Engineer. 

 
3. Objectives include: 

a) Review existing information and discuss additional information needs 
for temperature and river stage monitoring to support modeling. 

b) Discuss and confirm modeling approach. 
c) Discuss and confirm schedule/tasks and future collaboration. 
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La Grange Hydroelectric Project 
FERC No. 14581 

 
Upper Tuolumne River 

Flow and Water Temperature Assessment 
 

May 19, 2015 
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Topics 
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• Temperature Study Overview: 
• Study Goal/Objectives, scope, and study area 
 

• Review and Discussion of Existing Information 
 

• Monitoring Program – Presentation and Discussion 
 

• Temperature Modeling 
 

• Meeting Wrap-up 
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Study Objectives 
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• Complete a water temperature investigation to characterize thermal 
conditions in Upper Tuolumne River basin below Early Intake. 

 

• Monitoring Data 
• Existing Data 
• Additional Monitoring 
 

• Develop a flow and temperature model  
• Mainstem Tuolumne River from Early Intake to Don Pedro 

Reservoir and major tributaries 
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Monitoring Objectives 
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• Identify existing data and monitoring locations 
 

• Share current and proposed District monitoring sites 
 

• Ensure locations, methods, need for additional monitoring are 
consistent/acceptable among parties 

 

• Identify operations or conditions that may be anomalous during 
the proposed monitoring season (e.g., extreme drought, 
operational changes, etc.) 
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Temperature Modeling Objectives 
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• Develop a tool to assist in assessing a range of 
• Hydrology 
• Temperature 
• Meteorology 
• Thermal regimes and suitability for salmonid life stages on a 

reach scale basis. 
 

• Model will produce data for suitability criteria at sub-daily time 
steps, allowing the development of a range of metrics (e.g., daily 
mean or maximum, 7-day average of the mean or maximum, etc.) 
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Study Scope 
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• Task 1: Identify, Synthesize, and Interpret Existing Water 
Temperature and Flow Data 

 

• Task 2: Additional Monitoring -- Data Logger Deployment 
 

• Task 3: Water Temperature Modeling and Reporting 
 
 

www.waterboards.ca.gov 
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Study Area 
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Modeling Analysis 
Tuolumne River: Early Intake (RM 105) to Don Pedro 
Reservoir (RM 81) 
Cherry/Eleanor Creeks: Confluence to first barrier* 
SF Tuolumne River: Barrier near confluence (no model) 
Clavey River: Confluence to first barrier* 
NF Tuolumne River: Confluence to first barrier* 
   * TBD 
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Task 1: Existing Data Analysis 
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• Data sources  
• Flow 
• Water temperature  
• Meteorology 
 

• Review 
• Location, frequency, period assessment 
 

• Findings 
• Identify data gaps 
• Characterize hydrology and thermal conditions 
• Define potential modeling periods 
• Recommendations for additional monitoring 
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Flow – Data Sources 
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• USGS 
• 11276600 TUOLUMNE R AB EARLY INTAKE NR MATHER CA  
• 11276900 TUOLUMNE R BL EARLY INTAKE NR MATHER CA  
• 11285500 TUOLUMNE R A WARDS FERRY BR NR GROVELAND CA  
• 11277300 CHERRY C BL VALLEY DAM NR HETCH HETCHY CA  
• 11278300 CHERRY C NR EARLY INTAKE CA  
• 11278400 CHERRY C BL DION R HOLM PH, NR MATHER CA  
• 11278000 ELEANOR C NR HETCH HETCHY CA  

• CCSF  
• Clavey River (historic data - CDEC) 
• Minimum flow schedule 

• Cherry Creek  
• Eleanor Creek 
• Tuolumne River at Early Intake 

• HDR proration methodology (ungaged tributaries) 
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Flow - Summary 
• Mainstem Tuolumne River 

• Early Intake – managed operation (and spill) 
• Cherry Creek to Don Pedro Reservoir – hydropower peaking with seasonal 

tributary contributions (e.g., spring snowmelt) 
 

• Cherry/Eleanor Creeks  
• Above Dion R Holm PH – managed operation (and spill) 
• Below Dion R Holm PH – hydropower peaking 
 

• SF Tuolumne, Clavey, and NF Tuolumne Rivers 
• Unregulated hydrograph 
 

• Monitoring Recommendations 
• Additional seasonal flow data on Clavey and NF Tuolumne R. 
• Stage data on mainstem (travel time) 
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Water Temperature – Data Sources  
Handout (1/2) 
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Water Temperature – Data Sources  
Handout (2/2) 
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Map Agency Active Site_Locations
Label J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D

TR078.5 USGS YES Tuolumne River at Wards Ferry Bridge *
TR078.7 CDFG NO Tuolumne River upstream of Wards Ferry Bridge 5 20 22 18 7 24
TR079.4 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, upstream of Ward's Ferry 6 1 25 15 24 16 15 11 10 14 16 2
TR081.9 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Mohecan Br. *
TR083.0 TID/MID YES Tuolumne River at Indian Creek Trail 26
TR088.1 UC Davis NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Indian Creek confluence *
TR088.4 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Grapevine Cr. *
TR090.8 UC Davis NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Clavey Creek confluence *
TR091.1 NMFS YES Tuolumne R US of Clavey R. *
TR091.1 UC Davis NO Tuolumne River, upstream of Clavey Creek confluence 6 28 7
TR096.4 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Lumsden Campgorund
TR096.5 CDFG NO Tuolmune River below the South Fork 21 22 21 29 12
TR097.0 CDFG NO Tuolumne River above the South Fork 30 22 22 6 6 12
TR097.1 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, upstream of South Fork 6 5
TR098.0 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Lumsden Bridge *
TR103.5 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, ds of Cherry Ck confluence (TR4) 8 14 21 4 5 20
TR103.7 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, ds of Cherry Ck confluence (TR3) 8 13
TR104.6 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, ds of Early Intake Diversion Dam 8 13
TR105.0 CDFG NO Tuolumne River at Early Intake 29 23 23
TR105.6 CCSF NO Tailrace of Kirkwood Powerhouse *
TR109.3 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Preston Falls 5 14
TR117.3 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, downstream of O'Shaughnessy
NF Tuolumne River
NFT00.1 UC Davis NO North Fork Tuolumne above Tuolumne River *
Clavey River
CR00.1 NMFS YES Clavey R. just US of confluence *
CR00.3 UC Davis NO Clavey River, upstream of Tuolumne River confluence 6 28
CR16.9 CCSF NO Clavey River at 1N04 Bridge 8 20
SF Tuolumne River
SFT00.2 CDFG NO South Fork of the Tuolumne River near confluence 7 18 16 27 19 27 22 25 14 17 29 26 1 12
SFT00.2 CCSF NO South Fork Tuolumne River near 1N10 Bridge 6 4
SFT00.2 NMFS YES S Fork Tuolumne R. just US of confluence *
Cherry Creek
CC00.6 CDFG NO Cherry Creek Power House 16 29 22 3 18 23 7 9 27 15 25 19 26 23
CC01.2 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, upstream of Dion Holm Powerhouse 8 30 30 29 27 29 30 12
CC07.0 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, ds of confluence with Eleanor Creek 7 2 29 14
CC07.1 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, upstream of Eleanor Creek confluence 7 2 29 14
CC09.4 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, downstream of Cherry Dam 8 4 5 5
CC10.5 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, downstream of Cherry Dam 7 29
CC16.1 CCSF NO Upstream of Cherry Lake 7 25 30 4
Eleanor Creek
EC00.0 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, upstream of Cherry Creek confluence 7 3 30 21 1 25
EC01.7 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, downstream of Miguel Creek confluence 7 27 5
EC01.7 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, downstream of Miguel Creek confluence 7 18 29 5
EC01.7 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, downstream of Miguel Creek confluence 7 27 5
EC01.8 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, upstream of Miguel Creek confluence 7 27 5
MC00.0 CCSF NO Miguel Creek, upstream of Eleanor Creek confluence 7 5 2 26 5

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Tuolumne River - Mainstem

2013 2014

Handout 

Water Temperature Data - Availability 
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Water Temperature - Summary 
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• Potential modeling periods  
• June – October (critical)  
• Year-round potential 
 

• Analysis – in progress 
• Key seasonal elements 
• Flow-temperature nexus 
• Critical periods 

 

• Monitoring Recommendations 
• Comprehensive data set at basin scale (including tributaries) 
• Tributaries: two or three locations (initially two) 
• Flow and temperature at key tributary locations 
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Meteorology 
• Several stations available in project area (CDEC): 

• CVM: CHERRY VALLEY MET STATION  
• SEW: SMITH PEAK RAWS  
• DDL: DUDLEYS (MCDIARMID FIRE STATION)  
• GIN: GIN FLAT  
• BKM: BUCK MEADOWS  
• JFR: JAWBONE LAVA FLAT RAWS  
 

• Rim Fire destroyed long-term Buck Meadows site 
 

• Stations of various duration, for various periods, and measured 
parameters 

 

• Adopting HDR method consistent with long term data set 
completed under previous modeling work 
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Meteorology 
• HDR long-term data set determination (Don Pedro Reservoir) 
 

• Adjusted vapor pressure terms a function of elevation and assumed 
lapse rate (6oC per 3,128 ft of elevation change)  
 
 Parameter Unit Source 

Cloud Cover1 n/a Calculated 

Air Temperature2 deg C Adjusted Stockton 

Wet-Bulb Temperature3 deg C Calculated 

Barometric Pressure mmHg Adjusted Stockton 

Wind Speed m/s Adjusted Stockton 

Solar Radiation w/m2 
Sacramento 1973-1990 and Modesto City 
AP 1991-2010 (both NREL Solar radiation 
data),  2010 to present – Oakdale CIMIS 

1 Cloud cover was estimated based on solar radiation. 
2 Air temperature was only available from the Stockton meteorological station. Air temperature to be adjusted to representative elevation using a lapse 
rate. 
3 Wet-bulb temperatures are calculated based on adjusted air temperature and relative humidity from Stockton. 
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Task 2: Monitoring 
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• Rationale 
• Space (locations) 
• Time (periods of interest) 
 

• Summary of deployment 
• USFS special use permit 
• Access – whitewater boating and helicopter 
• Installation schedule 
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Rationale 
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• System characterization – General 
• Thermal regime, flow conditions 
• Support modeling 
 

• System characterization – Spatial/temporal 
• Spatial 

• Mainstem 
• Tributary  

• Temporal 
• Period of interest: late winter – late fall 
• Frequency: sub-daily (e.g., hourly) 
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Proposed Monitoring Locations 
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• 15 proposed locations 
 

• Mainstem locations to 
record water 
temperature at 30-
minute intervals 
 

• Tributary locations to 
record water 
temperature and stage at 
30-minute intervals 

Logger Location River Mile 
TR above North Fork TR 81.3 
TR near Indian Creek TR 88.2 
TR above Clavey River TR 91.1 
TR above South Fork TR 97.0 
TR below Early Intake TR 105.2 
  North Fork TR above TR NF 0.1 
  North Fork TR at RM8 Bridge NF 8.0 

  Clavey R. above TR CR 0.1 
  Clavey R. at Gage 11283500 CR 8.4 

  South Fork TR above TR SF 0.1 
  Cherry Ck. above TR CC 0.6 
  Cherry Ck. above Powerhouse CC 1.2 
  Cherry Ck. below Eleanor Ck. CC 7.1 
  Cherry Ck. above Eleanor Ck. CC 7.2 
  Eleanor Ck. Above Cherry Ck. EC 0.1 

M
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Monitoring Equipment 
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• Hobo Pro V2  or TidBit loggers (+/- 0.2 °C) 
deployed at identified locations in a protective 
housing. 

• Recorders are placed in the active channel and 
secured by a removable steel cable or chain 
tethered to a stable root mass, boulder, or man-
made structure. 

• Onset U20 level loggers installed to measure stage and 
temperature. 

• Semi-permanent housings affixed to large boulders or 
bedrock to ensure the level logger does not move. 

• A flow measurement will also be collected any location 
a stage recorder is installed or downloaded to develop a 
stage-discharge curve and continuous record. 
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Site Access and Monitoring 
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Month 
Vehicle/Hike 

Access 
Helicopter/ 
Boat Access 

2015 
April/May (Installation) X X 
June X -- 
July -- -- 
August X X 
September -- -- 
October/November (removal 
or winter prep) 

X X 

2016 
March/April (re-installation or 
first visit – flow dependent) 

X X 

May -- -- 
June X -- 
July -- -- 
August X -- 
September -- -- 
October/November (removal) X X 

• 4 monitoring locations 
accessed by boat or 
helicopter 

• 3 monitoring locations 
accessed by foot or 
helicopter (check Rim 
Fire conditions) 

• 8 monitoring locations 
accessed by foot 
 
 

X = visit, -- = no visit 

*USFS SF-299 permit was 
approved on 4/22/15 for 
installations on Stanislaus 
Forest lands. 
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Current Site Installations (as of 5/4/15) 
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Location River Mile Equipment Coordinates Notes 

TR above North Fork TR 81.3 1 water temp, 1 
stage 

37.896630 
-120.252864 

TR above South Fork TR 97.0 1 water temp, 1 
stage, 2 barometric 

37.84076 
-120.04611 

TR below Early 
Intake 

TR 105.2 2 water temp 
37.87582 
-119.9597 Flow from USGS 

North Fork above TR NF 0.1 2 stage 
37.897235 

-120.253729 
North Fork at RM8 
Bridge 

NF 8.0 2 stage 
37.985196 

-120.204608 

South Fork above TR SF 0.1 2 stage 
37.83870 

-120.04852 
Cherry Creek above 
TR 

CC 0.6 2 water temp 
37.89253 

-119.97121 Flow from USGS 

Cherry Creek above 
HPH 

CC 1.2 2 water temp 
37.89395 

-119.94917 Flow from USGS 

Clavey River above 
TR 

CR 0.1 1 stage 
37.864518 

-120.115802 
Runoff too high to 
complete full install 

Clavey River at USFS 
Bridge 

CR 8.4 1 water temp 
37.899398 

-120.071984 
Runoff too high to 
complete full install 
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Additional Work to be Completed  
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• Revisit Tuolumne River near Indian Creek (via Indian Creek trail) 
to redeploy water temperature loggers. 
 

• Revisit two Clavey River locations to complete stage recorder 
installations and measure flow. Install stage recorder in Tuolumne 
River upstream of Clavey. 
 

• Install stage recorder equipment at either the Cherry and Eleanor 
creeks confluence or at location of identified fish passage barrier. 
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Additional Work to be Completed  
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Potential Pool Stratification 
 

• Assess potential pool stratification via temperature monitoring 
 

• Identify one large pool in each tributary and 2-3 pools in mainstem 
 

• Assess with handheld temperature device (e.g., profile) 
 

• Deploy loggers near bottom and surface to identify cold water 
presence and persistence through time 
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Water Temperature Modeling 
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• Model selection 
 

• Data development 
 

• Model calibration 
 

• Model application 
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Model Selection Considerations 
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• System Characteristics 
• Steep channel gradient 
• Variable flow regime 
• Snowmelt hydrograph and thermal response 
• Low summer flows 
• Variable meteorology (spatial/temporal) 
• Topographic, riparian shade 
 

• Previous model applications: 
• Upper Tuolumne River: Hetch Hetchy to Early Intake 
• Upper Tuolumne River: Without Dams Analysis – Tuolumne River above 

Hetch Hetchy to the San Joaquin River confluence 
 

• RMA-2/RMA-11 
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RMA Models 
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• A suite of modeling software, RMA-2 (v8) for hydrodynamics and RMA-11 
(v8) for water temperature, is proposed to represent the Upper Tuolumne River 
as a one-dimensional (laterally and depth averaged) finite element model 

 
• RMAGEN (v74): geometry file software (to build river grid) 
 
• RMA-2 (v8): hydrodynamic model that calculates velocity, water surface 

elevation, and depth at defined nodes of each grid element 
 
• RMA-11 (v8): water quality model that uses the depth and velocity results from 

RMA-2 to solve advection diffusion constituent transport equations for 
temperature.  
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RMA-2: Hydrodynamics 
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• Steady and unsteady (dynamic) flows can be analyzed (e.g., 
hydropower peaking) – solution of St Venant Equations 

• Steep river reach capability 
• Branching networks 
• Low flow modeling ability 
• ∆t = 1 hr (maximum) 
• ∆x = 25-50 m (approximately) 
• Open source code 
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RMA-11: Water Temperature 
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• Solves advection-dispersion equation 
• Comprehensive heat budget 

• Qn = (Qsw + Qatm – Qb – Ql + Qs) + Qb 
• Bed Conduction  
• Topographic shade 
• Riparian Shade (tributaries) 
• Capable of variable meteorology zones 
• ∆t = 1 hr (maximum) 
• ∆x = 25-50 m (approximately) 
• Open source code 
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Stream Modeling  
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• Data needs 
• Geometry 
• Hydrology (time series) 
• Water temperature (time series) 
• Meteorological data (time series) 

 
• Stream reaches 

• Tuolumne River mainstem: Early Intake to Don Pedro Reservoir 
• Cherry Creek: [TBD] 
• Clavey River: [TBD] 
• North Fork Tuolumne River: [TBD] 
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Stream Geometry 
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• Information needs: 
• Planform description of river (x-y information) 
• Longitudinal profile/bed slope 
• Channel cross sections 
• Riparian and topographic shade assumptions 
 

• Data sources 
• LiDAR 
• DEMs  
• Previous studies (modeling, fisheries) 
• Other available information 
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Hydrology 
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• Mainstem and tributary flows 
• Natural flow regimes (daily) 
• Hydropower peaking conditions (hourly) 

• Accretions/depletions (calculated based on mass balance) 
• Calibration data (within domain to test model) 

• Flow 
• Stage data (assess travel time (if multiple gages available)) 
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Water Temperature 
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• Mainstem and tributary inflow temperatures 
• Natural flow regimes (daily or hourly) 
• Hydropower peaking conditions (hourly) 

• Accretions/depletions (daily, weekly, or at river temperature) 
• Calibration data (within domain to test model) 
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Meteorology 
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• Air temperature, Tair 
• Relative Humidity, RH 
• Dew point (calculate using Tair and RH) or wet bulb temperature 
• Cloud cover (estimate or calculate) 
• Atmospheric pressure (calculate) 
• Wind speed 
• Solar radiation  
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Model Implementation, Calibration, 
Application 
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• Implementation 
• Calibration 

• Statistical performance 
• Graphical performance  

• Hydrology 
• Flow 
• Travel time 

• Water temperature 
• Temperature 

• Application 
• Comparative analysis 
• Potential years are 2007 to present 
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Next Steps 
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• 2015 
• Data synthesis and assessment (May) 
• Continue with field monitoring (through October 2016) 
• Ongoing coordination with project team on temperature 

assessment questions as they relate to barrier assessment 
 

• 2016 
• Initial Study Report (February) 
• Develop temperature model based on 2015-16 information 

(March – November) 
 

• 2017 
• Updated Study Report (February) 
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Questions or Comments? 
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Map Agency Active Site_Locations
Label J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A

TR078.5 USGS YES Tuolumne River at Wards Ferry Bridge *
TR078.7 CDFG NO Tuolumne River upstream of Wards Ferry Bridge 5 20 22 18 7 24
TR079.4 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, upstream of Ward's Ferry 6 1 25 15 24 16 15 11 10 14 16 2
TR081.9 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Mohecan Br. *
TR083.0 TID/MID YES Tuolumne River at Indian Creek Trail 26
TR088.1 UC Davis NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Indian Creek confluence *
TR088.4 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Grapevine Cr. *
TR090.8 UC Davis NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Clavey Creek confluence *
TR091.1 NMFS YES Tuolumne R US of Clavey R. *
TR091.1 UC Davis NO Tuolumne River, upstream of Clavey Creek confluence 6 28 7
TR096.4 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Lumsden Campgorund
TR096.5 CDFG NO Tuolmune River below the South Fork 21 22 21 29 12
TR097.0 CDFG NO Tuolumne River above the South Fork 30 22 22 6 6 12
TR097.1 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, upstream of South Fork 6 5
TR098.0 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Lumsden Bridge *
TR103.5 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, ds of Cherry Ck confluence (TR4) 8 14 21 4 5 20
TR103.7 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, ds of Cherry Ck confluence (TR3) 8 13
TR104.6 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, ds of Early Intake Diversion Dam 8 13
TR105.0 CDFG NO Tuolumne River at Early Intake 29 23 23
TR105.6 CCSF NO Tailrace of Kirkwood Powerhouse *
TR109.3 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Preston Falls 5 14
TR117.3 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, downstream of O'Shaughnessy *
NF Tuolumne River
NFT00.1 UC Davis NO North Fork Tuolumne above Tuolumne River *
Clavey River
CR00.1 NMFS YES Clavey R. just US of confluence *
CR00.3 UC Davis NO Clavey River, upstream of Tuolumne River confluence 6 28
CR16.9 CCSF NO Clavey River at 1N04 Bridge 8 20
SF Tuolumne River
SFT00.2 CDFG NO South Fork of the Tuolumne River near confluence 7 18 16 27 19 27 22 25 14 17 29 26 1 12
SFT00.2 CCSF NO South Fork Tuolumne River near 1N10 Bridge 6 4
SFT00.2 NMFS YES S Fork Tuolumne R. just US of confluence *
Cherry Creek
CC00.6 CDFG NO Cherry Creek Power House 16 29 22 3 18 23 7 9 27 15 25 19 26 23
CC01.2 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, upstream of Dion Holm Powerhouse 8 30 30 29 27 29 30 12
CC07.0 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, ds of confluence with Eleanor Creek 7 2 29 14
CC07.1 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, upstream of Eleanor Creek confluence 7 2 29 14
CC09.4 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, downstream of Cherry Dam 8 4 5 5
CC10.5 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, downstream of Cherry Dam 7 29
CC16.1 CCSF NO Upstream of Cherry Lake 7 25 30 4
Eleanor Creek
EC00.0 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, upstream of Cherry Creek confluence 7 3 30 21 1 25
EC01.7 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, downstream of Miguel Creek confluence 7 27 5
EC01.7 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, downstream of Miguel Creek confluence 7 18 29 5
EC01.7 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, downstream of Miguel Creek confluence 7 27 5
EC01.8 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, upstream of Miguel Creek confluence 7 27 5
MC00.0 CCSF NO Miguel Creek, upstream of Eleanor Creek confluence 7 5 2 26 5

* These data sets have been identified, but data have not been obtained and placed in data base at this time
# Less than 

Tuolumne River - Mainstem

2013 2014 20152007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
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1 2

Upper Tuolumne River Gages

0 1 20.5
Miles

* Proposed logger locations will be added to table
   when exact coordinates are known.

Label Agency Active Site Locations
CR00.1 TID/MID YES Clavey above TR
CR00.1 NMFS YES Clavey R. just US of confluence
CR00.3 UC Davis NO Clavey River, upstream of Tuolumne River confluence
CR08.4 TID/MID YES Clavey River at USFS Bridge
CR16.9 CCSF NO Clavey River at 1N04 Bridge
NFT00.1 TID/MID YES North Fork above TR
NFT00.1 UC Davis NO North Fork Tuolumne above Tuolumne River
NFT08.0 TID/MID YES North Fork at RM8 Bridge
SFT00.1 TID/MID YES South Fork above TR
SFT00.2 CDFG NO South Fork of the Tuolumne River near confluence
SFT00.2 CCSF NO South Fork Tuolumne River near 1N10 Bridge
SFT00.2 NMFS YES S Fork Tuolumne R. just US of confluence
TR078.5 USGS YES Tuolumne River at Wards Ferry Bridge
TR078.7 CDFG NO Tuolumne River upstream of Wards Ferry Bridge
TR079.4 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, upstream of Ward's Ferry
TR081.3 TID/MID YES TR above North Fork
TR081.9 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Mohecan Br.
TR088.1 UC Davis NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Indian Creek confluence
TR088.2 TID/MID YES Tuolumne River at Indian Creek Trail
TR088.4 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Grapevine Cr.
TR090.8 UC Davis NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Clavey Creek confluence
TR091.1 UC Davis NO Tuolumne River, upstream of Clavey Creek confluence
TR091.1 NMFS YES Tuolumne R US of Clavey R.
TR096.4 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Lumsden Campgorund
TR096.5 CDFG NO Tuolmune River below the South Fork
TR097.0 CDFG NO Tuolumne River above the South Fork
TR097.0 TID/MID YES TR above South Fork
TR097.1 CCSF YES Tuolumne River, upstream of South Fork
TR098.0 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Lumsden Bridge

Label Agency Active Site Name
11281000 USGS Inactive SF TUOLUMNE R NR OAKLAND RECREATION CAMP CA
11282000 USGS Inactive M TUOLUMNE R A OAKLAND RECREATION CAMP CA
11282500 USGS Inactive SF TUOLUMNE R NR BUCK MEADOWS CA
11283000 USGS Inactive TUOLUMNE R NR BUCK MEADOWS CA
11283500 USGS Inactive CLAVEY R NR BUCK MEADOWS CA
11284400 USGS Active BIG C AB WHITES GULCH NR GROVELAND CA
11284500 USGS Inactive BIG C NR GROVELAND CA
11285000 USGS Inactive NF TUOLUMNE R AB DYER C NR TUOLUMNE CA
11285500 USGS Active TUOLUMNE R A WARDS FERRY BR NR GROVELAND CA

Stream / Flow Gage
Active Inactive

Water Temperature Logger
Active Inactive Proposed*
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Label Agency Active Site Name
11274800 USGS Inactive TUOLUMNE R AT HETCH HETCHY NR SEQUOIA CA
11275000 USGS Inactive FALLS C NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11275500 USGS Active HETCH HETCHY RES A HETCH HETCHY CA
11276500 USGS Active TUOLUMNE R NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11276600 USGS Active TUOLUMNE R AB EARLY INTAKE NR MATHER CA
11276900 USGS Active TUOLUMNE R BL EARLY INTAKE NR MATHER CA
11277000 USGS Inactive CHERRY C NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11277200 USGS Active CHERRY LK NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11277300 USGS Active CHERRY C BL VALLEY DAM NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11277500 USGS Active LK ELEANOR NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11278000 USGS Active ELEANOR C NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11278200 USGS Inactive CHERRY C CN NR EARLY INTAKE CA
11278300 USGS Active CHERRY C NR EARLY INTAKE CA
11278400 USGS Active CHERRY C BL DION R HOLM PH, NR MATHER CA
11278500 USGS Inactive JAWBONE C NR TUOLUMNE CA
11281500 USGS Inactive M TUOLUMNE R NR MATHER CA

Label Agency Active Site Locations
CC00.6 TID/MID YES Cherry above TR
CC00.6 CDFG NO Cherry Creek Power House
CC01.2 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, upstream of Dion Holm Powerhouse
CC07.0 CCSF YES Cherry Creek, downstream of confluence with Eleanor Creek
CC07.1 CCSF YES Cherry Creek, upstream of Eleanor Creek confluence
CC09.4 CCSF YES Cherry Creek, downstream of Cherry Dam 
CC01.2 TID/MID YES Cherry above Powerhouse
CC10.5 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, downstream of Cherry Dam 
CC16.1 CCSF NO Upstream of Cherry Lake
EC00.0 CCSF YES Eleanor Creek, upstream of Cherry Creek confluence
EC01.7 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, downstream of Miguel Creek confluence
EC01.7 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, downstream of Miguel Creek confluence
EC01.7 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, downstream of Miguel Creek confluence
EC01.8 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, upstream of Miguel Creek confluence 
MC00.0 CCSF NO Miguel Creek, upstream of Eleanor Creek confluence
TR103.5 CCSF YES Tuolumne River, downstream of Cherry Creek confluence
TR103.7 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Cherry Creek confluence
TR104.6 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Early Intake Diversion Dam
TR105.0 CDFG NO Tuolumne River at Early Intake
TR105.2 TID/MID YES TR below Early Intake
TR105.6 CCSF NO Tailrace of Kirkwood Powerhouse
TR109.3 CCSF YES Tuolumne River, downstream of Preston Falls
TR117.3 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, downstream of O'Shaughnessy Dam

Stream / Flow Gage
Active Inactive

Water Temperature Logger
Active Inactive Proposed*
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La Grange Hydroelectric Project Licensing (FERC No. 14581) 
Fish Passage Assessment Workshop No. 1 

Modesto Irrigation District 
1231 11th Street, Modesto, California 

 
Wednesday, May 20, 2015 

9:00 am to 12:00 pm 
 

Meeting Notes 
 
On May 20, 2015, Turlock Irrigation District (TID) and Modesto Irrigation District (MID) 
(collectively, the Districts) hosted the first of a series of Workshops for the La Grange 
Hydroelectric Project Fish Passage Facilities Assessment (the Study). This document 
summarizes discussions during the meeting. It is not intended to be a transcript of the meeting. 
Attachment A to this document includes the following meeting documents: agenda, sign-in sheet, 
presentations, and handouts. 
 
Mr. John Devine of HDR, Inc. (HDR), consultant to the Districts, welcomed meeting attendees. 
Attendees went around the room and introduced themselves. Attendees on the phone introduced 
themselves; Mr. Tom Engstrom of Sierra Pacific and Mr. Bob Hughes of CDFW were the only 
two individuals participating remotely (see Attachment A: meeting sign-in sheet). 
 
Mr. Devine provided an introduction to the Workshop. He stated that this is the first of three 
planned collaborative workshops on the subject of evaluating the various factors regarding the 
feasibility of implementing upstream and downstream anadromous fish passage at the La Grange 
Diversion Dam and the Don Pedro Dam. Among today’s attendees, there is a wide range of 
expertise and knowledge related to the topic of fish passage, the issues involved in the 
investigation of fish passage, and the regulatory process surrounding fish passage decision-
making. In light of this, Mr. Devine said this first Workshop would primarily be focused on 
educating participants on the potential scope and scale of fish passage facilities, what these 
facilities might look like, and examples of fish passage at other facilities. The National Marine 
Fisheries Service (NMFS) will present a description of the agency’s Federal Power Act Section 
18 mandatory conditioning authority which is the primary regulatory mechanism for prescribing 
fish passage at hydroelectric facilities as part of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) licensing proceedings.  Mr. Devine said that the meeting would also touch on the 
suitability of habitat above Don Pedro Dam for anadromous fish and other information needs that 
may be valuable in the overall fish passage decision-making process. The Districts encourage an 
open and collaborative dialogue at today’s meeting; anyone with thoughts or questions is 
encouraged to speak up. 
 
Mr. Devine stated  that the purpose of anadromous fish passage at the La Grange Diversion Dam 
and Don Pedro Dam is to  provide anadromous fish access to river reaches upstream of Don 
Pedro Dam between Early Intake and  Don Pedro Reservoir in order to increase populations of 
Central Valley spring-run Chinook salmon and steelhead. Mr. Devine noted that the Districts 
have questions about whether fall-run Chinook salmon are also to be considered as part of this 
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assessment. Mr. Devine noted that the Districts hope to get clarification on this today.  Mr. 
Devine also noted that Mr. Jim Hastreiter, the FERC Project Manager, would not be able to 
participate in the Workshop due to NMFS’ filing of a Request for Rehearing on one of the 
studies NMFS requested but FERC rejected.  According to FERC, the Request for Rehearing 
triggers FERC’s legal protocols governing ex parte communications and thereby prevents Mr. 
Hastreiter, or any other FERC staff members, from participating in this Workshop.  
 
Mr. Devine said that the design, construction and operation of fish passage facilities at high-head 
dams can be very complex and costly.  The Districts hope that through the series of workshops 
and the La Grange Fish Passage Facilities Assessment, a thorough investigation of the 
engineering, biological, regulatory, and economic issues surrounding fish passage will be 
completed. As currently proposed, the Study will be a two-year process. Through these 
workshops, the Districts’ role is to develop an understanding of design criteria for fish passage 
facilities at La Grange and Don Pedro dams, evaluate what facilities would be most appropriate, 
and prepare detailed cost estimates. Mr. Devine reiterated that this is a two-year process and that 
during this first year, the goal is for all parties to come together as a group to thoroughly discuss 
the feasibility of providing fish passage by getting all the issues related to the reintroduction of 
anadromous fish to the river above Don Pedro Reservoir on the table. He noted that providing 
fish passage would result in anadromous fish having access to the upper Tuolumne River where 
they are currently not present.  The use of this reach by anadromous fish will constitute another 
managed use of the existing resource. 
 
Mr. Devine presented introductory slides. Mr. Devine described the La Grange Project and gave 
an overview of the La Grange Project Integrated Licensing Process (ILP). The Fish Passage 
Facilities Assessment is one component of a larger study about fish passage. Mr. Devine 
reviewed the objectives of the overall Fish Passage Facilities Assessment as well as the study 
area and schedule for reporting. Mr. Devine briefly discussed FERC’s February 2, 2015, Study 
Plan Determination, noting that while FERC required the Districts to develop a study of 
alternative fish passage facilities and associated cost estimates, FERC indicated it was the 
responsibility of the resource agencies, and not the Districts, to evaluate the suitability of 
upstream habitat and preparation of a full anadromous fish life-cycle model, as requested by the 
agencies.  Mr. Devine stated that the Districts were very willing to assist the agencies with 
certain tasks as they had indicated in their Revised Study Plan, even though not required to do 
so.  He then reviewed the Workshop agenda and introduced Mr. Steve Edmondson of NMFS.   
 
Mr. Edmondson presented slides on the history of hydropower regulation, the Federal Power 
Act, and details on FERC’s environmental analysis and decision-making process. Mr. 
Edmondson explained that FERC requires studies to understand a project’s impacts on 
developmental and non-developmental resources. He described how other federal legislation 
plays into the licensing process as well as general methodology for fisheries studies. He 
reviewed the resource issues commonly raised in FERC relicensing proceedings and the number 
of FERC hydro projects with fish passage. Lastly, Mr. Edmonson presented on the amount of 
riverine habitat estimated by NMFS in the overall Central Valley region that had been made 
unavailable because of dam construction. 
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Mr. Devine thanked Mr. Edmondson for the presentation. He noted that Mr. Edmondson 
reviewed the information FERC will use to conduct their environmental analysis and prepare 
their environmental document. However, as part of the La Grange Hydroelectric Project 
Licensing, NMFS had indicated a need for significant amounts of information to support fish 
passage decision-making as detailed in their study requests during the study planning process. Of 
the studies requested by NMFS, some had been approved by FERC and some had not been 
approved. Mr. Devine asked that Mr. Edmondson speak to NMFS’ Section 18 Authority, as 
included in the Workshop agenda,  and how the information and studies NMFS has requested 
will be used to decide whether or not to exercise that authority to require fish passage as part of 
the license proceeding. 
 
Mr. Edmondson responded that NMFS is going to take a hard look at the information in FERC’s 
EIS and from there NMFS would be able to identify the information gaps. NMFS does not 
require the information requested by studies to make fish passage recommendations. FERC 
determined the scope of impacts to be from the Golden Gate Bridge to the Tuolumne River 
headwaters; therefore, FERC will look at the developmental and non-developmental impacts in 
that reach. Mr. Edmondson noted that FERC included a study about fish passage in the Study 
Plan Determination because FERC needs basic information about fish passage to undertake its 
assessment. FERC may itself include fish passage in the license. Mr. Edmonson said that NMFS 
can recommend fish passage through various parts of the Federal Power Act, including Sections 
10(a), 10(j), or 18.  In addition to the Federal Power Act, there are according to NMFS other 
regulatory avenues for requiring fish passage. For example, fish passage may be required under 
California state law 5937, the Clean Water Act, or the Coastal Zone Management Act, or by 
federal land management agencies under Section 4(e) of the FPA. Fish passage may also be 
included in a settlement agreement. Mr. Edmondson stated that NMFS had never required fish 
passage in California under Section 18. He reiterated that at this time he could not be certain 
about what information NMFS would need because the information gaps were not yet known.  
 
Mr. Devine said that many individuals attending the workshop do not understand what process 
NMFS follows under the FPA’s Section 18 mandatory conditioning authority. He said it would 
be helpful for Mr. Edmondson to explain what the prescription is; that it is a mandatory authority 
(i.e., FERC must accept any Section 18 fishway prescriptions as part of a new license regardless 
of what FERC determines in its environmental analysis); what information NMFS, as the agency 
possessing this authority, would use to decide whether to prescribe fishways; and how the 
decision would be made (e.g., what is the process, how is the information used, are there criteria, 
is it collaborative, how does NMFS involve all interested parties; what role does economics play, 
etc.). Mr. Devine noted that both NMFS and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) have 
Federal Power Act Section 18 prescription authority. 
 
Mr. Edmondson replied that it was relatively unusual for the prescription authority to be 
exercised in California. NMFS had never exercised its Section 18 mandatory conditioning 
authority in California and, except for the Klamath Project, the USFWS had also never exercised 
Section 18 authority in the state. The more usual routes for requiring fish passage at a project are 
by FERC or through settlement. Regarding Section 18 prescription, Mr. Edmondson said NMFS 
has no specific information requirements and that essentially NMFS uses the best available 
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information. Mr. Edmondson cited the Edwards Dam Project, in which the best available 
information indicated that the cost of fish passage outweighed the benefit and the decision was 
made by FERC to instead remove the dam.  Mr. Devine clarified that the Edwards Project dam 
removal was based on a settlement that was driven politically and not for any inability of the 
project to pass target species of fish.  FERC never issued an order requiring removal of the dam.  
 
Mr. Steve Boyd (TID) thanked Mr. Edmondson for his presentation. He noted that a diverse 
audience was in attendance today with varying degrees of familiarity with the relicensing process 
and appreciated what Mr. Edmondson presented. However, Mr. Boyd said that the specific 
details on how Section 18 was implemented had still not been discussed as contained in the 
agenda and that the audience would appreciate if NMFS could give an overview of Section 18, 
what information is required to support the process, and how that information informs a decision 
to require or not require fish passage. 
 
Mr. Edmondson replied that he thought this meeting was looking at the fish passage engineering 
study. He said that Section 18 is a section of the Federal Power Act that gives NMFS and 
USFWS mandatory conditioning authority for fish passage. Mr. Edmondson noted that the bar 
for prescribing fish passage is fairly low and that a project that provides a barrier to fish going to 
or from spawning or rearing habitat may trigger Section 18 authority. Mr. Edmondson reiterated 
that fish passage may also be required under Section 401 of the Clean Water Act, CDFW code, 
the Coastal Zone Management Act, and by FERC or through settlement. Regarding a decision to 
require fish passage, Mr. Edmondson said that we are all in the information gathering process 
and it is unknown where the process will lead. 
 
Mr. Devine said that on the projects he had worked on in the past, including projects all across 
the country, resource agencies with prescription authority provided their preliminary 
prescriptions for fish passage during the development of FERC’s NEPA document. Once FERC 
has enough information to start its environmental review, the agencies have 60 days to provide 
recommendations, including preliminary prescriptions under Section 18. In other words, the 
preliminary prescriptions are considered early in the process before preparation of the 
environmental document. At this stage of the process, there is supposed to be sufficient 
information available for NMFS or USFWS to make their decision, though preliminary, about 
whether to prescribe fish passage.  Mr. Devine stated that he was not familiar with any project 
where the initial agency fish passage prescriptions did not occur until after FERC issued the EIS.   
In fact, the ILP requires the initial prescriptions be filed early in the FERC review process. 
Mr. Edmondson said that after FERC issues a notice of Ready for Environmental Analysis 
(REA), NMFS provides preliminary terms and conditions for use in the NEPA process. At this 
time it is unknown whether other agencies or FERC will use their authorities. It is unknown what 
the available information will be at the time. Those decisions are down the road; it is not even 
known yet whether it is possible to provide fish passage.   
 
Mr. Edmondson said that the first cut at the information would be to determine if there is 
historical habitat above Don Pedro Dam. Considering the Lindley analysis (Lindley 2007), it 
appears that fish used to be able to reach the headwaters and now they cannot. The second cut 
would determine if fish passage is possible and feasible through engineering and whether fish 
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passage is consistent with agency management plans. Just because something can be done does 
not mean it should be done. The final step is FERC would weigh the developmental and non-
developmental effects to determine if fish passage makes sense. This process happens in the 
“black box” at FERC, according to NMFS. 
 
Mr. Devine requested that Mr. Edmondson touch on the NMFS Recovery Plan (NMFS 2014) and 
the relationship of the recovery plan to the species being considered for fish passage. Mr. 
Edmondson replied that Section 4 of the Endangered Species Act required NMFS to publish a 
recovery plan. A team of 20 individuals with various backgrounds (biology, business, etc.) 
reviewed existing information and drafted recommendations for recovery criteria. Congress 
directed NMFS to identify what the standards would be to delist a species. Mr. Edmondson said 
that the goal of all resource agencies is to delist species. In the recovery plan, the goal for the San 
Joaquin River is to sustain populations of Chinook salmon and steelhead below the dams and to 
secure access to habitat for these species above the dams. 
 
Mr. Devine asked what fish species the Study should investigate. He noted that the NMFS 
recovery plan refers to spring-run Chinook salmon and steelhead. Mr. Edmondson replied that 
spring-run Chinook salmon and steelhead are the two listed species in the Tuolumne River but 
are not the only anadromous species in the river. Most fish passage facilities at other projects are 
for non-listed species and even non-native species. Mr. Edmondson said that there are not 
currently populations of either spring-run Chinook salmon or steelhead below the dam. Due to 
federal law resulting from the San Joaquin settlement, NMFS cannot prescribe fishways 
specifically for spring-run Chinook in the Tuolumne River until 2025. 
 
Meeting took a 10-minute break. Meeting resumed. 
 
Mr. Devine thanked Mr. Edmondson for his presentation and his description of the FERC 
process. He noted that it was important for participants to understand that both NMFS and 
USFWS can require fish passage facilities at FERC-licensed projects, whether or not FERC 
agrees with the need for such facilities. Mr. Devine said that in his experience, FERC had not 
ordered a licensee to build extensive upstream and downstream fish passage facilities unless 
required by an agency mandatory condition.  He added that even if FERC, through its own 
analysis, determines that a fishway is unnecessary, the agencies may still require that a fishway 
be built since Section 18 prescriptions are mandatory. 
 
Mr. Devine introduced Mr. Bao Le (HDR). Mr. Le is the project lead for the Study and has a 
background in fish biology. 
 
Mr. Le said that the purpose of his presentation was to begin exploring whether consideration of 
fish passage at La Grange Diversion Dam and Don Pedro Dam was better addressed through a 
larger and more robust reintroduction evaluation framework since the focal species to be 
considered as part of any Tuolumne River fish passage program would be comprised of spring-
run Chinook and steelhead to comply with the NMFS recovery plan, both of which are reported 
to have accessed the upper Tuolumne River (above Don Pedro Reservoir) historically, but are 
not currently present in this reach.  As such, any decision by NMFS to require fish passage at La 
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Grange and Don Pedro would fundamentally be a decision to reintroduce these fish species back 
to the upper Tuolumne River.  Mr. Le stated that his presentation was intended to focus on this 
idea of reintroduction, the types of information deemed to be critical to informing the planning 
and decision-making process, and whether agency guidelines existed to implement such a 
framework.   Mr. Le said that after he concludes his presentation, Mr. Chuck Hanson (Hanson 
Environmental, consultant to the Districts) would present his views about specific information 
needs for decision-making. 
 
Mr. Le presented slides. Mr. Le reviewed the fish passage study requests and provided an 
overview of the Anderson et al. paper (Anderson 2014) on planning Pacific salmon and steelhead 
reintroductions. Mr. Le described the information needed to inform reintroduction (and therefore, 
fish passage) decision-making. Mr. Hanson presented slides on the general life cycle specific 
information needs to consider when evaluating fish passage and reintroduction. 
 
Regarding the term “volitional fish passage,” Mr. Peter Drekmeier (Tuolumne River Trust 
(TRT)) asked what the term “volitional” meant. Mr. Devine replied that volitional means that 
fish can move upstream and/or downstream under their own power and motivation. For example, 
fish must “decide”, and be sufficiently fit, to climb a fish ladder in order to migrate upstream 
past a barrier.  In contrast, “trap and haul” fish passage requires that fish be collected, 
transported, and released under a schedule imposed by human intervention. 
 
Mr. Devine said the Districts thought it would be valuable to provide examples of fish passage 
facilities at other high-head dam projects. He noted that to his knowledge there are no examples 
of fish passage facilities at high-head dams in California, but there are a few examples in the 
Pacific Northwest. 
 
Mr. Michael Garello (HDR) presented slides to introduce the process of developing fish passage 
engineering concepts. Mr. Garello summarized general design criteria needs for fish passage 
facilities and provided examples of upstream and downstream fish passage facilities at other 
projects for anadromous fish. 
 
Referring to slide 12, Mr. Larry Byrd (MID Board Member and area landowner) asked if the 
downstream fish passage facility screens could become clogged with debris in the river. Mr. 
Garello replied that the screens had very small openings and could become clogged with debris. 
He added that in general, screens are cleaned regularly by an automated system and that 
precautions are often taken upstream to prescreen debris, before the debris can reach the entrance 
to the fish passage facilities. 
 
Mr. Byrd asked what the fish passage success rate was at the Upper Baker Project. Mr. Garello 
replied that at that particular project, the licensee had been experimenting with fish passage 
technology since the 1980s. Over time and through trial and error, the licensee had worked to 
improve how the fish were guided to collection facilities. To determine the fish collection 
success rate for downstream passage, fish are tagged and then placed in the reservoir upstream of 
the entrance to the fish passage facility. The number of tagged fish collected by the fish passage 
facility helps to determine the collection efficiency. Today, projects are often expected to 
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achieve fish passage efficiencies as high as 98%.  When fish passage facilities are first 
commissioned, the efficiency is generally lower. Through trial and error and tweaks to 
operations, efficiencies may be improved. Mr. Devine added that fish passage facilities at high-
head dams are still largely experimental and therefore it is hard to predict what the performance 
will be when the facilities are built. Although resource agencies may require a specific 
performance metric, because the facilities are experimental, it is difficult to know whether this 
metric can be achieved. Mr. Devine said that the purpose of Mr. Garello’s presentation was to 
provide a sense of the scope and scale of fish passage facilities that would likely be considered in 
the feasibility study to be conducted for Don Pedro and La Grange. 
 
A meeting attendee asked what project has the most successful fish passage facilities. Mr. 
Garello replied that every project is different and how success is defined varies from project to 
project.  
 
Regarding the experimental nature of fish passage facilities at high-head dams, Mr. Devine said 
upstream passage facilities are much less experimental and there are many examples of 
successful upstream passage facilities. In contrast, downstream passage facilities at high-head 
dam projects like Don Pedro are much more difficult to engineer. For downstream passage, 
young fish need to be guided toward facilities, collected and then moved downstream.  For 
projects like Don Pedro where the reservoir is large, spatially complex, and experiences very 
significant water level fluctuations (greater than 200 ft), it would likely be very challenging to 
build a facility that could collect the juvenile fish. The facilities necessary to do this work would 
be considered experimental, in his opinion. 
 
Mr. Thomas Orvis (Stanislaus County Farm Bureau) added that because Don Pedro Reservoir 
can fluctuate well over 150 ft, reservoir fluctuation would need to be considered for upstream 
passage as well, such as where and how the fish would be released into the reservoir. Mr. Garello 
agreed that reservoir fluctuation was one of many issues to be considered. Given the reservoir 
fluctuation, downstream fish passage facilities may need to be sited upstream of the reservoir. 
Mr. Garello said that of the five or six fish passage facilities that exist at projects of similar size 
to Don Pedro Dam, all the facilities collect fish for downstream passage directly at the dam, not 
at the head of reservoir. Mr. Garello said he did not know of any high- head dam projects where 
the downstream fish passage facility was permanent and located at the head of the reservoir. Mr. 
Garello reiterated that while he knew of temporary facilities located at the head of the reservoir 
for data collection, he did not know of any permanent facilities. 
 
Mr. Orvis said that the drought had resulted in changes to temperatures in the reservoir, and that 
reservoir water temperatures would also need to be considered in this study. Mr. Garello agreed 
that water temperature would be among the issues requiring evaluation. 
 
Referring to what Mr. Garello said about facility performance metrics, Mr. Devine noted 
performance metrics are specified by the resource agencies and will likely include how many 
fish, of all the fish moving downstream, must be collected and safely transported downstream. 
To achieve a 90% collection efficiency or greater in Don Pedro Reservoir, it would likely be 
insufficient to collect fish using only a collection facility. Fish would need to be directed toward 
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the facility with guidance systems using large nets that span the entire depth and width of the 
reservoir at any collection location. Mr. Orvis noted that such nets would also likely have issues 
with debris blockage. Mr. Devine added that collecting fish upstream of the reservoir was also 
not without potential issues. For example, the large variability of spring runoff may be a problem 
at this collection location. All potential issues must be examined. 
 
Mr. Byrd asked how it is determined when the nets will be dropped to corral the fish into the 
collection facilities. Mr. Garello replied that the guide nets are left out, and as the fish assemble 
near the nets, the nets are drawn in, moving the fish to one central location (i.e., collection 
facility). Mr. Devine said that the guide nets could also have implications for recreational use of 
the reservoir. 
 
Regarding where fish are released downstream, Mr. Orvis asked if fish predators eventually learn 
where the fish are released. Mr. Devine replied that such a problem had occurred at other 
projects and that predator removal was required. A predator removal program would also need to 
be considered here. According to a study completed for the Don Pedro relicensing (TID/MID 
2013), there is a high predation rate in the river below La Grange Diversion Dam.  Fish released 
below La Grange Diversion Dam would be at high risk of predation. These factors would need to 
be considered, especially in terms of performance metrics. Mr. Devine reiterated that given the 
high cost of fish passage facilities, it is very important to know the performance metrics at the 
earliest planning of design. For example, designing for a performance metric of 50% would yield 
a much different facility than designing for a performance metric of 90%. 
 
Referring to the meeting attendees, Mr. Orvis noted that there were not many TID or MID 
ratepayers in attendance at the meeting and that it would be the ratepayers who would ultimately 
be paying the cost for fish passage facilities. Mr. Devine said it was important to note that there 
are only five or six juvenile downstream collectors currently in existence, and that each was built 
by an entity, like PacifiCorp or Portland General Electric, with a large number of ratepayers. The 
Districts collectively have far fewer ratepayers to shoulder the cost of upstream and downstream 
fish passage facilities. Mr. Devine noted that just the capital costs of such facilities can be in the 
range of $100 million. 
 
Mr. Garello resumed his presentation. Mr. Garello presented slides related to capital costs of 
other potentially somewhat similar installations.  Slide 18 indicated that construction costs at 
several fish passage facilities in the Pacific Northwest ranged from $10.4 million to $60 million. 
Mr. Garello noted that the 2015 Northwest Hydroelectric Association (NWHA) annual 
conference had included a three-member panel discussion about fish passage. Each individual on 
the panel worked for a licensee with a recent large fish passage project. Regarding the cost of 
fish passage facilities, Mr. Garello said that each panelist had noted that, for each of their 
respective projects, the fish passage facilities had cost 30 – 40% more than had been originally 
estimated indicating the challenges of designing and operating such facilities. 
 
Mr. Devine said that in his experience, if fish passage facilities are not thoroughly and rigorously 
evaluated from the very beginning of planning, the resulting design are likely not to achieve the 
performance metrics required by the agencies. Therefore, it was very important to know from the 
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very beginning what those performance metrics would be so that the fishway could be planned 
accordingly. Given the high cost of the facilities, it would be unsatisfactory to build something 
only to determine that the facility could not achieve the performance metric. 
 
Mr. Devine reiterated the importance of producing realistic cost estimates and the types and level 
of information needed to do so early in the process. Mr. Byrd asked what the schedule was for 
producing a cost estimate for this project. Referring to the Study schedule, Mr. Devine replied 
that a good cost estimate was approximately two years away. He added that to produce an 
accurate cost estimate, the Districts needed information from the agencies now. For example, if 
the Districts assume a certain performance metric in the planning, but down the road the agencies 
provide a different performance metric, the reliability of the cost estimate would be jeopardized. 
 
Mr. Orvis asked what happens if the cost estimate is very high. Mr. Devine asked Mr. 
Edmondson if the agencies consider costs in their decision-making. Mr. Edmondson replied that 
FERC considers costs relative to the benefits, but did not indicate how NMFS considers cost. Mr. 
Devine asked how a determination is made by NMFS that a project is too costly. Mr. Edmondson 
replied that all the issues needed to be weighed.  Mr. Devine asked if Mr. Edmondson could 
share examples of assessments where the agencies considered cost and the cost was deemed to 
be too expensive. Mr. Edmondson replied that the Edwards Dam Project is an example where the 
cost to change the project to meet environmental standards was more than the cost to remove the 
dam, so the project was removed. Mr. Devine, who was involved in that project, disagreed with 
Mr. Edmondson’s characterization of the Edwards Dam project, stating that the decision to 
remove the dam was instead politically motivated, and that FERC had never ordered the dam to 
be removed.  Mr. Devine said that the two target migratory species, American shad and alewife, 
could have been easily passed at the dam (Note: Edwards Dam was only 18 ft high).   
 
Mr. John Shelton (CDFW) said it was disingenuous to say that the agencies make the decision 
about whether or not to build fish passage. Most of the time, the applicants help make the 
decision. In the settlement process, the agencies look to the applicants to weigh-in on the 
decision; the agencies do not come in and force a settlement. The applicants have a big part in 
the decision and what the feasibility of fish passage is, given the information. Mr. Shelton said 
that, similar to what Mr. Edmondson said happens at NMFS, at CDFW, the process of gathering 
the information is key. Mr. Shelton said he agreed completely that at this time the costs are 
unknown as well as what the efficiencies should be and what the benefits would be. These are all 
issues to be worked through. Mr. Shelton said that from what he had seen in California, fish 
passage is usually decided on among the parties during settlement. Mr. Shelton added that he 
could only speak to the ecology side of the process, and that any political motivations in the 
equation were beyond CDFW’s part in the process. Mr. Edmondson agreed with Mr. Shelton that 
the agencies do not make a unilateral decision about fish passage. Instead, the agencies work 
closely with the licensee and stakeholders to work through the information and make a judgment 
call. Mr. Edmondson added that he was not familiar with a project where the agencies made a 
unilateral decision about fish passage. 
 
Mr. Devine thanked Mr. Shelton and Mr. Edmondson for their commitments to a collaborative 
decision-making process that takes into account all parties’ concerns. Mr. Devine added that he 
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hoped the resource agencies would be active participants in the study and share information early 
on to help support the development of reliable fish passage cost estimates. 
 
Mr. Edmondson said that a big part of the decision process is knowing the condition of the 
habitat above Don Pedro Dam and the ability of that habitat to support a new fish population. 
Mr. Edmonson said that habitat suitability was not a small issue. 
 
Mr. Devine said that NMFS had made several study requests related to upstream habitat 
suitability and production not adopted by FERC. Although the Districts had volunteered to 
complete some of these studies, other studies were not being completed by the Districts. Mr. 
Devine said that in the NMFS study request, NMFS had noted that they needed the information 
provided by these studies. Mr. Devine asked who would complete those studies, to get the 
information that NMFS needed.  Mr. Edmondson clarified that NMFS had not stated they needed 
the information from the requested studies. Instead, the studies were recommendations to FERC 
about what studies should be completed. FERC would use the results of those studies to inform 
their decision. Regarding the studies that FERC did not require the Districts to complete, Mr. 
Edmondson was under the impression that NMFS was completing some of those studies. In 
particular, he noted that NMFS was completing an O. mykiss genetics study and an upper river 
temperature study. 
 
Mr. Devine said that from the La Grange study dispute resolution process, the Districts 
understood that NMFS did not have enough funding to complete a genetics study. Mr. Devine 
asked if that had changed. Mr. John Wooster (NMFS) affirmed that NMFS was moving forward 
with a genetics study. Mr. Devine asked if there was a study plan for the genetics study that 
could be shared with the Districts and participants. Mr. Wooster replied that there was not a 
study plan similar to a study plan document drafted for a FERC licensing process. Mr. Wooster 
added that although there was not a written study plan, he could provide a written description of 
the study. Mr. Devine said that during the study dispute resolution technical conference, there 
was a thorough discussion about the number of samples to be collected and where those samples 
would have to be collected. Mr. Devine said it would be helpful to know what studies the 
agencies were completing and what the schedules are for completing those studies. 
 
Regarding the genetics study, Mr. Wooster said that NMFS had actually taken some samples last 
week and would continue to take samples through the summer and into the fall. NMFS staff was 
performing most of the work and was receiving some help from NGOs. In response, Mr. Devine 
said that Mr. Larry Thompson (NMFS) had said at the dispute resolution technical conference 
that the genetics information would be used early on in the decision process to point to whether 
or not it would be appropriate for fish to be passed. Mr. Devine asked when the results from the 
genetics study, and subsequently NMFS’ decision about the genetic suitability for passage of O. 
mykiss would be available. Mr. Wooster replied that the report is due from the NMFS science 
center in early 2017. He added that NMFS had not said they needed to have the information, 
only that the information was helpful to inform the decision.  
 
Referring to slide 8 (Information Needs to support Reintroduction Planning) of Mr. Hanson’s 
presentation, Mr. Wooster said the “substrate” habitat suitability study was a component of the 
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NMFS LiDAR/hyperspectral study. Regarding a study of stream flow, Mr. Wooster said he 
hoped that existing information and the Districts’ upcoming temperature modeling work would 
suffice. Mr. Wooster said that at this time, NMFS did not plan to conduct a study about channel 
morphology, sediment budget, large woody debris or cover, and that the hope was that existing 
information would suffice for these items as well. 
 
Mr. Wooster asked if the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF) had studied any of these 
upstream reaches. Mr. Bill Sears (CCSF) replied that CCSF had not studied these reaches. 
Referring to McBain and Trush (2007), Mr. Wooster asked if CCSF was implementing any of 
the report’s recommendations for monitoring. Mr. Sears replied that CCSF had not implemented 
those recommendations and that at this time CCSF had no plans to implement those 
recommendations. 
 
Mr. Noah Hume (Stillwater Sciences, consultant to the Districts) asked if NMFS would be 
completing some habitat typing as part of the LiDAR/hyperspectral study. Mr. Wooster affirmed 
that NMFS would be completing some habitat typing as part of the study and that the schedule 
for completing that study was April 2016. 
 
Mr. Le said that in its study request, NMFS had requested that the Districts develop a life cycle 
model however FERC had not required the Districts to develop the model. Mr. Le asked if 
NMFS was planning to build a life cycle model per its own request. Mr. Wooster replied that 
NMFS was planning to complete work on this subject, but it would not exactly be a life cycle 
model. Instead, NMFS was planning to calculate the carrying capacity of the upper river using 
the habitat data and LiDAR/hyperspectral study results and the thermal suitability data produced 
by the Districts’ modeling work. Mr. Le asked if the scope and methods NMFS was planning to 
use to calculate carrying capacity would be made available to the public for review and 
comment. Mr. Wooster said that making the methods available for public comment was up for 
discussion.  Mr. Le requested that NMFS provide the methods for review and comment.   
 
Mr. Orvis asked how a Biological Opinion would tie into the decision-making process. Mr. 
Wooster replied that the information generated in this process would be fed into the Biological 
Opinion for the project. Mr. Devine asked if the Biological Opinion could recommend to FERC 
that the Districts build fish passage. Mr. Wooster replied that fish passage could be 
recommended in the Biological Opinion as a reasonable and prudent measure (RPM). Mr. 
Edmondson added that fish passage could also be recommended as a measure under section 10(j) 
and 10(a). 
 
Mr. Chris Shutes (California Sportfishing Protection Alliance or CSPA) asked what the schedule 
was for public consultation in the future. Mr. Devine reviewed the schedule for 2015. He said 
that the Districts needed input from the resource agencies to inform the facility design planning 
process. For example, the Districts needed to know what fish species would be passed, how large 
the fish runs would be, the timing of the runs, the performance criteria, etc. Mr. Devine said that, 
going forward, the hope was to be able to have comprehensive discussions of the full suite of 
engineering and biological criteria as appropriate to a fish reintroduction plan. The Districts 
would use the results from those discussions to formulate alternative design possibilities 
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consistent with FERC’s Determination to be shared with licensing participants. At Workshop 
No. 2, the Districts would hope to go through the design basis/design criteria document and leave 
that Workshop with agreement on the fundamental design basis. To facilitate that, the Districts 
will issue a draft Design Basis Report prior to the Workshop.  At Workshop No. 3, alternatives 
that meet the design basis would be put forward for consideration with the goal of narrowing the 
options to a single or a couple of the most appropriate options for the projects. For 2016, the 
Districts plan to develop detailed sizing, configurations, and preliminary engineering designs for 
the option(s) selected and perform detailed cost estimates.  Regarding the dates for Workshops 
No. 2 and No. 3, Mr. Devine said that the Districts would circulate some possible dates shortly to 
find out what works best for everyone’s schedules.  
 
Mr. Byrd said that as a local rancher, he has been on the Tuolumne River for 35 years. There was 
a lot of science talk in today’s Workshop. After coming to lots of these types of meetings, Mr. 
Byrd said he was starting to understand the scientific issues involved.   He had direct experience 
with salmon in the Tuolumne by virtue of living along the river.  Mr. Byrd said that when salmon 
get to the upper end of the spawning reach at Basso Bridge, the fish are nearly spent. There is no 
fish passage facility in the world that could make a difference to these fish. Mr. Byrd stated that 
the Tuolumne River system is different from the other projects covered into today’s 
presentations. No one wants to see these greater numbers of fish more than him. Mr. Byrd 
suggested that someone should film what happens when the salmon lay their eggs. He has seen 
the suckers and pikeminnows eat the newly-laid eggs. He said that juvenile fish do not make it 
down the river because the eggs are being eaten before they can hatch. In Mr. Byrd’s opinion, 
until the predator fish and suckers are dealt with, the runs will never return to their historic sizes. 
 
Mr. Patrick Koepele (Tuolumne River Trust or TRT) asked how the public could submit 
comments on the Workshop and any notes that are provided. Ms. Jenna Borovansky (HDR) 
replied that the Districts would set something up on the La Grange Project licensing website to 
allow individuals to submit comments. Also, individuals are welcome to email their comments to 
Ms. Rose Staples (HDR) (rose.staples@hdrinc.com), and Ms. Staples would distribute the 
comments to the Districts and all interested parties. 
 
Mr. Koepele asked if notes from today’s meeting would be circulated for review and entered into 
the record. Mr. Devine replied that, unlike the Don Pedro relicensing process, the La Grange 
licensing process does not have a formal Consultation Workshop process required by FERC. 
Although the Districts were not required to provide notes from today’s workshop, Mr. Devine 
said that the Districts would pull together notes from the meeting and post these notes on the La 
Grange licensing website.  
 
Mr. Edmondson said that NMFS had contracted for a documentary about fish passage. The 
documentary looked specifically at projects in the Pacific Northwest and includes interviews 
with licensees and operators about the decision to build fish passage at their facilities. Mr. 
Edmondson said that NMFS would like to make that link available to folks who would like to 
view the documentary. Mr. Devine replied that the Districts would make that link available. 
 

mailto:rose.staples@hdrinc.com
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Mr. Devine thanked Mr. Edmondson for his presentation and said he was pleased to hear that 
NMFS is committed to a collaborative process and that the final decision on fish passage would 
be made collaboratively among all the interested parties. 
 
Mr. Shutes asked what information the Districts needed to answer the questions covered in the 
presentations, including what species the Districts should consider for fish passage. Mr. Devine 
replied that the Districts would circulate a draft design criteria/design basis document prior to the 
next Workshop and it would contain a list of questions needing to be addressed, and that this 
would be discussed at the next workshop. 
 
Meeting concluded at 12:10 pm. 
 
ACTION ITEMS 
 

1. NMFS will provide a written description of its Tuolumne River O. mykiss genetics study 
plan and methods. 
 

2. The Districts will circulate to licensing participants potential dates for the next two Fish 
Passage Assessment workshops. 
 

3. The Districts will provide a way for licensing participants to submit comments on the La 
Grange Licensing Website. 
 

4. The Districts will post notes from Workshop No.1 on the La Grange Licensing Website. 
 

5. The Districts will make available a link to the NMFS fish passage documentary. 
 

6. The Districts will circulate the design criteria document prior to the next Workshop. 
 

7. NMFS will provide a copy of its presentation.  
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La Grange Hydroelectric Project  

Fish Passage Assessment Workshop No. 1 
Wednesday, May 20, 9:00 am to 12:00 pm 

MID Office, 1231 11
th

 Street, Modesto, California 

Conference Line:  1-866-994-6437, Passcode:  8140607 

Join Lync Meeting https://meet.hdrinc.com/jesse.deason/8DZ4VNVN 
 

 

Meeting Objectives: 

1. Introduce the fish passage evaluation concept, process/framework, and relevant information needs. 

2. Present and discuss the Tuolumne River Fish Passage Evaluation Framework. 

3. Confirm schedule/tasks, subsequent workshops, and opportunities for collaboration.  

 

TIME TOPIC 

9:00 am – 9:10 am Introduction of Participants (All) 

9:10 am – 9:30 am 
Background/Overview of Tuolumne River Anadromous Fish Passage Facilities Assessment 

Collaborative (Districts) 

9:30 am – 10:30 am 

Overview of FPA, Section 18 Authority (Fish Passage Prescription), and NMFS’ Section 18 

Decision Process (NMFS) 

a. Description of FERC study process, FPA and Section 18 Authority 

b. Section 18 Decision Framework and how/where an engineering feasibility of fish 

passage evaluation fits in 

c. Discussion of additional studies being undertaken (NMFS sponsored and Districts) that 

will support Section 18 Decision Process 

d. Discussion of NMFS’ Recovery Plan and how it relates to the Tuolumne River 

10:30 am – 11:15 am 

Overview of the Tuolumne River Fish Passage Evaluation Framework (Districts) 

a. Review fish passage evaluation process  

b. Information needs and key resource considerations 

c. Available data, data gaps, and potential data sources 

11:15 am – 11:45 am 

Overview of Examples of Anadromous Fish Passage Facilities (Districts) 

a. Key fish passage  considerations 

b. Upstream passage types and related facilities 

c. Downstream passage types and related facilities 

11:45 am – 12:00 pm 

Tuolumne River Passage Assessment Schedule and Next Steps (All) 

a. Schedule:  Opportunities for collaboration and incorporation of feedback 

b. Workshops 2 and 3 – confirm dates and content 

 

https://meet.hdrinc.com/jesse.deason/8DZ4VNVN
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La Grange Diversion Dam 

• La Grange Diversion Dam was 
constructed from 1891 to 1893 

 

• The dam is owned jointly by 
Turlock Irrigation District and 
Modesto Irrigation District 

 

• Purpose is to divert irrigation and 
municipal and industrial (M&I) 
water 
 

• La Grange powerhouse was 
constructed in 1924. The 
powerhouse is owned by TID 
 

La Grange Project History 
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Overview of La Grange Project ILP 
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ILP Milestone Schedule 
Pre-Application Document (PAD) January 2014 
Scoping and study plan development January 2015 

FERC Study Plan Determination February 2015 
NMFS Request for Rehearing April 2015 
Study plan dispute resolution May 2015 
Study plan implementation 2015/2016 
Initial Study Report February 2016 
Updated Study Report February 2017 
Final license application June 2016 



TURLOCK IRRIGATION DISTRICT | MODESTO IRRIGATION DISTRICT 

Revised Study Plan 

Upper Tuolumne River 
Basin Habitat 

Assessment 

Habitat Assessment and 
Fish Stranding 

Observations below 
LGDD and Powerhouse 

Upstream Habitat 
Characterization 

Water Temperature 
Monitoring and Modeling 

Barriers to Upstream 
Anadromous Salmonid 

Migration 
Develop Hydrologic Data for 

Flow Conduits at the La 
Grange Project 

Collect Topographic, Depth, 
and Habitat Data in the 

Vicinity of the La Grange 
Project Facilities 

Assess Fish Presence and 
Potential for Stranding 

Study Components 

La Grange Project Fish 
Barrier Assessment 

Fish Passage Facilities 
Assessment 

Concept-Level Fish Passage 
Alternatives 
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Concept-Level Fish Passage Alternatives - 
Objectives 

 
• Identify and develop concept-level alternatives for upstream and 

downstream passage of Chinook salmon and steelhead at the La 
Grange and Don Pedro dams 

 
• For select upstream and downstream alternatives: 

• Identify, formulate and develop preliminary design basis, design criteria, sizing 
and configuration  

• Develop capital costs and O&M costs 
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Study Area 
 

• Downstream of La Grange Diversion Dam (confluence of powerhouse 
tailrace channel and Tuolumne River mainstem) to the upper 
Tuolumne River at the upper most extent of Don Pedro Reservoir 
 

• Study area scope defined in FERC’s February 2, 2015 Study Plan 
Determination 
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Overview of Tuolumne River Fish Passage Study 
Phase I (2015) 

 
• Three collaborative workshops to identify and discuss biological and engineering 

passage parameters and alternatives, including implementation sequence. 
 

• Gather information on project facilities/operations, environment, target species, 
biological criteria, run timing and size, basin hydrology, agency regulations/criteria, 
and land ownership. 

 
• Initial sizing, siting and layouts developed and collaboratively selected based upon 

criteria including accessibility, costs, impacts to other resources (e.g., recreation, 
boating, etc.), predation, land ownership, etc. 
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Overview of Tuolumne River Fish Passage Study 
Phase II (2016/2017) 

 
• Develop site layouts, general design parameters and capital and O&M costs for 

select alternatives (from 2015 work) – both upstream and downstream. 
 

• Investigate siting/sizing, water supply, collection/acclimation/holding, transport, 
debris management, attraction flows, instrumentation/controls, compliance with 
regulatory criteria, timing of implementation, etc. 
 

• Identify additional information needs [e.g., reservoir study may be necessary if  
2015 process identifies concept involving passage through the project 
reservoir(s)]. 
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Reporting 
• The Initial Study Report (February 2016) will include all Phase I activities. 
 
• The Updated Study Report (February 2017) will include: 
 

• A summary of biological, engineering, and cost considerations 
• Identification of fish passage alternatives 
• Functional layouts, sizing and siting information for selected alternatives 
• Capital and annual O&M cost estimates for selected alternatives 
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Study Team 
 
• Study Lead:  Bao Le (HDR) 
 
• Salmon/Steelhead Technical Advisors: Chuck Hanson (Hanson 

Environmental) and Paul Bratovich (HDR) 
 
• Lead Fish Passage Engineer: Mike Garello, HDR 
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Workshop #1 Agenda 

• Background/Overview of Tuolumne River Anadromous Fish Passage Facilities 
Assessment (Districts) 

 
• Overview of FPA, Section 18 Authority (Fish Passage Prescription), and NMFS’ 

Section 18 Decision Process (NMFS) 
 
• Overview of the Tuolumne River Fish Passage Evaluation Framework 

(Districts) 
 
• Examples of Anadromous Fish Passage Facilities (Districts) 

 
• Tuolumne River Passage Assessment Schedule and Next Steps (All) 
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Comprehensive Fish Passage Mitigation  

in the Context of FERC Relicensing  

The Southwest Region Perspective 
Presented before  

The California Hydropower Reform Coalition-March 3, 2010 
  

 



History of Non-federal Hydropower 
Regulation  

 

•  Before passage of the Federal Water Power Act in 1920, developers needed a 
special act of Congress to build and operate a hydroelectric power plant on 
navigable streams, or federal lands. 

• Congress had authorized construction of the first hydroelectric project in 
1884.  

•  Demand for electric power suddenly increased during World War I. 

• In 1920, Congress responded to this demand by enacting the Federal Water 
Power Act, which established the Federal Power Commission (FPC). 

•  The FPC was responsible for licensing non-federal hydroelectric power 
projects that affect navigable waters, occupy federal lands, use water or water 
power at a government dam, or affect the interests of interstate commerce.  



 

 

•  1935, Congress amended the Federal Water Power Act of 1920 as Part 
1 of the Federal Power Act extending the FPC’s authority to regulate 
interstate aspects of the electric power industry. 

•  1977, Congress abolishes the FPC and creates the  Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC).  FERC’s authority includes the 
licensing of non-federal hydroelectric power projects. 

•  1978, Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA), required public 
utilities to purchase power produced by qualifying facilities at the 
utilities avoided costs. 

•  1980, Energy Resource Act and Energy Security Act, provided 
financial and regulatory incentives that made small hydro attractive to 
entrepreneur developers. 



 

 

•  1986, Congress passed the Electrical Consumers Protection Act (ECPA), 
which amended the Federal Power Act: 

•  required FERC to base its license conditions on the 
recommendations from federal and state fish & wildlife agencies, and to 
negotiate disagreements with agencies (10j). 

•  requires equal consideration to environmental, recreation, fish and 
wildlife, and other non-power values. 

•  1992, Congress enacts the National Energy Policy Act 

•  prohibits licensees from using eminent domain in parks, recreational 
areas or wildlife refuges. 

•  provided for third party contracts for environmental documents. 

•  recovery of agency costs incurred in licensing process. 

 

Most recently, Energy Policy Act of 2005 included review of mandatory 
conditions and filing alternatives  

 





Project Effects on Non-Developmental 
Resources  
 Water Quality 

 Dissolved Oxygen 
 Temperature 

 Fisheries 
 Aquatic Habitat  
 Passage 

 Wildlife 
 ROW clearing  
 Transmission line and 

avian interactions  
 

 



Developmental Resources 
 Flood Control 

 
 Navigation 
  
 Water Supply 
 
 Energy Production 
 
 Irrigation 
 

 
 
 



FERC’s Study Needs - Licensing 
 Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act  
 Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and 

 Management Act 
 National Historic Preservation Act 



Other Elements of Licensing 
 Clean Water Act – Section 401 
 Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 
 Endangered Species Act of 1973 
 National Environmental Policy Act of 1972 

 



AGENCY COOPERATION 

IN FERC 
RELICENSING 



Recommending Studies to Support 
Licensing  

 
  Under §§ 14 and 15 of the FPA, FERC must make the same inquiries in a 
relicensing proceeding as in an initial licensing determination and there is no 
question that fishery protection is among the licensing issues that must be 
addressed when evaluating all beneficial water uses as required by § 10(a) of 
the FPA.[1] [2]  
 
[1] Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakima Indian Nation et al. V. FERC, 
Nos. 82-7561 et al. (9th Cir. June 7, 1984. 
[2]  Id. At 11-12 (citing16 U.S.C. § 803 (a) and Udall v. FPC, 387 U.S. 428, 440, 450 
(1967)). 



FISHERIES ASSESSMENT 



PHYSICAL HABITAT ASSESSMENT 



STREAM MACROINVERTEBRATES AS 
STREAM HEALTH INDICATORS 



Sport fishing Harvest 

Food 
Availabilit
y 

Physical Space 
Natural Variation 

Temperature 
Regime Basic Water 

Chemistry 
Climate 
Condition
s 

Inter & intra- 
specific 
Competition 

Habitat 
Availabilit
y 

Predation 
Disease 

UNDERSTANDING THE 
ECOLOGICAL FACTORS 



WATER TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT AND THE 
HEALTH OF AQUATIC ORGANISMS 

TROUT ACTIVITY AND 
WATER TEMPERATURE 

 

WATER TEMPERATURE DATA 
LOGGER 



RESOURCE ISSUES COMMONLY RAISED 
IN FERC RELICENSING PROCEEDINGS 

 HYDROLOGY 
• Historical data (unimpaired hydrology) 

• Impaired hydrology (mean daily, monthly & average annual) 

• Adequate gauging stations 
• Reservoir data (minimum pool & seasonal fluctuations) 

 
OTHER FLOW RELATED ISSUES 
•Flows to protect instream biological resources (fish/macros) 

• Flows necessary for on-water recreation  

• Ramping criteria 

• Run-of-River vs Peaking Operations 

 



RIVERINE PROCESSES 

• Flows necessary to maintain riverine ecosystem processes  

° channel maintenance, gravel recruitment & sediment        
 budgets 
° maintain riparian vegetation corridors  

• Timing of flows  
° replicates natural hydrograph 

° ramping criteria 

WATER QUALITY 
•Basin Plan Beneficial Uses and Objectives 

• Historical data-Background water quality 

• Current water quality with project (project related impairment) 

• Controllable Factors 

 
  



WATERSHED SCALE ISSUES  

• Land Management Practices (historic and current) 

• Multiple Licensees vs Coordinated Watershed Operations 

FERC PROCESS ISSUES 
• Environmental Baseline for Relicensing 
• Study Protocols and Timing 
• Timing Requirement for filing the 401 Request 

• Cumulative Impact Assessment 
• Timing of Environmental Analysis 
• Timing of Licensing Actions 
• Identification and Participation of appropriate Stakeholders 
• FERC Staff Participation 
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For instance, in California’s Central Valley (Sacramento and San Joaquin Watersheds) dams
block as much as 95% of historic salmonid spawning habitat.  As a result, anadromous salmon
are extirpated from approximately 5,700 miles of their historic habitat in the Central Valley.  In
most cases the habitat remaining is of much lower quality than the habitat lost and is subject to
further degradation by direct and indirect impacts of hydroelectric operations.  According to a
FERC review a total of 149 FERC licensed and exempted projects are located in the Central
Valley.  Although most of the 149 projects are small (114 have capacities less than 5 MW), total
reservoir storage is about 40 percent of all surface water storage in the Central Valley.  Most
storage is located at relatively few projects.  Twenty nine projects account for 95 percent of the
FERC-licensed storage in the Valley.  





Generic List of Types of Passage Facilities Employed at FERC Hydro Projects

Upstream

Passive
• fish ladders
• canals
• dam removal

Directed
• fish lifts
• trap and haul

Downstream

Passive
• fish ladders
• canals
• flumes
• screens (v-screens, barrier nets, eichers, angled bar racks)
• notches
• spill
• behavioral guidance
• louvers
• dam removal

Directed
• trap and haul
• surface collection (traps, gulpers, salvage devices)
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Overview of the Tuolumne River Fish 

Passage Evaluation Framework 
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Overview of Fish Passage at  
Don Pedro and La Grange 

 
• Section 18 of Federal Power Act (FPA) gives the Dept. of Commerce 

(NMFS) and Dept. of Interior (USFWS) the authority to prescribe 
fishways 
 

• NMFS has not made a decision on whether to exercise Section 18 
authority 

 
• In this instance, any Section 18 fishway prescription would be to 

support the reintroduction of extirpated species to the Upper Tuolumne 
River 
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Fish Passage Study Requests 
at La Grange and Don Pedro 

 
“NMFS’ Recovery Plan identifies the Upper Tuolumne River above Don Pedro 
Reservoir as a candidate area for reintroduction of steelhead and spring-run 
Chinook salmon to further recovery of these species (NMFS 2014).” 
  - NMFS Study Request #3 (Enclosure F, page 35, July 22, 2014) 

“Results from NMFS’ upper Tuolumne information request (see NMFS’ Study 
Request #3) shall be used to estimate carrying capacity and population sizes at 
various life-stages in the upper Tuolumne habitats, to inform design criteria for fish 
passage facilities.” 
  - NMFS Study Request #1 (Enclosure F, page 9, July 22, 2014) 
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Overview of Tuolumne River Fish Passage 

• Anderson et al., “Planning Pacific Salmon and Steelhead 
Reintroductions Aimed at Long-Term Viability and Recovery,” 
North American Journal of Fisheries Management, 2014. 

 
• Peer-reviewed paper co-authored by NMFS Northwest 

Fisheries Science Center, state departments of fish and wildlife 
(Oregon and Washington) and the Colville Tribe (Washington). 
 

• Presents a framework for planning reintroductions designed to 
promote recovery of salmonids listed under ESA. 
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• “[R]eview of the salmonid reintroduction literature […] suggests 
that there are large uncertainties in the success of reintroduction 
in establishing self-sustaining populations, particularly for 
programs employing active colonization strategies.” (Anderson 
et al., page 88) 

 
• “Rigorous scientific evaluation is particularly important for 

projects at large dams or those using active colonization 
strategies because they face the highest constraints and greatest 
risks.” (Anderson et al., page 89) 

Overview of Tuolumne River Fish Passage 
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Overview of Tuolumne River Fish Passage 
Info Needs to Inform Section 18 Prescription 

• NMFS study requests and recommendations of Anderson et al. 
applied to the Tuolumne River: 

 

• Genetics (O. mykiss) – NMFS Study Request #4 
 

• Upper Tuolumne River Studies – NMFS Study Request #3/Anderson et al. 
 

• Fish Passage Engineering Concept Alternatives – NMFS Study Request 
#1/Anderson et al. 

 

• Colonization Strategy (natural, transplant, or hatchery releases) – Anderson et al. 
 

• Source Populations – Anderson et al. 
 

• Socioeconomics (effects to existing uses; cost-benefit analysis) – Anderson et al. 
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General Life Cycle Considerations 

Fry Emergence/ 
Rearing 

• Flow/Depth/Flow 
Fluctuations 

• Stranding 
• Velocity 
• Cover 
• Temperature 
• Prey Base 
• Predators 
• Dissolved Oxygen 
• Density (capacity) 

Juvenile Rearing 
• Flow/Depth/Flow 

Fluctuations 
• Stranding 
• Velocity 
• Cover 
• Temperature 
• Prey Base 
• Predators 
• Dissolved 

Oxygen 
• Density 

(capacity) 

Juvenile Migration 
• Flow/Depth 
• Velocity 
• Cover 
• Temperature 
• Predation 
• Barriers/Impediments 

Spawning/Egg Incubation 
• Flow/Depth/Flow Fluctuations 
• Redd Dewatering 
• Velocity 
• Dissolved Oxygen 
• Spawning Gravel 
• Temperature 
• Density (capacity) 

Adult Holding Habitat 
• Area 
• Depth 
• Temperature 
• Density (capacity) 
• Harvest 

Upstream Habitat (Reintroduction Area) Downstream 
Habitat 

Adult Migration 
• Flow/Depth 
• Temperature 
• Barriers/Impediments 
• Harvest 

Juvenile Downstream 
Migration 

• Trap and Haul 
• Volitional Passage 

Adult Upstream 
Migration 

• Trap and Haul 
• Volitional Passage 
• Barriers/Impediments 
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Information Needs Specific to the Tuolumne River 
Information Needs Lead Entity Schedule 

Genetics Testing (o. mykiss) NMFS  ?? 

Identify Target Species (fall-run Chinook, spring-run Chinook, steelhead) NMFS June 2015 

Define Upstream Reaches FERC Feb 2015 (Complete) 

Compile Existing and Historical Habitat Information NMFS/Districts Feb 2016 

Habitat Suitability Studies 

• Migration Barriers Assessment Districts Feb 2017 

• Channel morphology/sediment budget  NMFS ?? 

• Substrate  NMFS ?? 

• Cover and LWD NMFS ?? 

• Habitat features (e.g., holding pools, riffles)  NMFS ?? 

• Streamflow (Hetch Hetchy Operations)  NMFS ?? 

• Water temperature monitoring/modeling Districts Feb 2017 

• LiDAR/Hyperspectral Study  NMFS April 2016 
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Information Needs Specific to the Tuolumne River 
Information Needs Lead Entity Schedule 

Recolonization Strategy 
• Source population (genetics/ecology) 
• Passive or active reintroduction 

• Disease 
• Climate change 

NMFS ?? 

Fish Community 
• Current assemblage and abundance 
• Species interactions 
• CDFW’s Heritage and Wild Trout Program designation (e.g., Clavey River) 

?? ?? 

Regulatory and Recreation Issues 
• CCSF peaking operations 
• Whitewater boating 
• ESA (NEEP designation, take requirements) 
• Wild and Scenic designation 
• Tribal consultation 
• Forest management plan 

• Public land use 
• Private land use 
• Harvest 
• Fishing regulations 
• Don Pedro Reservoir 

fishery management 
• Moccasin Hatchery 

?? ?? 

Concept-level fish passage alternatives and capital and O&M cost estimates for 
upstream and downstream passage Districts Feb 2017 
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Overview and Examples of Anadromous 
Fish Passage Facilities 
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General Design Criteria 

• Target fish species 
• Peak run characteristics (numbers and timing) 
• Reservoir passage considerations 
• Performance expectations 
• Reservoir operations and hydrology 
• Specific design guidance by NMFS and CDFW: barriers, fishways, 

bypass systems, collection, holding, etc. 
• Access and transportation corridors 
• Monitoring requirements 
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Example Migration Timing (Periodicity) 

Species Jan Feb March April May June July August Sept Oct Nov Dec 
E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L 

Fall 
Chinook 

Spring 
Chinook 

Steelhead 

Other? 

Outmigration 

Outmigration 

Adults Arriving 
Spawning 

Adults Arriving 

Spawning 
Adults Arriving 

Spawning 
Outmigration 

Adults Arriving 
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Examples of Upstream Fish Passage  

• Fishways 
• Lifts, Locks, and Elevators 
• CHTR – Collect, Handle, Transfer, Release (“Trap and Haul”) 
• Bypass Facilities 
• Other Technologies such as Transport Tube Systems (“Whoosh”) 
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Upstream Passage - Fishways 

• Nature Like Fishway 
Weber Dam, NV 

• Ice Harbor Style Fishway 
Ice Harbor Dam, WA 
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Upstream Passage - Lifts, Locks, and Elevators 

• Typical Fish Lock or Elevator at 
Dam 

• Example Fish Lift Mounted on Rails 
Paradise Dam, Australia 
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Upstream Passage - CHTR 

• Fish Transport Truck 
Lower Granite Adult Collection 
Facility, WA 

• Upstream CHTR Facility 
Cougar Dam, OR 
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Downstream Fish Passage 

• Forebay Collectors (fixed or floating) 
• Surface Spill Facilities 
• Turbine Passage 
• Head of Reservoir or Tributary Collection 
• Many Facilities are Combined with CHTR and/or Bypass Components 
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Downstream Passage – Forebay Collectors 

• Fixed Forebay Surface Collector 
    Pelton Round Butte, OR 

• Floating Forebay Surface Collector 
Upper Baker Dam, WA 
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Inlet to Baker 
Surface Collector 
being moved into 
position during 
construction 
(Puget Sound 
Energy) 
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Floating Collection Barge 
prior to deployment 
(PacifiCorp) 
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Entrance to Pelton 
Round Butte Fixed 
Surface Collector 
under construction 
(PGE) 
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Downstream Passage – Surface Spill 

• Juvenile Surface Spill Facility 
Wanapum Dam, WA 

• Juvenile Surface Spill Bypass Unit 
Priest Rapids Dam, WA 
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Downstream Passage – Bypass Facilities 

• 14,000 ft Juvenile Bypass 
Clackamas River, North Fork Dam, OR 

• Juvenile Bypass Conduit Outlet 
    Rocky Reach, WA 
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More Downstream Passage  
Rotary Screw Trap 

Portable Floating Fish Collector 
Cougar Dam, OR 

Temporary Guide Panels with Trap 
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Portable Floating Fish Collector 
deployed at Cougar Dam, Oregon 
(USACE) 
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Downstream Passage – Turbine Passage 
• Potential Fish Injuries Through 

Turbines 
• Voith Minimum Gap Runner 

(MGR) Turbine 
Wanapum Dam, WA 
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Example Costs of New Fish Passage Facilities or 
Retrofits to Existing Facilities 

Facility Available Construction Cost Data 

Round Butte FSC $110M 

Swift FSC $60M 

Upper and Lower Baker $50M Each 

Priest Rapids Retrofit $28M 

Cougar Adult Collection $10.4M 

Minto Adult Collection Rebuild $27.4M 
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Background and Facility Research – Western US 

• Results - case studies of 32 dams 
between 50 and 150 ft within WA, 
OR, ID, and CA 
 

 

Fish 
Passage 

78% 

No 
Passage 

22% 

Fish 
Passage 

21% 

No 
Passage 

79% 

• Results - case studies of 45 dams 
over 150 ft within WA, OR, ID, 
and CA 
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50 to 150 feet 150+ feet 

32 Projects Included in Survey 45 Projects Included in Survey 

Background and Facility Research – Western US 
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Examples of Recent Fish Passage Projects 
in the Pacific NW 

• Lower and Upper Baker Dams on Baker River, WA 
 

• River Mill, Faraday, and North Fork Dams on Clackamas River, OR 
 

• Pelton and Round Butte Dams on Deschutes River, OR 
 

• Merwin and Swift Dams on Lewis River, WA 
 

• Mayfield and Cowlitz Falls Dams on Cowlitz River, WA 
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Deschutes River, OR - Project Overview 

 

Dams: Downstream to Upstream 
• Reregulating Dam – hydraulic height 25 ft 
• Pelton Dam – hydraulic height 204 ft 
• Round Butte Dam – hydraulic height 425 ft 

 
Current Facilities 
• Upstream Passage: CHTR from below 

Reregulating Dam to reservoir above Round 
Butte Dam 

• Downstream Passage: Forebay collector 
with CHTR to below Reregulating Dam 
($110 Million) 

 Tower collection facility.  
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Lewis River, WA - Project Overview  

Dams: Downstream to Upstream 
• Merwin Dam – hydraulic height 230 ft 
• Yale Dam – hydraulic height 309 ft 
• Swift Dam – hydraulic height 400 ft 

 
Current Facilities 
• Upstream Passage: Currently 

Constructing CHTR from below 
Merwin Dam to reservoir above Swift 
Dam (estimated >$50 Million) 

• Downstream Passage: Floating forebay 
collector with CHTR to below Merwin 
Dam (>$60 Million) 

 
 

Swift Floating Surface Collector. Photo and Figure from PacifiCorp 
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Cowlitz River, WA - Project Overview 
Dams: Downstream to Upstream 
• Mayfield Dam – hydraulic height 230 ft 
• Mossyrock Dam – hydraulic height 366 ft 
• Cowlitz Falls Dam – hydraulic height 120 ft 

 
Current Facilities 
• Upstream Passage: CHTR from below 

Mayfield Dam to Tilton River upstream of 
Mayfield Dam and upstream of Cowlitz 
Falls Dam 

• Downstream Passage: Surface collection 
flume at Cowlitz Dam with CHTR to 
downstream of Mayfield Dam. Two louvered 
intake facilities at Mayfield Dam with 
bypass pipe to river downstream 

Mayfield CHTR. Photo from Google Maps 
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Pacific NW Technology Assessment 

• Most projects at high head dams in 
Pacific Northwest use CHTR for 
upstream passage 

 

Cushman Surface Collector and Fish Handling Equipment. 
 Figures by Tacoma Power 

• Constructed projects in California? 
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Draft and Final Report 

TM No. 2 
1. Site 
Investigation 
and Collection 
of Information 

2. Workshop 
No. 1 

3. Identify Key 
Design Criteria 

4. Functional 
Assessment of 
Technologies 

5. Formulate 
Initial Fish 
Passage 
Concepts 

6. Workshop 
No. 2 

7. Evaluate 
Alternatives 

8. Workshop 
No. 3 

9. Identify Add’l 
Info Needs and 
Options for Further 
Development 

TM No. 1 
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Process Coordination and Feedback – Workshops 
Meeting / Deliverable Schedule 

Consultation Workshop No. 1 May 2015 

Interim Work Product – TM No. 1 July 2015 

Consultation Workshop No. 2 August 2015 

Interim Work Product – TM No. 2 October 2015 

Draft Fish Passage Facility Report December 2015 

Consultation Workshop No. 3 January 2016 

Initial Study Report document February 2016 

Final Fish Passage Facility Report March 2016 
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Abstract
Local extirpations of Pacific salmon Oncorhynchus spp. and steelhead O. mykiss, often due to dams and other

stream barriers, are common throughout the western United States. Reestablishing salmonid populations in areas
they historically occupied has substantial potential to assist conservation efforts, but best practices for reintroduction
are not well established. In this paper, we present a framework for planning reintroductions designed to promote
the recovery of salmonids listed under the Endangered Species Act. Before implementing a plan, managers should
first describe the benefits, risks, and constraints of a proposed reintroduction. We define benefits as specific biological
improvements towards recovery objectives. Risks are the potential negative outcomes of reintroductions that could
worsen conservation status rather than improve it. Constraints are biological factors that will determine whether the
reintroduction successfully establishes a self-sustaining population. We provide guidance for selecting a recolonization
strategy (natural colonization, transplanting, or hatchery releases), a source population, and a method for providing
passage that will maximize the probability of conservation benefit while minimizing risks. Monitoring is necessary
to determine whether the reintroduction successfully achieved the benefits and to evaluate the impacts on nontarget
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species or populations. Many of the benefits, especially diversity and the evolution of locally adapted population
segments, are likely to accrue over decadal time scales. Thus, we view reintroduction as a long-term approach
to enhancing viability. Finally, our review of published salmonid reintroduction case studies suggests that large
uncertainties remain in the success of reintroduction in establishing self-sustaining populations, particularly for
programs employing active methods.

Reintroducing species to areas from which they have been
extirpated is a common and sometimes successful approach to
conserving biodiversity. Indeed, reintroductions played a promi-
nent role in some of the most spectacular success stories in
conservation, including species that have recovered from the
brink of extinction such as the Arabian oryx Oryx leucoryx
(Spalton et al. 1999) and alpine ibex Capra ibex ibex (Stüwe and
Nievergelt 1991). However, despite considerable cost and effort,
reintroduction efforts often fail to establish self-sustaining pop-
ulations (Wolf et al. 1996; Fischer and Lindenmayer 2000).
A recent proliferation of reintroduction literature suggests that
scientifically based management principles can improve the effi-
cacy of these efforts (Seddon et al. 2007; Armstrong and Seddon
2008).

Conceptually, reintroductions offer an enormous potential
to benefit the conservation of Pacific salmon Oncorhynchus
spp. and steelhead O. mykiss (anadromous Rainbow Trout). For
many anadromous salmonid populations, the primary cause of
local extirpation is easily identified: obstructed access to suit-
able spawning and rearing habitats due to dams or other stream
blockages. Large barriers are responsible for extirpation from
nearly 45% of the habitat historically occupied by Pacific salmon
and steelhead in the western contiguous United States (McClure
et al. 2008a). Numerous smaller structures, such as irrigation
diversion dams and culverts, also limit access to anadromous
salmonid habitat (Gibson et al. 2005). Impassable dams are
only one cause of declining salmonid populations and local ex-
tirpations (NRC 1996), but they are widespread. The removal or
circumvention of dams and other barriers, therefore, provides
many opportunities for the reestablishment of natural popula-
tions of Pacific salmon.

Despite the potential benefits of reintroduction, regional re-
covery planners must grapple with a variety of challenges in
selecting and implementing such projects. Which populations
should be prioritized for reintroduction? What methods should
be used to reintroduce anadromous salmonids? How should
managers evaluate whether efforts have been successful? Al-
though previous authors have provided general guidelines for
fish reintroductions (Williams et al. 1988; Minckley 1995;
George et al. 2009; Dunham et al. 2011), the unique biology
and management of Pacific salmon and steelhead merit special
consideration.

In this paper, we provide recommendations for planning rein-
troductions of anadromous salmonids, focusing primarily on Pa-
cific salmon and steelhead. Our guidelines are intended to help

resource managers design reintroduction programs that con-
tribute to the recovery of Pacific salmon and steelhead listed
under the U.S. Endangered Species Act (ESA) by establish-
ing or expanding self-sustaining natural populations. Thus, we
present recommendations couched in the terminology, scien-
tific concepts, and broad conservation objectives guiding ongo-
ing salmonid recovery efforts under the ESA (McElhany et al.
2000). The International Union for the Conservation of Nature
(IUCN 1998) defined reintroduction as “an attempt to estab-
lish a species in an area which was once part of its historical
range, but from which it has been extirpated.” Using this broad
definition, we consider a suite of management approaches to
reintroduction, including passive strategies, such as barrier re-
moval followed by natural colonization, and active strategies,
such as transplanting or hatchery releases.

Reintroductions alter patterns of connectivity among popu-
lations. We therefore first develop a metapopulation framework
to describe the ecological processes governing population con-
nectivity and their evolutionary consequences. We then broadly
overview a set of planning concepts (benefits, risks, and con-
straints) to help guide scoping efforts and determine if a pro-
posed reintroduction has conservation merit. Next, we describe
methods of executing reintroductions that increase the likeli-
hood of achieving benefits while overcoming constraints and
reducing risks, including a review of examples in which these
methods have been employed. Finally, monitoring is essential to
assess whether the effort was successful and, if not, how the pro-
gram should be modified. Throughout, we focus on biological
issues, acknowledging that a socioeconomic cost-benefit anal-
ysis will be crucial for policy decisions regarding large-scale
restoration projects.

A METAPOPULATION PERSPECTIVE
A regional, landscape perspective is important for effective

salmonid recovery (ISAB 2011). We therefore present our rec-
ommendations within a metapopulation conceptual framework.
A metapopulation is a collection of spatially structured popula-
tions inhabiting discrete habitat patches, with dispersal between
patches providing some level of connectivity between popu-
lations (Hanski and Gilpin 1997). Reintroductions intention-
ally alter connectivity among populations, so it is important to
consider the consequences of such actions on the demography,
ecology, and evolution of the metapopulation at large.
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74 ANDERSON ET AL.

The metapopulation concept is readily applied to anadro-
mous salmonids (Schtickzelle and Quinn 2007) and especially
the case of population colonization. Pacific salmon have a
strong tendency to return to their natal stream but also “stray”
and breed in nonnatal streams (Hendry et al. 2004), provid-
ing the interpopulation dispersal characteristic of metapopula-
tions. Dispersal, combined with variation in population growth
rate, can lead to source–sink dynamics whereby populations
with net demographic deficits (i.e., “sinks”) are supported by
immigration from populations with net demographic excesses
(i.e., “sources”) (Pulliam 1988). For colonizing Pacific salmon,
source population dynamics will, in large part, determine the
rate of numerical and spatial expansion (Pess et al. 2012).

Salmonid metapopulations might adopt a variety of differ-
ent structural configurations depending on the spatial arrange-
ment of habitat, heterogeneity in habitat quality among patches,
and connectivity between populations (Schtickzelle and Quinn
2007; Fullerton et al. 2011). Metapopulation structure is useful
to conceptualize the potential outcomes of reintroductions (Fig-
ure 1). Furthermore, an assessment of metapopulation structure
might inform reintroduction methods. For example, a reintro-
duction that expands an existing population (Figure 1A) or es-
tablishes a new well-connected population (Figure 1B) might
achieve success through passive natural colonization, whereas
active methods might be required for more isolated reintroduc-
tion sites (Figure 1C).

Metapopulation structure, and the degree of connectivity
among populations, also affects the evolution of locally adapted
traits. Spatially structured populations experiencing different
selection regimes within a heterogeneous landscape will tend to
evolve traits advantageous in each environment, a process that
is counterbalanced by connectivity between populations, which
tends to homogenize gene pools (Barton and Whitlock 1997).
Local adaptation is a fundamental aspect of salmonid popula-
tion structure (Taylor 1991; Fraser et al. 2011). Furthermore,
life history diversity exhibited by locally adapted populations
buffers salmonid species against environmental variation, in-
creasing stability and resilience (Greene et al. 2010; Schindler
et al. 2010) while reducing extinction risk (Moore et al. 2010).

Increasing population connectivity, an implicit goal of all
reintroduction programs, can have both positive and negative
consequences on species viability. Some level of connectivity
is beneficial because it can lead to the colonization of new
habitat (Pess et al. 2012), demographically rescue extant popu-
lations experiencing periods of low productivity or abundance
(Pulliam 1988), and provide new genetic material essential for
fitness in populations suffering from fragmentation (Tallmon
et al. 2004). However, excessive connectivity can have negative
consequences such as genetic homogenization (Williamson and
May 2005) and demographic synchrony (Liebhold et al. 2004),
both of which would tend to reduce resilience.

For administering listing and recovery of Pacific salmon un-
der the ESA, the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
uses an explicitly defined population structure. For vertebrates,

FIGURE 1. Possible effects of reintroduction on metapopulation structure are
as follows: (A) increase the abundance of the existing population, (B) estab-
lish a new, independent population well connected to the metapopulation, (C)
establish a new, independent population isolated from the other populations,
(D) establish a new, independent mainland population in a historic mainland–
island metapopulation, and (E) establish a new, independent sink population in a
historic mainland–island metapopulation. In these diagrams, the size of the cir-
cle represents habitat capacity, the shade represents population density (darker
shades are more dense), the thickness of the arrows represents the magnitude
of connectivity, and the dashed lines indicate intermittent connectivity. These
scenarios are not intended to represent all possible outcomes.

the ESA allows listing of Distinct Population Segments (DPSs),
subspecies, or entire species. For Pacific salmon, the NMFS has
defined a DPS to be an Evolutionary Significant Unit (ESU),
which is a population or group of populations that is both sub-
stantially reproductively isolated from other populations and
represents an important component of the evolutionary legacy
of the species (Waples 1991). For steelhead, the NMFS uses
the joint NMFS–U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service DPS definition
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(NMFS 2006). We refer to both Pacific salmon ESUs and steel-
head DPSs as ESUs in this paper for consistency and brevity.
Similar to metapopulations, most Pacific salmon ESUs contain
multiple independent populations that interact through dispersal
(e.g., Myers et al. 2006; Ruckelshaus et al. 2006). Furthermore,
metapopulation concepts are explicitly considered in the crite-
ria used to evaluate the viability of Pacific salmon and steelhead
ESUs and the populations within them (McElhany et al. 2000).

PLANNING CONCEPTS: BENEFITS, RISKS,
AND CONSTRAINTS

Before implementing a reintroduction, it is essential to com-
prehensively consider the potential outcomes. Poorly planned
reintroduction efforts might waste resources that would be bet-
ter invested in other conservation approaches or, worse, impair
the viability of an extant population. In evaluating a potential
reintroduction, there are three primary concepts to consider: the
benefits if the reintroduction is successful, the risks of causing
biological harm to extant populations, and the constraints that
might prevent population establishment. Weighing the poten-
tial benefits against the risks and constraints will help deter-
mine whether or not to implement a proposed reintroduction
(Figure 2).

Benefits
Due to our focus on ESA-listed salmonids, we assess benefits

with the same criteria used to evaluate recovery under the ESA.
The biological viability of salmonid ESUs and the populations
within them is dependent upon four characteristics: abundance,
productivity, spatial structure, and diversity (McElhany et al.
2000). We use these same attributes for evaluating the potential
benefits of a reintroduction that successfully establishes a self-
sustaining population (Table 1). Abundance, productivity, and
spatial structure (i.e., connectivity) are variables in metapoula-
tion models useful for guiding salmonid management (Cooper

FIGURE 2. Framework for gauging the net benefit of reintroduction options,
with darker colors representing a higher likelihood of contributing to conser-
vation and recovery goals. In each case, the benefits are weighed against the
constraints and risks of the project. In quadrant 1 (Q1), the benefits are high
and the overall constraints and risks are low, providing the best opportunity for
reintroduction to effectively contribute to the recovery objectives. Quadrant 2
(Q2) also has a high potential benefit, but either the difficulty in implementation
or the risk of a negative outcome makes projects in this region less attractive.
Both quadrants 3 (Q3) and 4 (Q4) have relatively low benefits; some in quadrant
3 may be selected owing to the low risk and ease of execution, whereas those in
quadrant 4 will generally be avoided.

and Mangel 1999; Fullerton et al. 2011; Pess et al. 2012), and di-
versity promotes resilience at a broad, regional (hence metapop-
ulation) scale (Moore et al. 2010; Schindler et al. 2010).

Numerical increases in abundance and productivity are per-
haps the most obvious benefits afforded by reintroductions.

TABLE 1. Potential benefits of a successful reintroduction.

Type Definition Potential benefit afforded by reintroduction

Abundance Total number of naturally spawned
fish in a population or ESU

Increase the carrying capacity of an existing population or establish
a new, discrete, demographically independent population

Productivity Numerical ratio of recruits in
generation t to the spawners that
produced them in generation t – 1

Increase average vital rates (e.g., reproductive success, survival) of
an extant population or ESU by reestablishing occupancy of high
quality habitat

Spatial structure Geographic arrangement of fish
across the landscape and
connectivity of populations
linked by dispersal

Reduce isolation of extant populations, thereby restoring natural
patterns of dispersal and connectivity within the metapopulation

Diversity Variation in morphological,
behavioral, and genetic traits
within a population or ESU

Reestablish occupancy of habitats that are rare or underrepresented
within the extant distribution, thereby promoting ecological and
evolutionary processes responsible for local adaptation and
diverse life histories
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76 ANDERSON ET AL.

Increased abundance has several beneficial consequences, in-
cluding shielding a population from extinction due to stochas-
tic variability (Lande 1993), minimizing genetic processes that
can reduce fitness in small populations (Allendorf and Luikart
2007), exceeding thresholds for depensatory density-dependent
processes (Liermann and Hilborn 2001), and providing marine-
derived nutrient subsidies to aquatic and riparian ecosystems
(Gende et al. 2002). Status evaluations of ESA-listed Pacific
salmon and steelhead populations focus on numerical produc-
tivity (Ford 2011), or population growth rate as it is known
in the ecological literature, so recruits per spawner is also an
important variable to consider. Reintroductions can have either
positive or negative impacts on the productivity of a given pop-
ulation or ESU, depending on the quality of the new habitat and
survival through migration and ocean rearing. In general, a rein-
troduction resulting in a “sink” has far less value for long-term
viability than a reintroduction yielding a self-sustaining popu-
lation. Indeed, reintroduction to a sink would result in a net loss
if the animals would have been more productive in their natal
habitat. However, in highly connected metapopulations, sinks
may increase the stability of the entire system by promoting
higher abundance in source populations (Foppen et al. 2000).

Reintroductions that reduce the isolation of formerly con-
nected extant populations will benefit spatial structure (Fig-
ure 1). In practice, this can be estimated as the extent to which
a newly established population would reduce gaps between
spawning areas or populations that were not historically sep-
arated. Given the spatial arrangement, models of dispersal, and
estimates of habitat capacity, reintroduction could target areas
that might have a significant role in metapopulation connectiv-
ity and serve as sources supporting less productive populations
(Figure 1D; Fullerton et al. 2011; Pess et al. 2012). In addition,
at the ESU scale, dispersion of populations across the landscape
helps reduce vulnerability to catastrophic events (Good et al.
2008), so increasing spatial complexity via successful reintro-
duction will reduce ESU extinction risk.

Reintroductions can enhance salmonid diversity through a
variety of mechanisms. Dams often selectively block access to
certain habitat types, particularly snowmelt-dominated head-
water streams (Beechie et al. 2006; McClure et al. 2008a).
Therefore, reintroductions into habitats that are rare or un-
derrepresented within the extant species distribution may pro-
mote unique local adaptations and life history traits. Barrier
removal may provide seaward access for populations of fac-
ultatively migratory species (e.g., O. mykiss) that historically
had anadromous components (Brenkman et al. 2008b). Rein-
troductions to large watersheds with multiple tributaries and
subbasins also offer opportunities to enhance diversity through
the evolution of population substructure and local adaptation to
distinct spawning areas. In general, a reintroduction that estab-
lishes a new locally adapted population will provide a greater
benefit to diversity than one that expands an existing population
(Figure 1A, 1B).

Outlining the time frame required to achieve reintroduction
benefits will help set expectations and establish benchmarks
for monitoring. Some reintroductions may provide immediate
benefits within a generation or two, but those requiring adapta-
tion to new habitat will likely take decades. If an implemented
project suffers initial setbacks and lacks a scientifically based
timeline of expectations, it might be unnecessarily abandoned
or altered before it has a chance to succeed. In general, rein-
troduction can provide benefits to viability characteristics that
change on ecological time scales (abundance, productivity, and
spatial structure) faster than benefits to diversity, which will
accumulate over generations as a reintroduced population be-
comes demographically independent and evolves in response to
local selective pressures. Salmonids have developed population
structure within 20 years of introduction to new environments
(Ayllon et al. 2006); evidence that such divergence is adaptive
has been found after 50–100 years (Hendry et al. 2000; Quinn
et al. 2001; Koskinen et al. 2002).

Moreover, in some cases adaptive evolution might be neces-
sary to observe significant increases in abundance. Indeed, there
is often a time lag from the initial introduction of an invading
species to population growth that might be explained by evolu-
tionary processes required to increase population fitness (Sakai
et al. 2001). Dams have altered the evolution of traits such
as adult spawn timing, embryonic development rate, and juve-
nile migration strategies (Angilletta et al. 2008; Williams et al.
2008), so some level of adaptive evolution may be necessary
to overcome this “Darwinian debt” if reintroduction includes
restoration of the natural flow regime (Waples et al. 2007b).

Risks
We define risks as unintended or undesirable negative con-

sequences for nontarget species or nontarget populations of the
reintroduced species (Table 2). Minimizing those risks is im-
portant if a reintroduction is to have a positive overall conser-
vation effect (George et al. 2009). Here we outline the concepts
underlying four categories of risk: evolutionary, demographic,
ecological, and disease. More details on minimizing them are
provided below in the Executing a Reintroduction section.

In terms of evolutionary risks, reintroduction could result
in genetic homogenization, reduced fitness, or both. Trans-
fers of fish between basins and large-scale hatchery releases,
historically common practice throughout the Pacific North-
west, have eroded population structure that is essential for
the local adaptation and hence fitness of salmonid populations
(Williamson and May 2005; Eldridge and Naish 2007; McClure
et al. 2008b). Hatchery fish often have lower fitness than wild
fish when both groups breed sympatrically (Araki et al. 2008).
Thus, although hatchery releases may provide short-term de-
mographic benefits, they may compromise fitness in the long
term, thereby limiting the probability of recovery (Bowlby and
Gibson 2011). In many cases, populations or spawning areas
near the reintroduction site are of conservation concern. Fish
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TABLE 2. Summary of the major reintroduction risks, defined as unintended or undesirable negative consequences for nontarget species, nontarget populations,
spawning areas, or life history types of the reintroduced species.

Type Description Methods of minimizing risk

Evolutionary Homogenized population structure
and reduced fitness within
reintroduction site and adjacent
areas

Avoid geographically and genetically distant source
populations; opt for natural colonization rather than
hatchery releases or transplanting; design passage facilities
to minimize straying to adjacent areas

Demographic Depletion of source population via
removal of adults or gametes for
reintroduction

Ensure that source population can sustain removal for
multiple successive years or opt for natural colonization
rather than hatchery releases or transplanting

Ecological Invasion by nonnative species and
suppression of preexisting native
species within reintroduction site

Design passage facilities with selective access; avoid hatchery
releases that alter density-dependent ecological interactions

Disease Spread of pathogens Establish baseline disease levels prior to reintroduction;
screen individuals for pathogens prior to release

released into the reintroduction site, and their offspring, may
not return there as adults, so fitness reductions and the ero-
sion of population structure of the wild populations in adja-
cent spawning areas are potential consequences of excessive
straying.

Reintroductions also pose demographic risks because the
removal of individuals from the source population may harm
its viability. If reintroduced fish experience poor reproductive
success, the new habitat may become a sink that depletes an
extant population but fails to provide the benefit of a newly es-
tablished self-sustaining population. Transplanting or collecting
broodstock from wild populations will exacerbate this risk, but
it applies in concept to natural colonization as well. Ensuring
that the population donating colonists has a net demographic
excess (i.e., it is a true “source” in metapopulation source–sink
dynamics) will help reduce demographic risks.

Nonnative fishes present a serious conservation threat to
salmonids in the Pacific Northwest (Sanderson et al. 2009)
and may invade the reintroduction site following barrier re-
moval (Fausch et al. 2009). Invasion might not only reduce
the likelihood of reintroduction success but also threaten pre-
existing native species. A careful examination of the likelihood
of nonnative dispersal into the new habitat entails identifying
any proximate populations of nonnative fishes and evaluating
habitat suitability above the barrier. It is also important to con-
sider whether reintroduction might suppress preexisting native
species (which might be threatened or endangered themselves)
through competition or predation. The few empirical assess-
ments of reintroduction impacts have found little effect on pre-
existing native species (Pearsons and Temple 2007; Buehrens
2011).

Finally, reintroductions have potential to spread disease
(Viggers et al. 1993). Colonists may serve as vectors of disease
spread within the species they are intended to benefit, thereby
hindering conservation efforts (Walker et al. 2008), or transmit
pathogens to other species or resident life history types cur-

rently occupying the target site. Hatchery fish in particular, due
to the crowded conditions in which they are typically reared,
may act as vectors of disease transfer to wild populations (re-
viewed in Naish et al. 2008). Reintroduced animals might also
be vulnerable to endemic pathogen strains within new habitat,
and this could decrease the likelihood of successful population
establishment if the effect is severe. Establishing a baseline of
pathogen densities within the area prior to reintroduction will
permit monitoring of disease during reintroduction (Brenkman
et al. 2008a), and screening captively reared or transplanted ani-
mals prior to release will minimize the risk of spreading disease.
Both are important components of reintroduction.

Constraints
We define a constraint as a factor limiting the ability of

colonists to establish a self-sustaining population (Table 3). In
some cases, an extirpated area may have a high potential to
benefit long-term recovery, but current conditions do not support
a reintroduction. Evaluating whether the original causes of the
extirpation have been adequately ameliorated is an important
step in determining whether a site is “reintroduction ready”
(IUCN 1998). Importantly, more than one factor may have led
to the original extirpation, and in many cases determining a
logical sequence of restoring functioning conditions will be
an important component of the reintroduction effort. Here, we
describe the primary constraints affecting the ability of colonists
to reach the reintroduction site, their reproductive success, and
the survival of their offspring.

In many cases, migration barriers are the most obvious con-
straint to the reestablishment of a natural population. Evaluating
the best methods for providing passage at barriers is heavily
dependent on engineering and social considerations such as
the geological setting, human benefits derived from the barrier,
and expense. Furthermore, many river systems with reintroduc-
tion opportunities have more than one blockage to anadromous
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78 ANDERSON ET AL.

TABLE 3. Summary of constraints to reintroductions, defined as factors that might limit the ability of colonists to establish a self-sustaining population.

Type Description Required action

Barriers Engineering issues; prioritization among
multiple blockages in a watershed or
region

Removal or circumvention

Habitat quality Poor habitat quality will limit
reproductive success of colonists and
survival of their offspring

Restoration prior to reintroduction

Migratory and ocean
survival

Poor survival along migration corridor
and during ocean residence

Improve survival through downstream dams; estuary
restoration; wait for favorable ocean conditions or
scale expectations to match poor ocean conditions

Harvest Reduces number of potential colonists
and survival of their offspring

Reduce fishing pressure on potential source
population(s) during colonization

Interactions with other
species and populations

Competition and predation from native
and nonnative species

Suppress predator population or transport fish during
migration to avoid predators

Changing conditions Climate and land-use change will alter
geographic patterns of habitat
suitability

Prioritize reintroductions that enhance diversity, are
likely to serve as refuges in a warming climate, or are
located in river networks whose high connectivity
will allow species distributions to shift in response to
climate change

passage, requiring prioritization among multiple removal or cir-
cumvention options.

The quality of habitat in the reintroduction site will have a
large effect on colonist productivity. In gauging habitat qual-
ity within an area targeted for reintroduction, planners should
consider the requirements of all life phases. Spatially explicit
models incorporating known fish–habitat relationships (e.g.,
Scheuerell et al. 2006; Burnett et al. 2007; Pess et al. 2008)
can help identify potentially productive streams; determining
the anthropogenic degradation of habitats can draw on the many
efforts (largely expert opinion) to identify degraded habitat (e.g.,
subbasin or recovery plans). Where habitat quality is low due to
anthropogenic disturbance, habitat restoration may be necessary
for successful reintroduction and premature efforts to put fish
into degraded habitat may simply be a waste of resources. For
example, liming of rivers affected by acidification (Hesthagen
and Larsen 2003) and reducing pollution (Perrier et al. 2010;
Kesler et al. 2011) were necessary components of reestablish-
ing Atlantic Salmon Salmo salar runs in Europe. When restora-
tion is necessary, process-based restoration will maximize the
long-term sustainability of habitat improvements (Beechie et al.
2010).

Interactions with existing species in the target area could
influence the likelihood of a successful reintroduction. Dams
that block salmonid habitat often create the warm, lentic reser-
voirs preferred by nonnative fishes (e.g., Channel Catfish Ictalu-
rus punctatus, Smallmouth Bass Micropterus dolomieu, Yellow
Perch Perca flavescens, and Walleye Sander vitreus) and “native
invaders” (e.g., Northern Pikeminnow Ptychocheilus oregonen-
sis), species that consume a considerable quantity of salmonids
(Sanderson et al. 2009; Carey et al. 2012). Competition and pre-

dation from preexisting species might not be confined to reser-
voirs or degraded habitats. Nonnative Brook Trout Salvelinus
fontinalis, for example, have invaded relatively pristine, free-
flowing streams throughout the Pacific Northwest (Sanderson
et al. 2009) and may have suppressed populations of ESA-listed
Chinook Salmon O. tshawytscha (Levin et al. 2002). Slimy
Sculpin Cottus cognatus, a native generalist predator, reduced
the recruitment success of reintroduced Atlantic Salmon (Ward
et al. 2008).

Due to climate forcing (Mantua et al. 2010) and alterations
in land use (Bilby and Mollot 2008), salmonid habitat quality
is likely to change over the time required for a reintroduction
to result in a self-sustaining population. Thus, the likely future
condition of the reintroduction site is an important consideration
in reintroduction planning efforts. Climate and land-use models
can inform restoration opportunities (Battin et al. 2007; Lohse
et al. 2008) but have been applied to relatively few watersheds.
In the absence of large-scale predictive models, two qualitative
guidelines for reintroductions warrant consideration. First, dams
selectively block access to certain habitat types (Beechie et al.
2006; McClure et al. 2008b), suggesting that reintroduction to
mountain headwater reaches with higher elevations and cooler
temperatures may provide refuges in a warming climate. Sec-
ond, maintaining a diversity of habitat types will buffer against
uncertainty in the response of salmonid populations to climate
change (Schindler et al. 2008), suggesting that reintroduction
should target habitats that are unique, rare, or underrepresented
in the current species distribution.

High mortality during migration and ocean rearing due to
impaired migratory corridor, poor ocean conditions, or har-
vest pressure may limit reintroduction success. Passage through
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FIGURE 3. Minimizing biological risks in reintroduction planning. Biological risks are unintended negative consequences that may harm nontarget species,
other populations, spawning areas, or life history types of the reintroduced species.

downstream dams, for example, may reduce the migratory sur-
vival of juveniles, either directly or through delayed effects that
manifest in subsequent life stages (Budy et al. 2002; Schaller
and Petrosky 2007). Dams may also cause the delay and even-
tual failure of upstream-migrating adults (Caudill et al. 2007).
It is possible to improve survival through dams, even large ones
(Ferguson et al. 2007), and this may be an essential action prior
to reintroduction. Marine survival patterns are also a major de-
terminant of salmonid population productivity. Ocean survival
responds to long-term climatic processes such as the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation (Mantua et al. 1997), as well as short-term
processes such as interannual variation in sea surface temper-
ature, marine upwelling, and river conditions experienced dur-
ing migration (Mueter et al. 2005; Scheuerell and Williams
2005; Scheuerell et al. 2009; Petrosky and Schaller 2010). As
our ability to identify favorable ocean and river conditions im-
proves (e.g., Burke et al. 2013), there may be opportunities to
time reintroduction efforts to favorable conditions. Harvest rates
vary among ESUs and in some cases may limit recolonization
potential. Fishing quotas set on aggregate stocks may constrain
the ability to selectively reduce harvest rates on individual col-
onizing populations and their sources.

EXECUTING A REINTRODUCTION: COLONIZATION,
SOURCE POPULATION, AND PASSAGE

In this section, we discuss the strategies for recolonization,
the choice of a source population, and, in the case of reintroduc-

tions involving barriers, the techniques used to provide passage.
Decisions related to these three execution elements will largely
determine reintroduction risks (Figure 3). We define the colo-
nization strategy as the mechanism of fish movement into the
reintroduction site; it can be either passive (natural colonization)
or active (transplanting or hatchery releases). We suggest that
it is important to consider the colonization strategy and source
population as two separate planning decisions. For example,
even in cases where a hatchery stock is the source, it may be pos-
sible to reduce evolutionary risks by allowing hatchery adults
to colonize naturally rather than planting hatchery-produced
juveniles.

Colonization Strategy
The three basic types of colonization strategies are natural,

transplant, and hatchery release. Importantly, these approaches
differ in the effects on the viability parameters that will ulti-
mately be used to judge the success or failure of a reintroduc-
tion. In general, natural colonization is the lowest-risk approach
because it minimizes the interruption of natural biological pro-
cesses. Transplanting and hatchery releases can immediately
place fish in the reintroduction site, but tend to increase the risks
associated with reintroduction relative to natural colonization.
Fortunately, active reintroduction strategies will be most neces-
sary for isolated reintroduction sites (e.g., Figure 1C), the very
situations where evolutionary risks of straying to neighboring
extant populations are the lowest. In general, a precautionary
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Is there a reasonable likelihood of natural coloniza�on 
from a nearby spawning area or popula�on?

Yes

Natural coloniza�on

No

What is the origin of the most 
gene�cally and ecologically 
similar source popula�on?

Naturally spawning

Can the donor group sustain 
take for reintroduc�on?

Yes

Transplant natural 
popula�on

Transplant 
hatchery adults

No

Iden�fy next most similar 
source popula�on

None: all poten�al sources 
have unacceptable risks

No ac�on

Hatchery stock

Release hatchery 
produced juveniles

Are the evolu�onary and 
ecological risks of hatchery 
breeding acceptable?

No Yes

FIGURE 4. Decision framework for selecting a low-risk colonization strategy and source population. This diagram does not encompass every possibility but is
intended to highlight the key decisions affecting reintroduction risks. Boxes indicate decision endpoints.

approach, outlined in Figure 4, adopts the lowest risk colo-
nization strategy that has a reasonable chance of promoting
long-term improvement in population and ESU viability.

What is the minimum number of fish necessary to estab-
lish a self-sustaining population? This is a crucial question
applicable to all three colonization strategies whenever the
goal is to establish a new population (e.g., Figures 1B–1E).
On one hand, depensatory processes (Allee effects) may de-
press productivity at low densities through a variety of mech-
anisms (Courchamp et al. 1999; Liermann and Hilborn 2001)
and, if the effect is severe, prevent population establishment

following reintroduction (Deredec and Courchamp 2007). On
the other hand, reintroduced species, particularly those with
an extensive stream-rearing juvenile phase, may be released
from density-dependent processes during colonization and en-
joy high survival due to the lack of competition (Pess et al.
2011). Although the ultimate result will depend heavily on the
constraints (Table 3), the choice of colonization strategy will
have a strong influence on the number of fish that reach the rein-
troduction site. Here, we outline the benefits and risks of each
colonization strategy, providing empirical examples if they are
available.
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PLANNING PACIFIC SALMON AND STEELHEAD REINTRODUCTIONS 81

Natural colonization.—Pacific salmon can rapidly exploit
newly accessible habitat through natural colonization, which
we define as volitional dispersal into a reintroduction site with-
out human-assisted transport. Following construction of a fish-
way circumventing an anthropogenic blockage, Pink Salmon
O. gorbuscha naturally dispersed upstream and established self-
sustaining populations in multiple subbasins of the Fraser River,
British Columbia, within a decade (Pess et al. 2012). Chinook
Salmon and Coho Salmon O. kisutch immediately colonized
habitat made accessible by modification of a dam on the Cedar
River, Washington (Kiffney et al. 2009; Burton et al. 2013),
and both species produced a significant number of returning
adult offspring that bypassed the dam in the next generation
(Anderson et al. 2010; Anderson et al. 2013a). In this system,
extensive dispersal by juvenile Coho Salmon, including im-
migration into a tributary where survival was relatively high,
contributed to colonization success (Pess et al. 2011; Anderson
et al. 2013b). Steelhead and fluvial Rainbow Trout accessed
Beaver Creek, Washington, in the very first season after barrier
removal (Weigel et al. 2013). Atlantic Salmon naturally colo-
nized rivers in Estonia, Norway, England, and France following
improvements in water quality (Hesthagen and Larsen 2003;
Perrier et al. 2010; Griffiths et al. 2011; Kesler et al. 2011),
and some of these examples resulted from long-distance disper-
sal. Dam removal promoted natural colonization of the Upper
Salmon River, New Brunswick, by Atlantic Salmon, though this
population later crashed to near zero abundance for unknown
reasons (Fraser et al. 2007).

In some cases, increasing water releases from dams has
promoted natural colonization. In the Bridge River, British
Columbia, Coho Salmon, Chinook Salmon, and steelhead were
observed immediately following restoration of flow to a 4-
km reach that had been dewatered for decades (Decker et al.
2008). Experimental water releases from dams on the Alouette
and Coquitlam rivers, British Columbia, led to the reappear-
ance of Sockeye Salmon O. nerka after 90 years of extirpation,
and genetic and otolith analysis confirmed that the anadromous
adults were the offspring of resident kokanee (lacustrine Sock-
eye Salmon) (Godbout et al. 2011).

Natural disturbances and circumvention of natural barriers
provide additional examples of natural colonization. Steelhead
recolonized the Toutle River, Washington, to relatively high
densities 7 years after a catastrophic destruction following the
eruption of Mount Saint Helens (Bisson et al. 2005). Natural
colonization tends to proceed more slowly (e.g., decades) in
initially barren glacial emergent streams, as evidenced by rates
of Coho Salmon and Pink Salmon colonization in Glacier Bay,
Alaska (Milner and Bailey 1989; Milner et al. 2008). Several
salmonid species rapidly colonized Margaret Creek, Alaska, fol-
lowing construction of a fish ladder at a falls, although the Coho
Salmon and Sockeye Salmon populations were supplemented
by hatchery releases (Bryant et al. 1999).

Establishing a self-sustaining population via natural colo-
nization is contingent on a reasonable likelihood of natural dis-

persal into the new habitat. The probability of colonization, in
turn, is determined by metapopulation attributes such as the
location of the potential source population, abundance of the
source population, and stray rate (i.e., connectivity) as a func-
tion of distance (Pess et al. 2012). Despite these observations,
it is difficult to predict precise colonization rates following bar-
rier removal. Most examples of natural colonization by Pacific
salmon in Table 4 had nearby, relatively robust source popula-
tions, but colonization rates of isolated reintroduction sites are
likely to be much lower. Furthermore, one might predict colo-
nization rate to vary by species, but there are few multispecies
comparisons to guide expectations (Table 4). In this situation,
habitat preferences and life history patterns offer a means to
make species-specific predictions (Pess et al. 2008).

Natural colonization minimizes anthropogenic disturbance
to biological processes during population establishment and ex-
pansion. Natural colonization provides the greatest opportunity
for the evolution of locally adapted traits through natural se-
lection on individuals that disperse into the new habitat, sexual
selection during reproduction of the initial colonists, and natural
selection on their offspring. In many cases, evolution resulting
from the novel selection pressures during colonization may in-
crease population fitness and the likelihood of establishment
(Kinnison and Hairston 2007). In the Cedar River, Washington,
strong selection on the breeding date and body size of Chinook
Salmon and Coho Salmon colonists emphasized the importance
of natural and sexual selection in promoting local adaptation
during reintroduction (Anderson et al. 2010, 2013a).

Transplanting adults.—In areas that are isolated or distant
from extant populations, long-distance dispersal from extant
populations may be unlikely. In these cases, transplanting can
ensure that an adequate number of adult fish reach the reintro-
duction site. Under this strategy, adult fish are trapped at one
location then transported to the reintroduction site, where they
are released to breed naturally. Here, we describe the process
and consequences of transplanting from both hatchery and wild
sources.

Although stock transfers have been common for Pacific
salmon, there are relatively few examples in which only adults
were released (Withler 1982). In programs that combined trans-
planted adults with hatchery releases (e.g., Burger et al. 2000;
Spies et al. 2007), it is difficult to isolate the effects of each strat-
egy. In a reintroduction or supplementation context, transplants
often involve surplus hatchery adults. For example, hatchery-
origin spring Chinook Salmon were transplanted to Shitike
Creek, Oregon because the habitat was considered underseeded
15 years after dam removal and produced a significant fraction
of the juveniles captured the following spring (Baumsteiger et al.
2008). Atlantic Salmon that had spent their entire lives in captiv-
ity successfully spawned following release into Wilmot Creek,
Ontario (Scott et al. 2005b). Transplanting adults is frequently
used to circumvent large dams and reservoirs in a “trap and
haul” strategy (Table 5), and we discuss this approach further in
the Providing Passage section below.
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82 ANDERSON ET AL.

TABLE 4. Examples of anadromous salmonid reintroductions from the published literature.

Location Date initiated Species Colonization strategy
Passage
provision References

Fraser River,
British Columbia

1947 Pink Salmon Natural colonization Fishway Pess et al. 2012

Clearwater River,
Idaho

1960 Chinook Salmon Hatchery juveniles Dam removal Narum et al. 2007

Upper Salmon
River, New
Brunswick

Mid-1960s Atlantic Salmon Natural recolonization Dam removal Fraser et al. 2007

Connecticut River,
Connecticut,
Massachusetts,
Vermont, and
New Hampshire

1967 Atlantic Salmon Hatchery juveniles Fishways Gephard and
McMenemy 2004;
Ward et al. 2008

River Thames,
England

1975 Atlantic Salmon Natural colonization
and hatchery
juveniles

None Griffiths et al. 2011

Rivers Rhine, Ems,
Weser, and Elbe,
Germany

1978 Atlantic Salmon Hatchery juveniles Primarily
fishways

Monnerjahn 2011;
Schneider 2011

Point Wolfe River,
New Brunswick

1982 Atlantic Salmon Hatchery juveniles Dam removal Fraser et al. 2007

Sawtooth Valley
lakes, Idaho

1993 Sockeye Salmon Hatchery juveniles None Griswold et al. 2011;
Kalinowski et al. 2012

Middle Fork
Willamette
River, Oregon

1993 Chinook Salmon Transplanted adults Trap and haul Keefer et al. 2010, 2011

Various Norwegian
rivers

Mid-1990s Atlantic Salmon Natural colonization
and hatchery
juvenilesa

None Hesthagen and Larsen
2003

Seine River, France Mid-1990s Atlantic Salmon Natural colonization None Perrier et al. 2010
River Selja, Estonia Mid-1990s Atlantic Salmon Natural colonization

and hatchery
juvenilesb

None Väsemagi et al. 2001

Bridge River,
British Columbia

2000 Chinook Salmon,
Coho Salmon,
steelhead

Natural colonization Increased water
releases from
dam

Decker et al. 2008

Wilmot Creek,
Ontario

2000 Atlantic Salmon Transplanted adults None Scott et al. 2005a, 2005b

Salmon River,
New York

2000 Atlantic Salmon Hatchery juveniles None Coghlan and Ringer
2004

Shitike Creek,
Oregon

2002 Chinook Salmon Transplanted adults Dam removal Baumsteiger et al. 2008

Cedar River,
Washington

2003 Chinook Salmon,
Coho Salmon

Natural colonization Fishway Kiffney et al. 2009;
Anderson et al. 2010,
2013a, 2013b; Pess
et al. 2011; Burton
et al. 2013

Various Lake
Ontario
tributaries, New
York

2003 Atlantic Salmon Hatchery juveniles None Coghlan et al. 2007
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PLANNING PACIFIC SALMON AND STEELHEAD REINTRODUCTIONS 83

TABLE 4. Continued.

Location Date initiated Species Colonization strategy
Passage
provision References

Alouette and
Coquitlam rivers,
British Columbia

2005 Sockeye Salmon Natural colonization Increased water
releases from
dams

Godbout et al. 2011

River Purtse,
Estonia

2005 Atlantic Salmon Natural colonization
and hatchery
juvenilesc

None Kesler et al. 2011

Beaver Creek,
Washington

2005 Steelhead Natural colonization Fishways Weigel et al. 2013

aColonization strategy varied by river.
bGenetic analysis indicates that natural dispersal, not hatchery releases, were primarily responsible for colonization.
cHatchery releases commenced after natural colonization was observed.

Conceptually, transplanting allows for natural patterns of nat-
ural and sexual selection within the new habitat and thus has
many of the benefits of natural colonization. The offspring of
any adults that successfully spawn will spend the entire fresh-
water phase, from embryonic incubation to the smolt migration,
within the reintroduction site. Compared with hatchery releases,
this will increase their exposure to natal odors and local geomor-
phic, hydrologic, and biotic conditions, all of which are likely to
promote local adaptation. However, transplanting introduces ar-
tificial selection of the individuals that reach the reintroduction
site. In some cases, natural selection during migration could be
important for the evolution of traits (i.e., body morphology or
energy reserves) that are advantageous for a particular migration
route (i.e., long or steep) (Quinn et al. 2001). Thus, considering
the run timing, size, and other phenotypic traits of individuals
selected for transplantation is an important component of mini-
mizing the negative, unintended consequences of transplanting.

The number and frequency of transplants is an important
consideration. Reintroductions with many individuals are more
likely to be successful (Wolf et al. 1996; Fischer and Linden-
mayer 2000), but with few salmonid examples, it is difficult to
provide precise guidance on the number to transplant. Metapop-
ulation structure might provide guidance, as reintroduction sites
isolated from the regional metapopulation are unlikely to receive
large numbers of natural colonists and, therefore, will require
a greater number of transplanted fish than those connected to
potential source populations. Williams et al. (1988) observed
that 50 individuals (25 males and 25 females, annually) is the
absolute minimum for establishing a hatchery population in a
controlled setting, so transplanting to a dynamic river environ-
ment will certainly require a greater number of fish. Some frac-
tion of transplanted adults may die prior to spawning (Keefer
et al. 2010) or depart the release site because they fail to de-
tect natal odors (Blair and Quinn 1991). Continuing transplants
for a full generation and into a second generation provides ad-
ditional reproductive potential and new genetic material that
may reduce the impact of a genetic bottleneck (e.g., Hedrick

and Fredrickson 2010). In addition, selecting the highest qual-
ity habitat within the reintroduction site for the release site may
increase the reproductive success of the colonists.

We suggest that reintroduction should maximize the total
number of fish transplanted while minimizing the risks (Table 2),
which are likely to increase as the number of fish transplanted
increases. Given the same total number of transplanted fish,
risks might be reduced by releasing a small number of fish each
year for many years rather than many fish for a short period. The
release strategy will affect density-dependent processes, which
in turn will affect both the performance of the reintroduced
species and the ecological risks of reintroduction. For example,
it may be possible to reduce density-dependent processes by
dispersing colonists among several release sites (Einum et al.
2008). With few empirical examples, the outcomes of these
risks are difficult to precisely predict a priori, highlighting the
importance of a well-designed monitoring program.

Hatchery releases.—The third colonization strategy is a
hatchery reintroduction that stocks artificially propagated juve-
nile fish or eggs within the reintroduction site. There are a num-
ber of examples of reintroductions releasing hatchery-produced
juveniles (Table 4). In the Clearwater River, Idaho, out-of-basin
stocks were used to reintroduce ocean- and stream-type Chi-
nook Salmon; these hatchery populations are now sustained by
returns to the Clearwater River, and the naturally produced ju-
veniles of the two run types are genetically distinct (Narum
et al. 2007). Hatchery releases of Atlantic Salmon reintroduced
to the Connecticut River (flowing through Connecticut, Mas-
sachusetts, Vermont, and New Hampshire) are also sustained by
local returns (Gephard and McMenemy 2004). However, abun-
dances in the Connecticut River and in other reintroduced New
England populations have continued to decline despite heavy
stocking, and there is very little natural spawning because most
returning adults are bred in captivity (Wagner and Sweka 2011).
A captive broodstock hatchery program has played an essential
role in the persistence of Snake River Sockeye Salmon, which
reached critically low abundances in the mid-1990s (Griswold
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84 ANDERSON ET AL.

TABLE 5. Examples of proposed, ongoing, or relatively recent reintroduction programs for Pacific salmon, steelhead, and Bull Trout Salvelinus confluentus.

River basin Species Comments on execution

Elwha River, Washington Chinook Salmon,
steelhead, Coho Salmon,
Pink Salmon, Chum
Salmon O. keta, Sockeye
Salmon, Bull Trout

Removal of Elwha and Glines Canyon dams; for some
species, adults trapped within lower Elwha River
relocated above former dam site

Umbrella Creek and Big River,
Ozette Lake, Washington

Sockeye Salmon Hatchery releases for both locations; some natural
colonization of Big River prior to hatchery releases

Cowlitz River, Washington Chinook Salmon, Coho
Salmon, steelhead

Hatchery releases, trap and haul above Mayfield,
Mossyrock, and Cowlitz Falls dams

Clackamas River, Oregon Bull Trout Transplanted juvenile and adult fish from Metolius River
North Santiam River, Oregon Chinook Salmon, steelhead Trap and haul adults above Big Cliff and Detroit dams
South Santiam River, Oregon Chinook Salmon, steelhead Trap and haul adults above Foster and Green Peter dams
Calapooia River, Oregon Chinook Salmon, steelhead Removal of Brownsville, Sodom, and Shearer dams
McKenzie River, Oregon Chinook Salmon Trap and haul adults above Cougar and Trail Bridge dams
White Salmon River, Washington Chinook Salmon,

steelhead, Coho Salmon
Removal of Condit Dam

Hood River, Oregon Chinook Salmon Removal of Powerdale Dam; hatchery releases derived from
neighboring Deschutes River

Deschutes River, Oregon Chinook Salmon, steelhead,
Sockeye Salmon

Hatchery releases for Chinook Salmon and steelhead;
passage for adults and juveniles around Reregulation,
Pelton, and Round Butte dams

Umatilla River, Oregon Chinook Salmon, Coho
Salmon

Hatchery releases

Yakima River, Washington Sockeye Salmon, Coho
Salmon

Sockeye Salmon: adults captured at Priest Rapids Dam
transplanted above Cle Elum Dam; Coho Salmon:
hatchery releases

Wenatchee River, Washington Coho Salmon Hatchery releases
Methow River, Washington Coho Salmon Hatchery releases
Okanogan River, Washington Chinook Salmon, Sockeye

Salmon
Hatchery releases for both species; passage above McIntyre

Dam for Sockeye Salmon
Walla Walla River, Washington Chinook Salmon Hatchery releases
Lookingglass Creek, Oregon Chinook Salmon Hatchery releases derived from nearby Catherine Creek
Big Sheep Creek, Oregon Chinook Salmon Transplant surplus hatchery adults captured in adjacent

Imnaha River
Pine Creek, Oregon Chinook Salmon, steelhead Transplant surplus hatchery adults captured at Hells Canyon

Dam
Klamath River, California and

Oregon
Chinook Salmon, Coho

Salmon, steelhead
Proposed removal of Iron Gate, Copco 1, Copco 2, and J.C.

Boyle dams
San Joaquin River, California Chinook Salmon Proposed under San Joaquin River Restoration Settlement

Act

et al. 2011). Although this population is demographically de-
pendent on the hatchery, abundance has grown substantially in
recent years and progress has been made towards the reestab-
lishment of natural reproduction. The hatchery has retained ap-
proximately 95% of the genetic diversity present in the founders
of the captive broodstock program (Kalinowski et al. 2012).

There are also examples of hatchery reintroductions, mainly
of Atlantic Salmon, that have failed, or that have had insuffi-
cient time, to generate persistent returns of hatchery fish. Despite
decades of stocking nonlocal Atlantic Salmon on the Thames

River, most adult Atlantic Salmon observed recently have dis-
persed naturally from nearby river systems (Griffiths et al. 2011).
Although some Atlantic Salmon returned to Point Wolfe Creek,
New Brunswick, following 4 years of hatchery releases, the
population subsequently crashed, similar to neighboring popu-
lations in the inner Bay of Fundy (Fraser et al. 2007). Atlantic
Salmon have been reintroduced to several rivers in Germany,
but these populations are still demographically reliant on im-
porting nonlocal eggs and fry despite some observations of nat-
ural spawning (Monnerjahn 2011). Finally, the initial phase of
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PLANNING PACIFIC SALMON AND STEELHEAD REINTRODUCTIONS 85

Atlantic Salmon reintroduction to tributaries of Lake Ontario in
New York State has focused on experimental testing of various
release strategies and sites in an effort to maximize survival
(Coghlan and Ringler 2004; Coghlan et al. 2007).

Overall, despite initial successes in establishing hatchery
populations in some systems, we found no clear-cut examples
in which a reintroduction employing hatchery releases yielded
a self-sustaining naturalized population. Importantly, even the
most successful programs to date continue to release hatch-
ery fish, so it is largely uncertain whether any natural spawn-
ing would persist without supplementation. It is worth noting,
however, that hatchery releases have been used to introduce
self-sustaining salmonid populations to new locations not pre-
viously inhabited by the species in question. Out-of-basin hatch-
ery releases established multiple self-sustaining populations of
Sockeye Salmon in Lake Washington, Washington, but it is un-
certain whether these areas historically supported anadromous
fish (Gustafson et al. 1997; Spies et al. 2007). Other exam-
ples include Sockeye Salmon in Frazer Lake, Alaska (Burger
et al. 2000), Pink Salmon in the Great Lakes (Kwain 1987), and
Chinook Salmon in New Zealand (Quinn et al. 2001). Collec-
tively, these results suggest that it is possible to establish runs of
anadromous fish through hatchery releases, and perhaps failed
reintroduction efforts did not adequately solve the problems that
caused extirpation in the first place (i.e., constraints).

Employed in a conservation setting, hatcheries generally aim
to reduce the early life mortality that occurs in the egg incubation
and juvenile-rearing phase relative to that of natural spawning
(Waples et al. 2007a). Thus hatchery releases have the potential
to approach juvenile-rearing carrying capacities faster than the
other two approaches, and this may ultimately lead to a greater
number of adults returning to the reintroduction site within a
generation or two of reintroduction. In addition, hatchery re-
leases may provide opportunities to test the effectiveness of
new passage facilities without risking wild fish from a low-
abundance source population.

However, even if managed properly, hatchery releases pose
significant evolutionary and ecological risks. Domestication se-
lection, or adaptation to a captive-breeding environment, can
reduce the fitness of animals released into the wild (Frankham
2008) as well as the fitness of the wild component of a sup-
plemented population (Ford 2002). Indeed, hatchery fish often
have lower reproductive success than naturally spawned fish
when both groups breed sympatrically in the wild (Araki et al.
2008), and domestication selection, which can occur in a sin-
gle generation, seems a likely mechanism (Christie et al. 2012;
Ford et al. 2012). Large-scale hatchery programs tend to erode
population structure more than small ones (Eldridge and Naish
2007), so the risk of genetic homogenization is likely to be
proportional to the number of fish released. In terms of eco-
logical risks, hatchery releases could induce density-dependent
processes that would limit the growth, survival, and other vi-
tal rates of naturally produced fish (Buhle et al. 2009; Kostow
2009).

These risks apply not only to the incipient population within
the reintroduction site but also to any nearby extant populations.
Hatchery reintroduction programs should therefore aim to min-
imize straying to proximate extant populations. Acclimating
juvenile hatchery fish in the target area prior to release may
improve the precision of homing (Dittman et al. 2010). Hatch-
ery fish released into a reintroduction site may also interact
ecologically with juvenile wild fish originating from proximate
spawning areas in downstream rearing habitats, potentially com-
peting for limited resources. The specific breeding protocols and
rearing practices will influence the severity of these ecological
and evolutionary effects, but some level of risk is unavoidable.

An important consideration for hatchery reintroductions is
the length of time over which supplementation is planned. Evo-
lutionary and ecological risks will tend to increase with the
duration and magnitude of hatchery releases. A precautionary
model would aim for a brief release of one to two generations,
followed by cessation for at least a similar time frame, accom-
panied by a monitoring program to track performance. Such
a pulsed release would provide the initial demographic boost
to establish a population in an area unlikely to be colonized
naturally and subsequently permit natural and sexual selection
to shape local adaptation and the expression of natural diver-
sity patterns. In the event that more than a generation or two
of supplementation is needed to rebuild the run, specifying a
timeline for phasing out releases in a detailed plan prior to
reintroduction will help prevent hatchery efforts from becom-
ing institutionalized. Abundance targets for naturally spawned
fish would indicate when the incipient population has sufficient
reproductive potential without supplementation. Contingencies
for short-term environmental trends would permit flexibility in
the timeline should poor migratory or ocean survival delay pop-
ulation establishment.

Choice of Source Population
Source populations with life history, morphological, and

behavioral traits compatible with the target area will in-
crease the probability of successful reintroduction. Anadromous
salmonids are frequently adapted to local environmental condi-
tions (Taylor 1991; Fraser et al. 2011), and so some source
populations may be more successful than others during col-
onization. For example, following circumvention of a natural
barrier, multiple populations of Sockeye Salmon were intro-
duced to Fraser Lake, Alaska, and each preferentially colonized
the habitats most similar to the source (Burger et al. 2000). Rein-
troductions employing transplants or hatchery releases must ex-
plicitly choose a source population; evaluating potential sources
of natural colonization will help predict patterns of population
expansion (Pess et al. 2008) and interpret reintroduction results
(Burton et al. 2013). We suggest that reintroduction planners
consider the genetic and ecological characteristics of potential
source populations.

In general, selecting a source genetically similar to the his-
toric population that inhabited the reintroduction site would
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maximize the benefits and reduce the risks of a reintroduction.
Matching the genetic lineage of the extirpated population or
spawning area as closely as possible helps ensure that following
a successful reintroduction, regional population structure would
accurately represent natural patterns of evolutionary diversity
and thus contribute to long-term ESU viability. The evolutionary
risks of straying to adjacent populations during reintroduction
will be reduced if the source is genetically similar to these popu-
lations. In practice, genetic analysis may not be possible, so one
might assume an isolation-by-distance model (e.g., Matala et al.
2011) and use the distance along the river corridor between the
reintroduction site and source as a coarse guide for comparing
options. Regardless of the specific criteria, ESUs were desig-
nated to comprise lineages with a distinct evolutionary legacy
(Waples 1991), so reintroductions using sources with out-of-
ESU ancestry would rarely, if ever, be expected to provide clear
conservation benefits to an ESU.

Ecological considerations should focus on the morphological
and behavioral traits of the source population and whether they
are well suited for the reintroduction site. One approach is to as-
sume that similar habitats promote the evolution of similar traits
and evaluate metrics such as elevation, precipitation, and hydro-
logic patterns or composite indices such as the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency’s ecoregions. However, sometimes
genetic and ecological patterns will be in conflict. Some coastal
rivers, for example, contain both fall- and spring-run Chinook
Salmon populations, which are more genetically similar to each
other than to other populations of the same run type in different
major rivers (Waples et al. 2004). In these cases, selecting a
source population will involve some degree of compromise.

Potential source populations affected by hatchery production
require special consideration. Three main factors will deter-
mine the ecological and genetic suitability of a hatchery stock.
The first is its origin. Stocks that were founded with individ-
uals collected near the reintroduction site, preferably within
the same basin, present less evolutionary risk than more dis-
tantly related stocks. Many of the most widespread hatchery
stocks are mixed-lineage, composite-origin stocks with signif-
icant contributions from several populations, sometimes from
separate ESUs (Busby et al. 1996; Myers et al. 1998). Although
these stocks are probably the most available, and hence logisti-
cally practicable for reintroductions, they also pose much greater
evolutionary risks than locally derived stocks. A second consid-
eration is the current breeding protocol. Programs that operate
under an integrated model by consistently incorporating wild
or naturally spawned broodstock (without posing demographic
risks to that population) will reduce (but not eliminate) domesti-
cation selection compared with segregated programs (Mobrand
et al. 2005). A final consideration is the number of generations
that the stock has been artificially propagated. Domestication
selection accumulates over time, making populations that have
been artificially propagated for many generations less similar
to their wild counterparts than stocks that have been in captiv-
ity for few generations (Araki et al. 2008; Frankham 2008). In

some cases, a hatchery stock directly derived from native fish
that inhabited the reintroduction site may retain the only genetic
legacy of the extirpated population and may be desirable for that
reason.

What are the options if there is an unacceptable demographic
risk of depleting the most attractive source population? In some
cases, managers must either wait for the most appropriate stock
to recover to levels that could sustain removal or select a less
desirable stock that can immediately provide sufficient donors.
This is a difficult trade-off, especially if recovery of depleted
potential source populations is uncertain or is expected to take
several generations even under optimistic scenarios. When re-
moval does occur, monitoring should track the source popula-
tion abundance during reintroduction to ensure that it remains
healthy. If a single population cannot sustain removal for reintro-
duction, it may be possible to combine individuals from several
sources. From a genetic perspective, this could have either pos-
itive or negative consequences. On one hand, mixing sources
could benefit the genetic diversity of the colonist group, but on
the other, it could lower fitness via outbreeding depression (Huff
et al. 2010).

Finally, for facultatively migratory species, the presence of
resident conspecifics may provide additional reproductive po-
tential and serve as a source population. For example, resident
Rainbow Trout frequently spawn with anadromous steelhead
(McMillan et al. 2007; Pearsons et al. 2007). In fact, O. mykiss
often exhibit partial anadromy in which a single, panmictic,
interbreeding population contains both resident and migratory
individuals (McPhee et al. 2007; Heath et al. 2008). Resident
populations isolated by dams may retain significant anadromous
ancestry and the physiological traits of smoltification (Clemento
et al. 2009; Godbout et al. 2011; Holecek et al. 2012). How-
ever, if selection against anadromy has occurred in the resident
population, it is also possible that secondary contact with rein-
troduced anadromous fish might decrease the rate of anadromy
in the combined population. Life history models (Satterthwaite
et al. 2009, 2010) offer one method of predicting the complicated
interactions between resident fish and reintroduced anadromous
populations. Regardless, we suggest that promoting the persis-
tence and reproductive contribution of resident fish directly de-
scended from formerly anadromous populations inhabiting the
reintroduction site will ultimately contribute to local adaptation,
diversity, and long-term viability.

Providing Passage
Providing passage is relevant to all reintroductions involving

barriers regardless of the colonization strategy or the choice of
source population. This must include passage for adults migrat-
ing upstream to spawning grounds as well as juveniles migrating
downstream towards the ocean. Plans for passage can be cat-
egorized as either volitional or active transport (i.e., trap and
haul).

Under volitional passage, a barrier is modified or removed
such that fish arrive at the site under their own power, swimming
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through or around and eventually past the former blockage. Pri-
mary examples include culvert replacements, dam removals,
engineered step-pools, fish ladders, increased releases from up-
stream dams, and screened bypass facilities for juveniles. Vo-
litional fish passage facilities have advantages over more man-
aged methods because they operate constantly, require little if
any handling, are less stressful to the fish, are mechanically less
likely to break, and are less costly to maintain and operate. A
primary biological consideration is the degree to which passage
structures reduce juvenile and adult migrant survival relative
to a free-flowing river. Unnaturally high mortality imposed by
passage at barriers will have to be compensated for elsewhere in
the lifecycle to maintain a self-sustaining population. Further-
more, depending on the design, water velocity and gradient may
restrict passage to certain species or size-classes, reducing the
diversity of the incipient population. If poorly designed, pas-
sage facilities could increase the risk of straying into nontarget
populations or spawning areas.

Barrier or dam removal is a special case of volitional pas-
sage that will provide substantial ecological benefits beyond
salmonid recovery. Dam removal can repair riverine ecosystem
processes, such as natural flow regime, sediment and wood trans-
port, and nutrient cycling, that create and maintain habitat for
many plants and animals (Poff and Hart 2002; Roni et al. 2008).
The rehabilitation of these processes, especially where they have
been substantially altered, will certainly provide long-term ben-
efits for the Pacific salmon and steelhead populations targeted
for reintroduction. However, in the short term, dam removal is
a disturbance that may increase turbidity and deposit fine sed-
iment downstream or mobilize toxic-laden materials (Stanley
and Doyle 2003). Therefore, it is an approach most appropriate
for enhancing long-term viability rather than rapid increases in
abundance, and these “side effects” are important considerations
for the planning process. Several recent dam removals (Table 5)
provide important opportunities to study the salmonid response
to dam removal.

In some cases, it may be possible to incorporate selective ac-
cess into a volitional passage strategy. This would involve a weir,
gate, or trap such that fish are handled prior to upstream passage.
Such structures increase operation and maintenance costs and
may adversely affect adults due to increased handling. However,
they also allow managers to exclude fish that could undermine
reintroduction objectives. For example, excluding the homoge-
nizing influence of hatchery colonists may benefit diversity and
excluding nonnative fish would reduce the ecological risks of
reintroduction. Such structures would also assist research and
monitoring because they would permit precise counts and mea-
surements of fish.

Active transport, sometimes called trap and haul, is most
appropriate for situations in which volitional passage is not
logistically, technically, or biologically possible. Large dams,
especially several occurring in sequence, are more likely to re-
quire trap and haul than small structures due to engineering and
socioeconomic constraints. Particularly for juveniles, impound-

ments may present challenges that cannot be overcome with
volitional passage, such as low water velocity that disrupts fish
migration, predators that reduce survival below acceptable lev-
els, or downstream passage routes that cannot be engineered to
be safe and effective. Selection or exclusion of particular groups
of fish will be fundamentally simple. Passage via trap and haul
is similar in concept to a transplanting colonization strategy and
thus has many of the same benefits, risks, and consequences.

Trap and haul, often combined with hatchery releases, is em-
ployed in several ongoing large-scale reintroduction efforts (Ta-
ble 5). These examples will provide crucial case studies to eval-
uate the success and refine the methods of reintroducing Pacific
salmon and steelhead above large, high-head dams. Research on
the Middle Fork Willamette River, Oregon, has found significant
prespawn mortality related to poor condition of spring Chinook
Salmon adults prior to release and warm temperatures encoun-
tered in the migration corridor (Keefer et al. 2010). In addition,
juvenile mortality at dams was high and deep-water passage
routes severely restricted passage in the spring, when Chinook
Salmon would ordinarily migrate downstream but reservoirs
were filling rapidly (Keefer et al. 2011).

Despite few published examples, we suspect that at high-
head dams, transporting adults upstream is much easier (and
less expensive) than providing safe, efficient downstream pas-
sage for their offspring. Juvenile fish will be vulnerable to size-
selective predation in reservoirs (Poe et al. 1991; Fritts and
Pearsons 2006) and dam passage mortality unless they are col-
lected and routed around these hazards. Survival rates will vary
by species, life stage, and timing of migration but are likely
to depend on the efficiency of juvenile collection methods and
the design of engineered bypasses at dams. In some cases, suc-
cessful reintroduction will require a mechanistic understanding
of dam passage mortality, but this is difficult to predict gener-
ally and varies substantially by dam. For example, some studies
have found greater mortality in small fish (Ferguson et al. 2007)
while others found greater mortality in large fish (Keefer et al.
2011). Consequently, detailed studies of route-specific juvenile
mortality rates are likely to be an essential component of rein-
troductions involving active transport (Keefer et al. 2011).

Execution Overview
One thing is clear—each case will be unique, and reintroduc-

tion planners will face trade-offs between the benefits and risks
in selecting a colonization strategy, choosing a source popula-
tion, and providing passage. These options need not be mutually
exclusive, as a carefully planned reintroduction program may
decide to use multiple colonization strategies. A precautionary
model would initially adopt a low-risk approach and monitor
its success, thereby permitting a scientific evaluation of whether
higher-risk strategies are necessary. For active reintroduction
strategies, planners could view an initially small release as a
pilot study to assess reintroduction benefits and risks prior to
full implementation.
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Our review of the salmonid reintroduction literature (e.g., Ta-
ble 4) suggests that there are large uncertainties in the success of
reintroduction in establishing self-sustaining populations, par-
ticularly for programs employing active colonization strategies.
Despite the increased risks of methods such as transplanting
adults and hatchery releases, we found no direct evidence that
these approaches have established a demographically indepen-
dent, self-sustaining natural population. It is possible that situ-
ations in which active methods have been employed are inher-
ently more difficult, but a lack of rigorous scientific evaluation
precludes us from describing the benefits, risks, and constraints
more explicitly or quantitatively. We strongly encourage man-
agers of reintroduction efforts to disseminate results so that we
may build on lessons learned in planning future programs.

MONITORING
Monitoring is an essential component of any reintroduction

program (Williams et al. 1988; IUCN 1998; George et al. 2009),
permitting an assessment of whether or not the reintroduction
was successful. Monitoring before, during, and after the reintro-
duction provides information on both the target and neighboring
populations that is needed to evaluate modifications to the pro-
gram execution in an adaptive management feedback loop. In
addition, monitoring provides the data that is essential for the
effective planning of future programs.

We suggest that the monitoring program focus on the benefits,
risks, and constraints likely to have a large impact on the success
of the project. First, in order to quantify the benefits and deter-
mine if the goals have been achieved, unambiguously stating
project objectives at the outset will help identify specific mon-
itoring metrics (Tear et al. 2005). Second, for reintroductions
in which the initial planning efforts identified some risks (Ta-
ble 2), there must be monitoring in order to determine whether
the benefits outweighed the risks. Third, monitoring constraints
will promote a mechanistic understanding of why a reintroduc-
tion succeeded or failed. Even where barriers block migration,
other factors may have contributed to extirpation. Consequently,
although some biological constraints (Table 3) may have been
addressed prior to reintroduction, others may persist that will
limit project success. Identifying factors that limit survival and
reproductive success will provide insight towards alternative
reintroduction strategies that might lessen a negative impact.
The specific monitoring methods will vary depending on the
benefits, risks, and constraints of the reintroduction effort; Roni
(2005), Johnson et al. (2007), and Schwartz (2007) provide
guidance on establishing a robust monitoring program.

It is difficult to provide general criteria on whether a reintro-
duction effort has succeeded or failed because every situation
is likely to be different. However, writing a detailed reintroduc-
tion plan, including specific viability targets or benchmarks, is a
crucial component of project implementation. This will simplify
interpretation of monitoring data, clarify any need for adaptive
management during the program, and prevent the institution-
alization of actions (e.g., hatchery releases) that impose risk

to nontarget populations or spawning areas. In deriving targets
and benchmarks, the reintroduction plan should explicitly con-
sider patterns in annual abundance, productivity, and survival
of comparable populations. We strongly urge all entities con-
ducting or planning reintroductions to write a publicly available
implementation plan that includes robust monitoring because it
is essential to a scientifically rigorous reintroduction effort and
will improve our ability to effectively conserve species in the
future.

CONCLUSIONS
We have based our approach to planning, executing, and mon-

itoring reintroductions upon the broad conservation goals and
scientific principles guiding the recovery of ESA-listed Pacific
salmon and steelhead populations. We acknowledge that there
are other possible goals for reintroductions, including providing
harvest opportunities, which might lead to different approaches
than those described here. Although our recommendations are
specifically designed for ESA recovery, more generally they are
intended to promote the natural demographic, ecological, and
evolutionary processes essential to the conservation benefit of
all reintroductions, regardless of formal listing status. Even in
cases where ESA recovery is not the primary goal, the concepts
discussed here will help evaluate the overall conservation value
of a reintroduction (Figure 5).

FIGURE 5. Factors to consider in evaluating the conservation value of rein-
troductions. Each bar is intended to represent a gradient of outcomes in between
the extremes described at either end. The extent to which natural demographic,
ecological, and evolutionary processes operate uninterrupted will strongly in-
fluence the overall conservation value of a reintroduction.
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Despite the number of salmonid reintroductions (e.g., Ta-
bles 4 and 5), the science of reestablishing previously extirpated
salmonid populations is still in its infancy. We found few direct
assessments of reintroduction benefits, risks, and constraints,
forcing us to provide general, qualitative rather than specific,
quantitative recommendations. If reintroduction is to become a
successful recovery tool, it is essential that monitoring and dis-
semination of results become standard practice in nearly every
program. Rigorous scientific evaluation is particularly impor-
tant for projects at large dams or those using active colonization
strategies because they face the highest constraints and greatest
risks.

The number and scale of Pacific salmon and steelhead extir-
pations suggest that reintroduction offers great potential to ad-
vance salmon recovery. However, complicated trade-offs, chal-
lenging obstacles, and uncertainty over the ultimate result con-
front reintroduction planners. Combined with the multiple gen-
erations probably required to achieve potential benefits, this
suggests that reintroduction will rarely be a quick fix for im-
proving the status of an ESU or population at immediate risk of
extinction. It is also important to remember that reintroduction
is only one management option. In some cases, reintroduction
may be essential for the conservation of a particular life history
type or evolutionary lineage. In other cases, management strate-
gies designed to improve the reproductive success, survival, and
productivity of extant populations might offer a better return on
the investment dollar than reintroduction. We suggest that eval-
uating the potential benefits, risks, and constraints is necessary
to weigh reintroduction against other management options and
ensure that reintroductions contribute to long-term population
and ESU viability.
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La Grange Hydroelectric Project Licensing (FERC No. 14581) 
Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment 

 Workshop No. 2 
 

Thursday, September 17, 2015 
9:00 am to 12:00 pm 

 
Meeting Notes 

 
On September 17, 2015, Turlock Irrigation District (TID) and Modesto Irrigation District (MID) 
(collectively, the Districts) hosted the second Workshop (Workshop No. 2) for the La Grange 
Hydroelectric Project Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment (Fish Passage Assessment). This 
document summarizes discussions during the meeting. It is not intended to be a transcript of the meeting. 
Attachment A to this document includes the following meeting documents: agenda, sign-in sheet, 
presentations, and handouts. 
 
Mr. John Devine of HDR, Inc. (HDR), consultant to the Districts, welcomed meeting attendees. Attendees 
in the room and on the phone introduced themselves. Messrs. Noah Hume and Wayne Swaney of 
Stillwater Sciences, Mr. Matt Oh and Ms. Jenna Borovansky of HDR, and Mr. Peter Barnes of the State 
Water Resources Control Board participated remotely. Mr. Chris Shutes (California Sportfishing 
Protection Alliance) initially joined the meeting by phone and then arrived in person. 
 
Mr. Devine summarized the meeting handouts and visuals placed around the meeting room. He reviewed 
the meeting agenda, which had been provided to meeting participants on September 4. Mr. Devine noted 
the 9:10 am and 9:30 am agenda items will be switched, but other than that the agenda remained the 
same. Mr. Roger VanHoy (MID) asked to be able to make some introductory remarks. Mr. Devine added 
he was remiss in not inviting opening remarks from anyone that would like to make them. Mr. Devine 
invited anyone interested to make opening remarks. There were no volunteers. 
 
Mr. Devine presented introductory slides. He provided background on the La Grange Hydroelectric 
Project (La Grange Project) and summarized the licensing process to date.  Mr. Devine described the Fish 
Passage Assessment and reviewed the status of action items from Workshop No. 1, held on May 20, 
2015. He also covered the objectives of Workshop No. 2 and the schedule moving forward after 
Workshop No. 2. 
 
Mr. VanHoy provided opening remarks. He said the Districts are considering the potential for fish 
passage at their facilities very seriously with a desire to understand the full scope of needed facilities and 
their cost, which is why the Districts are hosting this series of Workshops. The Districts hope to come 
through this process with a better understanding of the agencies’ goals, what it may cost to construct and 
operate fish passage facilities, and the financial implications for the Districts’ and their ratepayers. Mr. 
VanHoy noted that the Districts are putting substantial resources into this study, with the hope of 
facilitating engagement with the meeting attendees through the Workshops. Mr. VanHoy said that 
although there are many experts in attendance today, there are many non-experts too, people like himself 
and others from the business and legislative communities.  He encouraged non-expert, community 
interests to become engaged as well. The Districts’ goal is to understand the risks, benefits, costs, impacts 
and the probability of success of a fish passage/reintroduction program on the Tuolumne River.  The 
Districts hope there is a strong interest and high level of participation in the process.  Furthermore, the 
Districts realize and accept that there may be diverging opinions on the likelihood of success. 
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Mr. VanHoy said he came from a background in power and that the scale of a fish passage facility can be 
immense and for those unfamiliar with such facilities, it may be difficult to envision. Referring to 
Technical Memorandum (TM) No. 1 (available online here), Mr. VanHoy said the footprint of a floating 
surface collector for downstream passage could be as big as the footprint of the MID conference room. 
The collector would be a floating laboratory on the Don Pedro Reservoir, using nets and vacuums to 
guide and collect small fish.  The collector would be part of a barge that would have to float up and down 
with reservoir fluctuations. The process of scoping and engineering a fish passage facility of this type is 
an intensive effort. 
 
Mr. VanHoy reiterated the importance of coming to a common understanding about costs. He added that 
with some luck, meeting participants will also come to a common understanding about whether the fish 
passage facilities would be successful. 
 
Mr. Devine thanked Mr. VanHoy for his remarks and asked if anyone else would like to make opening 
remarks. There were no volunteers. 
 
Mr. Devine said the Districts hope to use the Workshops to move the Fish Passage Assessment through 
an open and collaborative process that will produce the information required to make a well-informed 
decision about whether fish passage facilities should be built at the La Grange Project and the Don Pedro 
Project to support fish reintroduction. To this end, the Districts developed a draft reintroduction decision-
making framework to share with Workshop participants.  The intent of the framework is to evaluate all 
the potential issues, not only fish passage engineering feasibility, associated with fish reintroduction into 
the upper Tuolumne River. 
 
Mr. Devine said an overview of this comprehensive framework was made available to Workshop 
participants on September 4. Additional handouts and materials describing the decision-making 
framework were made available at the Workshop.  It is apparent that the question of whether or not to 
build fish passage on the Tuolumne River is a challenging one, but the engineering of fish passage is just 
one element of a much broader question regarding the feasibility of fish reintroduction. However, this 
question has been tackled on other projects and the draft reintroduction decision-making framework 
presented here is not new; instead, it was adapted from processes used at other California projects to 
inform decision-making on reintroduction and fish passage facilities. In addition to drawing on criteria 
used at other projects, the decision-making framework being presented here uses concepts and approaches 
from peer-reviewed literature, including literature produced by the National Marine Fisheries Service 
(NMFS). Mr. Devine reiterated that the proposed framework draws on materials and sources that have 
been used at other projects. 
 
Mr. Devine indicated the Districts recognize that this topic is complex and the goal today is not to make a 
decision. The goal of Workshop No. 2, as contained in the previously distributed agenda, is to discuss a 
potential reintroduction decision-making framework and TM No. 1 (distributed on September 4) and see 
if consensus on a path forward can be reached. Recognizing that very complex questions lie ahead, the 
Districts believe there is a need for a structured decision-making framework that is comprehensive, 
collaborative, and transparent, which are the goals of the draft reintroduction decision-making framework 
presented today. 
 
Mr. Devine introduced Mr. Paul Bratovich (HDR) and Dr. Chuck Hanson (Hanson Environmental, Inc.) 
to present the conceptual reintroduction decision-making framework..  
 
Mr. Bratovich summarized his educational and professional background. Paul Bratovich holds a Bachelor 
of Science degree in Fisheries from the University of Washington and a Master of Science degree in 

http://lagrange-licensing.com/Lists/Calendar/DispForm.aspx?ID=20&Source=http%3A%2F%2Flagrange-licensing.com%2FLists%2FCalendar%2Fcalendar.aspx
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Fisheries Resources from the University of Idaho.  Mr. Bratovich reported that he was the Lead 
Investigator on numerous technical studies for the Oroville Project relicensing, including the development 
and application of a Fish Passage Assessment Model for the Feather River. He was also the lead biologist 
for the North Yuba Reintroduction Initiative, and Yuba County Water Agency’s fisheries representative 
for the multi-party Yuba Salmon Forum. 
 
Mr. Bratovich noted that the reintroduction decision-making framework is comprised of four main 
components: (1) Ecological Feasibility, (2) Biological Constraints, (3) Technical Fish Passage 
Considerations, and (4) Economic, Regulatory and Additional Key Considerations. 
 
Mr. Devine said earlier he had failed to describe the difference between what is meant by “fish passage” 
and what is meant by “reintroduction”. He asked Mr. Bratovich to give an overview of the difference. Mr. 
Bratovich replied that “reintroduction” means an overall program of introducing fish back into historical 
habitat, after having been extirpated from those habitats. For example, if spring-run Chinook were 
historically in a reach of river, and as the result of something happening, such as the construction of dam, 
the fish were no longer in that reach of river, bringing that same fish species back into this reach is termed 
“reintroduction.” In contrast, “fish passage” describes the methods by which fish are moved upstream or 
downstream around an impediment in the river. 
 
Mr. Bratovich summarized the elements of each of the four limbs in the reintroduction decision-making 
framework. At a high level, Mr. Bratovich described what types of questions should be addressed in each 
limb. Regarding the fourth limb, Mr. Bratovich emphasized the importance of determining what role 
economics would play in this process. Does economics even play a role in this process? Mr. Bratovich 
noted that different stakeholders may have different opinions about the role of economics in this decision 
process. 
 
Dr. Hanson summarized his educational and professional background. Dr. Hanson has a Ph.D. in Ecology 
and Fisheries Biology from UC Davis and has over 35 years of experience working on fisheries issues in 
the Central Valley. Dr. Hanson participated in the NMFS Central Valley Salmonid Technical Recovery 
Team and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Native Delta Fishes Recovery Team as well as the Bradbury 
Dam Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) reintroduction feasibility study on the Santa Ynez River and 
the San Joaquin River TAC salmon restoration/reintroduction program downstream of Friant Dam.  Dr. 
Hanson also participated in the relicensing processes for both the Oroville and Klamath River 
hydroelectric projects where the feasibility of reintroducing anadromous salmon upstream of existing 
dams was assessed. 
 
Dr. Hanson reported he had been tasked by the Districts with providing independent feedback on Mr. 
Bratovich’s reintroduction decision-making framework. Dr. Hanson said that to complete this task, he had 
first compiled and reviewed studies that took place over the last 15 years that examined the feasibility of 
reintroducing salmonids in California and the Pacific Northwest. Specific projects he reviewed included 
projects on the Santa Clara River, Yuba River, Feather River, Santa Ynez River and Snake River and 
projects in the Upper Columbia River Basin. Dr. Hanson noted that as he reviewed these studies, he was 
struck by the commonalities between Mr. Bratovich’s approach and the other processes. Commonalities 
included consideration of the interplay between biological, ecological, and engineering feasibility and 
consideration of variables such as species behavior, the quality and availability of suitable habitat for 
spawning and rearing, and how the quantity of habitat varies by season and water year. Dr. Hanson noted 
that predation was a key issue, both in terms of the upstream tributaries where juvenile rearing would 
occur and downstream where the juveniles would be released. The location of upstream barriers had an 
influence on the availability of habitat and on release locations. Limiting factor analysis and the 
identification of carrying capacity came up repeatedly in the studies Dr. Hanson had reviewed; these 
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factors formed the basis for developing estimates of juvenile productivity and subsequently, adult 
productivity (i.e., adult returns). Dr. Hanson noted that defined biological goals and objectives were 
commonplace in the studies he had reviewed. Dr. Hanson said that Mr. Bratovich’s reintroduction 
decision-making framework was not new and had been shaped by work completed at other projects over 
the last 15 years, and that in his opinion Mr. Bratovich’s reintroduction decision-making framework was 
well-founded. 
 
Mr. Devine thanked Mr. Bratovich and Dr. Hanson for their presentations. Mr. Devine said the question 
for the participants is how to move forward. The reintroduction decision-making framework is a potential 
process for informing reintroduction, and therefore, fish passage decision-making, and is based on other 
recent reintroduction processes. The Districts’ goal is to try to obtain consensus for a path forward and 
offered this draft decision-making framework, or something like it, for the overall process, because it 
covers the full scope of issues and concerns that need to be answered regarding reintroduction such as the 
costs, the risks, the constraints, the benefits, and the potential for success. As a path forward, the Districts 
asked licensing participants to look at this material and provide the Districts with feedback on the material 
presented today, so that consensus can be reached on the information that needs to be collected and the 
issues that need to be considered. The Districts asked that licensing participants take some time to absorb 
the material, perhaps over the next four or five weeks, and then provide comments. 
 
Mr. Wooster (NMFS) said he was confused on the Districts’ proposed process. The Fish Passage 
Assessment Study Plan corresponds with the orange boxes (technical, engineering fish passage 
considerations) in the decision-making framework. The orange boxes appear as only one piece of the 
overall decision-making framework. Do the Districts want to cover the entire decision-making framework 
within the context of the study identified in the study plan? Mr. Wooster noted that a series of three 
Workshops is planned and already this group is at Workshop No. 2. There are two years of study and the 
study is already halfway through the first year.  Mr. Wooster indicated that it sounds like the Districts are 
proposing a multi-party collaborative reintroduction forum, similar to the Yuba Salmon Forum. Mr. 
Wooster asked if that is what the Districts are proposing.  Mr. Wooster asked for clarification about the 
scale of what the Districts are proposing. 
 
Mr. Devine replied that from the Districts’ perspective, the answers to many of the biological and 
ecological questions that Mr. Bratovich and Dr. Hanson raised are critical to informing the engineering 
assessment and serve to demonstrate the interconnected nature displayed in the reintroduction decision-
making framework. While FERC’s direction was to assess fish passage, the Districts always supported 
the idea that many issues and data needs were raised by the question of reintroduction. The Districts’ 
issue in the FERC study plan determination process was solely which party should be responsible for 
collecting the needed information.   A number of important questions needed for a well-informed 
engineering assessment are identified in the various limbs of the decision-making framework. Consensus 
on this information is needed in order to move forward with the engineering study. Mr. Devine likened 
the engineering study to a study about constructing a building. One cannot simply say “build a building”.  
First, factors must be known such as how many people the building needs to fit, how many offices should 
there be, and what the soil composition is at the site. The answers to these questions must be known in 
order to prepare a well-informed design and, therefore, an accurate and reliable cost estimate. 
 
Mr. Devine noted that earlier in the meeting, Mr. VanHoy had mentioned that the Districts want to do this 
study right. It is important to the Districts that there is a solid foundation of information on which to build 
a reliable and real cost estimate. The first step is to work through this structured reintroduction decision-
making framework. This is just a draft and the Districts welcome comments, feedback, and modification.  
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Ms. Alison Willy (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) asked where in the reintroduction decision-making 
framework is the decision point for choosing to pursue assisted passage or volitional passage. Mr. Devine 
described the differences between volitional and assisted passage and indicated Mr. Mike Garello (HDR) 
would cover this very topic during his presentation. Mr. Devine noted that TM No. 1 is the beginning step 
to identifying the information needed to support the process of selecting and designing appropriate fish 
passage facilities. In his presentation, Mr. Garello would be discussing TM No. 2, the goal of which is to 
develop potential upstream and downstream passage alternatives and then select those facility alternatives 
that are consistent with fish passage program goals (yet to be defined). 
 
Ms. Willy noted that some fish passage facilities in the northwest have combinations of assisted passage 
and volitional passage. Some of these facilities utilize existing project structures and facilities. For 
example, the fish passage structure might utilize a project bypass originally built during dam construction. 
Ms. Willy asked if this study would consider options like that. Mr. Devine replied that the study will look 
at all facilities that could be useful for fish passage. He noted that as the study progresses, decisions to 
eliminate facilities from consideration will be made in consultation with this Workshop group. First, a 
draft document will be provided for review that explains the logic and reason behind any proposed 
decisions. The Districts’ desire is to develop consensus during each step moving forward. However, to 
continue progressing forward, someone needs to take a first shot at the analysis – that was the purpose of 
TM No. 1. The Districts want to move forward on a consensus basis about what makes sense to study in 
detail. But as a first matter the goals and objectives of the fish passage program must be known to inform 
what would be appropriate to design, construct and operate. 
 
Mr. Bao Le (HDR) noted the importance of knowing the goals and objectives and having sound 
information, or assumptions based on sound information, at the outset of the process. Without that 
information, there is a risk of moving forward with the design process and then needing to go back and re-
design if new and/or more accurate information became available. This would have implications for cost 
and schedule. 
 
Mr. John Shelton (California Department of Fish and Wildlife [CDFW]) noted that many ecological 
feasibility questions are not simple “yes” or “no” questions. Mr. Shelton agreed that questions about 
technical feasibility or economic feasibility may be binary; for example, technical feasibility may be a 
“yes” or “no” question.  Mr. Shelton said that when he had participated in these types of processes in the 
past, the first step was to decide on goals and objectives and then to see which fish passage alternatives 
are feasible. Goals and objectives must be decided first, which often requires a stakeholder process. From 
there, alternatives are prepared. That is when Ms. Willy’s question about volitional or assisted passage 
comes in. Mr. Shelton said he would caution against having an engineering concept already in mind and 
then building backwards. The concept will come out of the alternatives analysis. If there is already a 
concept in mind, there cannot be an objective stakeholder process. 
 
Mr. Garello (HDR) said the approach proposed here aligned very much with what Mr. Shelton said. He 
noted that the arrows in the decision-making framework point both ways, meaning that the various limbs 
create an integrated whole and feed into each other. Regarding determining fish passage technical 
feasibility and what technologies would be appropriate, the Districts have not gone down that road yet. 
The study is in the information gathering phase now. Mr. Garello said the Districts need input on the 
biological goals and objectives of the reintroduction program to determine appropriate design criteria and 
constraints for fish passage alternatives. 
 
Mr. Tom Holley (NMFS) noted the Districts are currently undertaking two studies that FERC did not 
order the Districts to complete. These studies focus on upstream habitat. Mr. Holley asked if the results of 
those studies would feed the engineering study alone or if they would inform the entire reintroduction 
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decision-making framework. Mr. Holley noted that studying just the upstream habitat in the Yuba Project 
took four years and meetings were held frequently. The process was fairly involved. Mr. Holley said it did 
not seem like the stakeholders would have the opportunity to have the same level of involvement in the 
Districts’ upstream studies as they had had in the Yuba studies. 
 
Mr. Devine responded that the results of any upstream studies would be useful for the entire decision-
making framework. Mr. Devine indicated that the Districts are voluntarily performing certain studies 
NMFS requested but which FERC said the Districts were not required to do under the FERC study 
criteria.  These studies are underway and the Districts will share results when they are available, which is 
likely at the time of the ISR.  However, it does seem that an important first step is developing a 
reasonable process to arrive at a consensus decision on all the questions raised by reintroduction. From 
there you can determine what kind of information is needed, what will be involved to get the information, 
and what the schedule will be. The Districts fully intend to foster a collaborative process with the 
upstream studies as well. These studies will not be completed in a vacuum. The Districts think the results 
of the upstream studies will play a role in answering questions about carrying capacity and habitat 
availability, but many other questions remain. Some of these will be critical to informing the engineering 
component of the framework since all various limbs of the reintroduction decision-making framework are 
interconnected. The first step is achieving consensus on using this process, developing a schedule, and 
then trying to understand what each party can achieve and in what time frame. There is a lot of money at 
stake, complex decisions to be made, and potential impacts; this process needs to be done right. 
 
Mr. Wooster said he did not think his first question was answered. What are the Districts proposing? 
While there is a lot of biological information needed to do the engineering study properly, there is also a 
lot of biological information noted in the reintroduction decision-making framework that is not needed to 
design the facilities. Mr. Wooster asked if the Districts are proposing to identify only the items in the 
framework that are needed to do the engineering study or if the Districts are proposing to look at every 
single item identified in the framework. 
 
Mr. Bratovich said that from his perspective, the process should entail looking at each item in the 
decision-making framework. A benefit of this structured decision framework is that it provides 
transparency. Many of the biological issues included in the framework may not intuitively relate to 
engineering feasibility. However, Mr. Garello’s presentation will show how some of those items are 
important inputs into the engineering design. Mr. Bratovich noted that over the last several weeks, Mr. 
Garello had asked Mr. Bratovich about many biological issues because those topics relate to the 
engineering work. Mr. Bratovich said he had not had the answers to many of those questions, several of 
which related to carrying capacity and productivity potential.   
 
Mr. Wooster said that while there were clear examples of biological information that is important for Mr. 
Garello to know, such as carrying capacity or the number of fish, there is other information in the 
reintroduction decision-making criteria that would not be important for him to know. Genetics is one 
example. Genetics are important but the availability of information on genetics should not delay Mr. 
Garello as he develops fish passage alternatives. Mr. Wooster said he could go through the reintroduction 
decision-making framework and find other such examples. Mr. Wooster asked if Districts are trying to 
identify what is needed for the engineering feasibility study or if the proposal is to work methodically 
through a broader, more comprehensive reintroduction decision–making framework.   
 
Regarding the example of genetics raised by Mr. Wooster, Mr. Devine responded that this may actually 
play a significant role in the type and timing of engineering facilities. If the genetic study underway by 
NMFS on O. mykiss found that passage of steelhead was not desired, as NMFS pointed out in the FERC 
study dispute resolution process, then the fish passage facilities design and operation would not have to 
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accommodate the needs and requirements of steelhead. This would likely be a much different design and 
operation plan for fish passage if steelhead had to be considered. The Districts are planning to work 
through the broader, more comprehensive assessment using a collaborative process. The framework 
identifies information needed to support a well-informed decision on reintroduction. One goal of this 
effort is to estimate the cost of the required facilities and associated operational requirements. Mr. Devine 
said that industry experience so far with high-dam passage is that the actual cost to build and operate 
these fish passage facilities has far exceeded the initial estimates. Typically, this is because the 
information used to generate the initial cost estimates had changed dramatically or had not been well-
informed early-on. It is in all parties’ interest to avoid this problem. Since the Districts and their 
ratepayers will be responsible for these costs, it is absolutely critical to establish a solid foundation of 
information to inform any cost estimates. 
 
Mr. Wooster said he thinks that the Districts need to develop a process to work through the decision-
making framework, and to not try to cram the whole framework into the engineering study. Mr. Devine 
replied that the engineering study is one component of the overall framework, and that various elements 
identified in the other three components will help define the fish passage facilities needed and when they 
are needed in the reintroduction program. Mr. Wooster replied that he does not know what Mr. Garello 
needs for the engineering study. Mr. Devine asked Mr. Wooster to review the reintroduction decision-
making framework and provide his opinion about what he thinks would be useful for the engineering 
study. Mr. Garello added that his presentation later in the meeting will provide more detail on what initial 
information is needed specific to the fish passage engineering element. 
 
Mr. Bratovich said that Mr. Wooster had made good points.  Some of the biological constraints in the 
reintroduction decision-making framework do not intuitively link to the engineering, and that some 
elements are needed more than others. Mr. Bratovich noted that his presentation stated that the decision 
was not just about fish passage, but the broader concept of fish reintroduction which is applicable to the 
upper Tuolumne River. Broader issues and concerns have been raised about reintroduction that extend 
beyond just the engineering feasibility of fish passage. 
   
Mr. Shutes said it seems as though there are some questions in particular that are crucial for informing the 
engineering study. Mr. Shutes said that it looks like Mr. Garello will not be able to get answers to all the 
questions in the decision-making framework and still be able to abide by the study report schedule. It may 
be worth flagging some of the key questions and seeing if there are opportunities to make a decision on 
those. Some will need to be contingencies. For example, the answer to what species should be studied 
(steelhead and/or fall-run Chinook and/or spring-run Chinook) may need to be a contingency. Mr. Shutes 
said he was certainly sympathetic if folks think one of those species is not in the picture. Not answering 
big questions like that could potentially lead to a lot of unnecessary work for Mr. Garello. 
 
Mr. Shutes said that some of the issues in the decision-making framework may be design issues, such as 
whether the facility operates year-round or only during a specific time period. An issue like that will 
certainly have an effect on cost, as this group knows from dealings with Yuba and other projects. Here, 
that issue may have to be a contingency. Mr. Devine said that the Districts realize that some assumptions 
will have to be made. However, the basis for these assumptions must be sound, and be based on 
something other than an arbitrary choice. 
 
Mr. Peter Drekmeier (Tuolumne River Trust) said that at the beginning of today’s discussion, there was a 
lot of focus on a collaborative process. He appreciates this. This group works well together and they are 
respectful of one another. However, he is not sure this group will be able come to a consensus agreement 
in the end. There are some people in this room who are really rooting for a fish passage program and 
others that are skeptical about fish passage or opposed because of the cost. It will be a challenge. Right 
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now in the Bay area, the utilities, agencies and conservation groups have come together collaboratively 
around the importance of water conservation. Utilities participated because they wanted to make sure they 
have enough water. The conservation groups are hoping that some of the water saved will end up 
benefitting the fish. A cap was agreed to and has been successful. Mr. Drekmeier said this area of the state 
is in much better shape because of that collaboration. Mr. Drekmeier asked if there could be an incentive 
for everyone in this group to make progress on the Tuolumne, perhaps on the issue of fish passage or 
about something else. Depending on the goals, if there were incentives for the Districts to meet the goals, 
or penalties if the goals were not met, that could help the process. The cost of fish passage is very 
expensive, and maybe some feel it could be done in a less expensive way. The Districts have already 
spent millions on the relicensing of Don Pedro and it did not amount to anything positive for the river. 
 
Mr. Devine said that in his conversations with the Districts, the decision about fish passage is of great 
interest and importance to many people and the only way to arrive at a common understanding of the 
issues is to have a collaborative process. Having a collaborative process does not mean that in the end 
agreement is reached, but it does mean that everyone works together and at least agrees with the 
information that has been collected. The Districts are committed to working in an open and direct way. 
However, this does not guarantee agreement about whether or not fish passage is feasible or appropriate. 
But working through a collaborative process is the best chance to ensure that the information that is 
identified, collected and evaluated for decision-making is supported by all participants. The Districts want 
to work with all parties with the goal that an agreed-upon data base is developed. Mr. Devine added that 
in the end everyone may not all agree, but hopefully at least participants will understand why those 
differences exist. 
 
Mr. Drekmeier said he was wondering what could be learned from other similar projects that had been 
successful. He noted he was not really familiar with all the issues being discussed here, and that it might 
make sense upfront in the process and be cost-effective to look at how successful processes have been 
implemented elsewhere. Or, maybe this group could consider how the resources to be used in this effort 
would be better used to improve the river. 
 
Mr. Ray Dias, a member of the public and an engineer, said he would like to second what Mr. Drekmeier 
said. The reintroduction decision-making framework is complex but he thought it was necessary and 
would work. As a member of the public, Mr. Dias said he is concerned about the economics, but as an 
engineer he knows best practices could be used to streamline the process. It would greatly benefit the 
overall process if best practices could be leveraged from other projects where this has been done 
successfully in the past. 
 
Mr. Marco Moreno (Latino Community Roundtable [LCR]) said that whatever this participant group 
decides to do, the poor people of this area are going to pay the costs. Mr. Moreno said that LCR asks that 
this group make the best decision that will benefit the fish and the people. The LCR is working on a study 
with the University of the Pacific that is looking at how a $50 million or $100 million project may affect 
the poor in this area. There are people in this area that make $12,000 a year, and these are the people that 
will have to pay for fish passage. Mr. Moreno said that the decision-makers need to be aware of this. At 
the last meeting, costs of $1 million, $2 million, and $3 million were discussed to help the fish. Mr. 
Moreno said everyone can agree that something must be done for the fish but that decision-makers cannot 
forget that this is not Washington State, Los Angeles, or San Francisco – this is the Valley, the 
Appalachia of the West. There is 20% poverty in this county, with people here making as little as $12,000 
or $15,000 or $20,000 a year. Mr. Moreno said that decision-makers could decide to build a fish passage 
project but that they must remember who would be paying for it. The University of the Pacific study will 
show how this multimillion dollar investment will affect the poor. 
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Mr. Shelton said that CDFW realizes that the Latino communities are a large and important constituency. 
CDFW recognizes that the agency plays a very important role for this constituency and takes this very 
seriously. CDFW provides low-cost recreation opportunities, and the economics show that these 
opportunities benefit people in the Valley. Mr. Shelton said that he himself had grown up in the Valley 
and knew all about the communities in this region. CDFW believes that serving these populations is very 
important. Costs must be a component of any feasibility analysis. There has barely been any discussion 
about how fish passage might affect recreation such as bass fishing. If participants are really going to 
have a collaborative process, this group must agree on the goals and objectives and the biological issues. 
One cannot work through a reintroduction decision framework without first knowing the goals and 
objectives of the program. There is a lot of work to be done, but a lot to be gained. Without going through 
this framework process as a group, or something like it, Mr. Shelton said it will be very difficult to come 
to a common understanding or arrive at common goals and objectives. 
 
Mr. Devine said those were excellent comments. Regarding Mr. Dias’ comments, Mr. Devine said that 
the engineering analysis will include applying standard design criteria to the project. However, it is the 
Districts’ thought that there is other design information needed, and a process is needed to acquire that 
information. A consensus is needed on starting down the path of a process. 
 
Meeting breaks for 10 minutes. Meeting resumes at 11:15 am. 
 
Mr. Devine reconvened the meeting. He said that just before the break, several individuals had asked 
questions about engineering feasibility. Those were excellent questions and segue to Mr. Garello’s 
presentation. 
 
Mr. Garello gave a summary of his professional background. Mr. Garello has 15 years of experience 
working as a Senior Resource Engineer at HDR’s Fisheries Design Center. Mr. Garello has been the 
Engineer of Record for numerous fish passage projects in California and has worked on upstream and 
downstream fish passage projects across the United States and Canada. 
 
Mr. Garello said the study is currently in the information gathering phase and would look at physical 
baseline conditions, the biological design basis, and operational requirements. Mr. Garello explained how 
these three information areas link to one another and then provided examples from other projects of how 
this type of information has important design implications. 
 
Referring to one of Mr. Garello’s slides, Ms. Willy asked what the change in reservoir level is at that 
Cougar Dam facility and how fish are retrieved from the floating mobile collector. Mr. Garello replied 
that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers built the facility so that it was portable and could be moved 
around the reservoir. The facility can remain in one spot and accommodate 160 feet of forebay 
fluctuation. A really challenging issue at this project is that the reservoir can change up to 50 feet in one 
day. Regarding how fish are removed, this facility is a “trap and haul” facility. After the fish are collected, 
there is a small holding pool and hopper. The hopper raises the fish to deck level where staff can net the 
fish and put them in containers. The service barge brings the fish to shore where a truck picks them up 
and transports them downstream. The Cougar facility is a pilot project, gathering real time research level 
information not obtainable through desk-top study.  
 
A meeting attendee asked about how fish would be colonized in the upper river. Mr. Bratovich replied 
that colonization could be achieved in a variety of ways. For example, eggs could be planted in boxes. Or, 
adults could be planted from a hatchery. Colonization could begin using any number of life stages or be 
based on other considerations such as location or time of year. Mr. Garello that the colonization decision 
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could affect what passage facilities are provided at what point in the reintroduction process, which affects 
cost.   
 
Ms. Dana Ferreira (Office of U.S. Congressman Jeff Denham) asked what input is needed. Mr. Garello 
discussed the information needed for the engineering study. Mr. Devine said he believed that the 
information needed will come primarily from the resource agencies, such as information included in 
agency recovery plans and overall management plans. However, input from the conservation groups and 
others will also be helpful and welcome. 
 
Referring to the introductory slide summarizing the status of action items from Workshop No. 1, Ms. 
Ferreira noted that the slide mentioned that NMFS had not provided a written description of the genetics 
study. She asked when that description will be provided. Mr. Wooster replied that he can answer any 
questions about the genetics study today. Ms. Ferreira again asked when a written description will be 
provided. Mr. Wooster replied that he would draft something up about the study. Mr. Devine said that it 
was not necessary for Mr. Wooster to provide a written description today, but hopefully sometime soon. 
Mr. Devine added that genetics are important to this process. As NMFS noted during the La Grange 
Project Study Dispute Resolution Panel Meeting and Technical Conference, the results of the genetics 
work could indicate definitively if it is undesirable to move O. mykiss into the upper watershed. The 
Districts are interested to know the schedule because if the genetics work shows that introducing O. 
mykiss into the upper watershed would be inappropriate, O. mykiss could be excluded from further study. 
 
Ms. Ferreira asked if Mr. Wooster could provide a schedule for providing a written description of the 
study. Mr. Wooster volunteered to provide details about the study now. He said that researchers started 
sampling in May of this summer. To date, three sampling trips have been completed. Another trip is 
planned for this fall. The trips have been very successful. Over 500 samples have been collected from 
throughout the upper watershed. NMFS is hoping to do a second year of sampling, with this sampling 
being informed by the results from the first year’s samples. Regarding schedule, the fall trip will be in 
early October. The lab will process the samples over the winter. Once they are processed, the data will be 
run through computer algorithms. The hope is that there will be preliminary results available by mid-
spring, around April, to inform the second year of sampling, so that the sampling in the second year can 
be more targeted. If a second year of sampling is completed, Mr. Wooster said that the schedule for 
processing and analyzing samples in the second year would likely mirror the schedule from the first year; 
therefore, results would be available around April 2017.  
 
Mr. Devine asked when Mr. Wooster thought the genetics study would be far enough along that a go/no-
go decision could be made about the reintroduction of O. mykiss. Mr. Wooster replied that he did not 
know the answer and that he would have to look to the experts at the Science Center. Mr. Wooster said 
that was something he could not weigh-in on and that he did not know how much the lab expected to 
know after the second year. Mr. Wooster said he could see the study taking the full two years. 
 
Mr. Shelton asked if Mr. Devine had said the genetic results were necessary for the decision-making 
process. Mr. Devine replied that the results were important and could substantially affect the reliability of 
the cost estimate. Mr. Shelton said that the Districts had said during the study development phase of the 
FERC licensing that the genetics study was not necessary, and that is why the Districts are not collecting 
the information themselves. Mr. Devine replied that that characterization was incorrect. The Districts said 
they did not offer to do the study because, given the FERC study criteria and FERC regulations, the study 
did not meet the criteria necessary for FERC to require the Districts to perform the study. The Districts 
are on record saying the study is important, but that it is NMFS’s responsibility to perform the study and 
not the Districts’. The Districts think the study is important because the data could result in a “yes” or 
“no” answer about the genetic suitability of O. mykiss for reintroduction. If the genetics study is extended 
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for two more years, the Districts may still need to make some assumptions about O. mykiss passage but it 
may not be informed by sound information. 
 
Mr. Shelton asked who makes the decision about O. mykiss. The biological goals and objectives should be 
set during this stakeholder process. Regarding the species to be considered in this process, Mr. Shelton 
said that CDFW would not want to make a decision about that on its own, and would want input from 
others like NMFS, the conservation groups, and all entities and individuals with a stake in this process. 
Mr. Devine said the Districts agree with Mr. Shelton in that input should be considered from all 
stakeholders, and not only the resources agencies. 
 
Mr. Larry Byrd (MID Director and local rancher) asked Mr. Wooster if the NMFS study had found 
anything indicating that steelhead are in the upper Tuolumne River. Mr. Wooster replied that the 
sampling had only been conducted in the upper watershed, meaning above Don Pedro Dam, and that the 
question about steelhead was not really part of the genetics study. The study analysis will show if the 
samples have markers that point to migratory behavior; however, the samples have not yet been analyzed. 
Mr. Wooster added that the study is not testing for anadromy versus non-anadromy. Fish would have to 
be killed to test for this. Because the study is only looking at fish that do not have access to the ocean, it is 
already known that those fish are not steelhead. 
 
Mr. Byrd said the presentations noted the importance of not spending time studying things that did not 
need to be studied. Mr. Byrd said it seems like studying spring-run Chinook or steelhead would be 
slowing down the process, and that it would make the most sense to focus the study on fall-run Chinook. 
  
Mr. Shelton said that the question of whether spring-run Chinook and steelhead are in the Tuolumne 
River now is much different than the question of whether those species were in the system historically. It 
is important that nothing be done to keep them out of the river. Mr. Shelton said it is known that steelhead 
and spring-run Chinook are in the system and that as the San Joaquin River Restoration Program moves 
forward, the potential for a spring-run Chinook or a steelhead run will increase. If there continues to be no 
screen to the river, there will always be a chance for a run. Mr. Shelton said that the Tuolumne River may 
not necessarily have a viable population and fishery of steelhead or spring-run Chinook or fall-run 
Chinook, but that is what is trying to be achieved, and that will influence what type of fish passage 
facilities should be built. Those are the biological goals and objectives. Mr. Shelton reiterated that 
CDFW’s position is that if there are fish in the system, those fish should be allowed to thrive. He does not 
want the Tuolumne River to be a population sink, where every fish that comes into the system dies. He 
did not think that is what the Districts are trying to say. Mr. Shelton asked if resources should be put into 
the populations that are viable on their own. Or, perhaps resources should be focused on achieving a 
fishery that produces a lot of juveniles. Or, efforts should only be focused during the good water years, 
and the bad water years would be written-off and instead a conservation hatchery would be utilized. There 
are many decisions to be made and the decisions are very complex. Getting back to the reintroduction 
decision-making framework, Mr. Shelton said a lot of those issues are simply not just “yes” or “no” 
answers. There is a lot of nuance to them. Although fish may not be present this year, fish may be present 
in future years. Mr. Shelton said that he is a fisheries biologist, and as a fisheries biologist he would not 
want to make any decisions based on just one year of studies which occurred during a prolonged drought. 
That would not be a good time to make a decision. 
 
Mr. Byrd asked if there is scientific proof that salmon existed historically in the reach above Don Pedro 
Dam. Mr. Drekmeier replied that yes, there is evidence that salmon existed there. Mr. Drekmeier said he 
will provide some articles from when Wheaton Dam was built. The articles say that when Wheaton Dam 
was constructed, individuals in the area were concerned that the salmon migration would be cut-off. A 
lawsuit was filed regarding this concern. Mr. Devine requested that Mr. Drekmeier send the articles to 
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him also, so that they can be sent out to the whole group. Mr. Drekemeir said he will do that. Mr. 
Drekmeier noted the presence in the Workshop of Dr. Yoshiyama of UC Davis, the recognized expert on 
historical fish runs and asked if there were actual scientific documentation of anadromous fish in the 
upper Tuolumne River.  Dr. Yoshiyama indicated there was no documentation of spring-run Chinook or 
steelhead in the upper river. 
 
Mr. John Buckley (Central Sierra Environmental Resource Center) said that it was apparent there are 
many complex questions to be answered by many people. Some of those in attendance today are more 
informed than others. It may make sense for those with the greatest amount of expertise to take the first 
shot at answering these questions raised by the decision-making framework. The resource agencies may 
want to develop the first draft of biological goals and objectives. What would be a realistic timeframe for 
the resource agencies to provide answers to some of these questions? Individuals do not necessarily need 
to limit answers to just one answer – instead, it may make sense to provide two or three alternative 
answers for the group to consider, with the understanding that different answers would result in different 
outcomes and costs. Without knowing the desired goals and objectives from the outset, participants will 
be trying to develop answers to unclear questions. 
 
Mr. Devine said the Districts agree with that.  The Districts suggest a timeline of four or possibly six 
weeks to submit initial comments on TM No. 1, the draft reintroduction decision-making framework, and 
biological goals and objectives. With respect to more Workshops, Mr. Devine said that Districts will have 
as many Workshops as it takes to work through these discussions. 
 
Referring to the reintroduction decision-making framework, Mr. Shelton said that he believes many of the 
questions in the framework amount to judgment calls. Many do not have clear “yes” or “no” answers. It is 
not realistic that a “no” for some of the questions will end the process outright. Mr. Shelton said that if 
participants are going to have a collaborative process, it may be that there are clear “no” answers but that 
participants continue to move forward in the process. Mr. Shelton said he doubted that people here want 
to rewrite the decision framework. What is more important is how this process can move forward but not 
be bound to such strict consequences for “no” answers. 
 
Mr. Byrd said he can assure the group that the Districts want to work collaboratively. The Districts would 
like to see a salmon run in the lower Tuolumne River. Mr. Bryd said that speaking for himself, he does 
not want to end up with a fish passage facility or a reintroduction that is not successful. Mr. Byrd said he 
thinks that a fish ladder at the La Grange Diversion Dam is probably infeasible. He noted that his property 
borders seven miles of the Tuolumne River and that when the fish arrive, they are in very poor condition. 
In Mr. Byrd’s opinion, there is no ladder in the world that will help. Mr. Byrd said that he would like to 
echo Mr. Moreno and note that he too is worried that those who cannot afford to pay would be the ones to 
shoulder the cost of fish passage. Mr. Byrd said that he would be approaching the decision of fish passage 
differently if it was known that fish passage would be effective on the Tuolumne River and would make a 
large difference in the fish populations. However, Mr. Bryd said he did not see fish passage resulting in 
that kind of success. Mr. Byrd added that he looked forward to receiving the information promised here 
today. 
 
Mr. Drekemeier said he appreciated the presentations made today and asked if the presentations would be 
made available. Mr. Devine replied that the presentations are available as of this morning on the La 
Grange Project Licensing Website (presentations are available online here). 
 
Mr. Devine asked NMFS for a schedule for initial comments on the information shared today. Mr. 
Wooster asked whether Mr. Devine meant comments on the design criteria presented in Mr. Garello’s 
presentation or on the overarching reintroduction decision-making framework. Mr. Devine replied that the 

http://lagrange-licensing.com/Lists/Calendar/DispForm.aspx?ID=20&Source=http%3A%2F%2Flagrange-licensing.com%2FLists%2FCalendar%2Fcalendar.aspx
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Districts would like to receive comments on the information Mr. Garello had listed in his presentation and 
that getting that information could serve as a starting place. That information is a subset of the 
information identified in the overarching framework. However, the Districts think it is important to work 
through all limbs of the reintroduction decision-making framework, as they will all have an impact on the 
decision process. 
 
Mr. Shutes asked when will the Districts be moving down those paths and if the process will align with 
the FERC timeline. Mr. Devine replied that the first question is can consensus be reached on using this 
process. Once participants provide comments on the process, the group can meet to discuss the 
information needed and the information that is already available. From there a schedule can be prepared. 
Mr. Devine added that he believes that FERC wants a valid and realistic assessment of fish passage and 
its cost, and that FERC is also looking for good and reliable cost estimates not built on arbitrary 
assumptions. If there is a collective sense about what this group would like to accomplish, and those ideas 
were then presented to FERC with the explanation that the group would like to move through a process to 
support a fishway decisions and develop reliable information, Mr. Devine said he thought FERC could be 
approached and might be amenable to extending the schedule. 
 
Mr. Shutes asked if Mr. Devine is envisioning a series of meetings with the whole group or if the 
technical issues would be broken out and covered in individual meetings. Mr. Devine responded that like 
similar forums, sub-groups may be appropriate for this process. However, that is up for discussion. Mr. 
Devine said he envisions a series of information-sharing meetings, where a schedule for producing 
information would be developed along with a description of the parties responsible for collecting the 
information.  
 
Mr. Shutes said he thinks it will be helpful if there is a process to go along with the reintroduction 
decision-making framework. Mr. Shutes noted that he has participated in something similar on the Yuba 
River. Although that process took several years, Mr. Shutes said he thinks the process for this project 
could probably be done in less time. If that is the model Mr. Devine is thinking of, Mr. Shutes said it will 
be important to first gauge the level of interest because that type of process requires a significant time 
commitment from the participants. The process will also likely need financial resources. Mr. Shutes noted 
that although the conservation groups do not have a lot of financial resources to contribute, they do have 
staff time. 
 
Mr. Shutes reiterated that it will be helpful to have a process to go along with the reintroduction decision-
making framework. Mr. Devine responded that the Districts or another entity can prepare a first draft of 
the process. Mr. Wooster said that that seems like a reasonable first step. He said the Districts seem to be 
the main author and that the process can be built on what happened with the Yuba Salmon Forum. Mr. 
Wooster added that he agrees that the reintroduction decision-making framework needs a process to go 
along with it and that he is supportive of what the Districts are proposing. 
 
Regarding what species Mr. Garello should consider in the engineering feasibility study, Mr. Shutes said 
he is not sure that fall-run Chinook would be an appropriate species to consider because historically, 
according to his understanding, that species has not been upstream. Mr. Shutes said that he does not know 
if that is something the agencies can go along with. Mr. Devine said that would make for a good 
discussion. Mr. Shutes said that the group may just have to make assumptions about species and that there 
may not be definitive decisions. 
 
Mr. Devine summarized next steps. First, the Districts will put together an initial process with which to 
implement the reintroduction decision-making framework. He said the Districts will aim to get something 
out to the group two to three weeks before the next Workshop.  Referring to the information gaps and 
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questions included in Mr. Garello’s presentation, Mr. Devine said the Districts would like to get feedback 
from the group on those. Mr. Devine said it would be perfectly fine if participants, upon reviewing some 
of those questions, decided that a decision cannot be made at this point in time. Mr. Devine asked if four 
weeks is enough time for individuals to provide feedback on Mr. Garello’s information gaps. 
 
Mr. Wooster noted that Mr. Le said earlier that if the details are not determined now, problems may occur 
later when estimating cost. Mr. Wooster said by nature, the engineering study is intended to be at a 
conceptual level, and NMFS’ feedback would be conceptual as well. Consider peak run values as an 
example. In the Northwest, projects are sized to handle 10% of the run in any given day. Mr. Wooster 
said that that could constitute NMFS’ feedback for Mr. Garello’s study but that it would not be very 
precise. This group can discuss ways to estimate a potential run size, and the estimate can be bracketed, 
but it still may not be very precise. Mr. Wooster added that four weeks to provide feedback seems 
reasonable.  
 
A meeting participant noted that the schedule in the presentation has January 16, 2016 for the next 
Workshop and asked if that is correct. Mr. Devine responded that the next Workshop date will hinge on 
when individuals can provide feedback. If feedback can be provided by October 19, it seems reasonable 
that the next Workshop could be held in early November. Ms. Willy asked if the Districts would accept 
feedback up until October 23, just in case there was a government shutdown. Mr. Devine said that 
comments due by October 23 would be acceptable. 
 
Regarding the dates for the next Workshop, Mr. Devine said the workshop will likely be scheduled for 
early- or mid-November. He said the Districts will provide some dates following this meeting. 
 
Mr. Devine thanked everyone for their comments and participation. He said the Districts will make 
available meeting notes from today. 
 
Meeting adjourned. 
 
 
 
ACTION ITEMS 
 

1. Mr. Wooster will provide a written description of the NMFS genetics study. 
 

2. Mr. Drekmeier will provide articles from when Wheaton Dam was built. 
 

3. The Districts will prepare a first cut at a process for implementing the reintroduction decision 
framework. 

 
4. By Friday, October 23, licensing participants will provide comments on TM No. 1, the 

reintroduction decision framework, and/or the information gaps identified for fish passage 
engineering study. This information may be found here on the La Grange Project Licensing 
website. 
 

5. The Districts will provide some dates for the next Workshop. This Workshop will likely be 
scheduled for early- or mid-November. 
 

6. The Districts will provide Workshop No. 2 meeting notes. 

http://www.lagrange-licensing.com/Lists/Calendar/DispForm.aspx?ID=20&Source=http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Elagrange%2Dlicensing%2Ecom%2FLists%2FCalendar%2Fcalendar%2Easpx%3FCalendarDate%3D9%252F21%252F2015
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La Grange Hydroelectric Project  

Fish Passage Assessment Workshop No. 2 
Thursday, September 17, 9:00 am to 12:00 pm 

MID Office, 1231 11
th

 Street, Modesto, California 

Conference Line:  1-866-583-7984, Passcode:  814-0607 

Join Lync Meeting https://meet.hdrinc.com/jesse.deason/8DZ4VNVN 
 

 

Workshop Objectives: 

1. Discuss and receive feedback on the fish passage/reintroduction decision-making framework concept. 

2. Review Technical Memorandum No. 1 and address information needs. 

3. Confirm schedule/tasks, subsequent workshop date, and opportunities for collaboration.  

 

TIME TOPIC 

9:00 am – 9:10 am Introduction of Participants (All) 

9:10 am – 9:30 am 

Opening Statements (Districts) 

 

Brief review of Tuolumne River Anadromous Fish Passage Facilities Assessment 

Collaborative (Districts) 

 

Review agenda, workshop objectives, and action items from previous workshop (Districts) 

9:30 am – 10:30 am 

Overview of Conceptual Tuolumne River Fish Passage/Reintroduction Decision-Making 

Framework (All) 

a. Review and discuss fish passage/reintroduction decision-making framework 

b. Information needs, key resource considerations, linkages to design process 

c. Available data, data gaps, and potential data sources related to fish 

passage/reintroduction decision-making 

10:30 am – 11:30 am 

Fish Passage Facility Assessment - Technical Memorandum #1 (All) 

a. Key physical and biological design criteria  

b. Fish passage design and operations criteria 

c. Links between information needs and design concept 

d. Discussion of information needs and input from Licensing Participants 

11:30 am – 12:00 pm 

Tuolumne River Passage Assessment Schedule and Next Steps (All) 

a. Schedule:  Opportunities for collaboration and incorporation of feedback 

b. Workshop No. 3 – confirm date and content 

 

https://meet.hdrinc.com/jesse.deason/8DZ4VNVN
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La Grange Diversion Dam 

• La Grange Diversion Dam was 
constructed from 1891 to 1893 

 

• The dam is owned jointly by 
Turlock Irrigation District and 
Modesto Irrigation District 

 

• Purpose is to divert irrigation and 
municipal and industrial (M&I) 
water 
 

• La Grange powerhouse was 
constructed in 1924. The 
powerhouse is owned by TID 
 

La Grange Project  
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Workshop  No. 2 Background  

• Request for studies: July 2014 
 
• Districts’ Revised Study Plan: December 2014 

 
• FERC Determination: February 2015; study’s geographic scope  

 
• Dispute Resolution Determination: May 1, 2015 

 
• Workshop No. 1: May 20, 2015 
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Workshop No. 1 Summary 

• Introduction to fish passage and fish passage decision making 
process 
 

• Discussed scope of fish passage facilities assessment as part of 
anadromous fish reintroduction decision 
 

• Parties committed to collaborative decision-making process 
 
• Discussed other related studies underway  
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Action Items from Workshop No. 1 
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No. Action Item Status 

1 NMFS will provide a written description of its Tuolumne River O. 
mykiss genetics study plan and methods.  Incomplete 

2 The Districts will circulate to licensing participants potential dates for 
the next two Fish Passage Assessment workshops. 

Partially 
complete 

3 The Districts will provide a way for licensing participants to submit 
comments on the La Grange Licensing Website. Complete 

4 The Districts will post notes from Workshop No. 1 on the La Grange 
Licensing Website. Complete 

5 The Districts will make available a link to the NMFS fish passage 
documentary. Complete 

6 The Districts will circulate the design criteria document prior to the 
next Workshop. Complete 

7 NMFS will provide a copy of its presentation. Complete 
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Workshop  No. 2 Objectives  

• Share and discuss potential fish passage/reintroduction framework 
 
• Share and discuss TM No. 1 

 
• Updates on related studies  

 
• Confirm schedules and path forward to Workshop No. 3 

 
• Other opportunities for collaboration 
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La Grange Hydroelectric Project 
FERC No. 14581 

 
Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment 

Workshop No. 2 
 

September 17, 2015 
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Information 
Gathering 

Evaluate 
Technical 
Feasibility 

Establish physical and biological baseline 
conditions, constraints, goals, objectives, 
and site considerations 

LPs provide comments on technologies and alternatives in TM#2 

Identify applicable fish passage technologies 
and formulate alternatives meeting project 
goals and objectives and recommendations 
to move forward 

Workshop No. 3 – Goal to reach consensus on select alternatives 

LPs provide comments on TM#1 and provide data to fill info gaps 

C
ha

ng
es

 in
 B

io
lo

gi
ca

l B
as

is
 

Prepare construction and O&M costs on 
select alternatives 

Is the Program 
technically 
feasible? 

(TM #1) 

(TM #2) 

(Year 2 of Study) 
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Information Gathering 

Physical Baseline Conditions 
 
• Physical boundary of study area 
• Basic physical characteristics of 

existing facilities 
• Access to facilities and study area 
• Existing facility operations 
• River flow into Don Pedro Reservoir 
• River flow in the Lower Tuolumne 

River 
• Reservoir fluctuation 
• Other beneficial uses (e.g., 

recreation) 

Biological Design Basis 
 
• Target species and life stages 

requiring passage 
• Migration timing 
• Population abundance and peak 

rate of migration 
• Colonization method 

Operational Requirements 
 

• Performance expectations 
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Facility type, size, 
location, configuration, 
and operational 
requirements 
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Tuolumne River Fish Passage Facility Alternatives Assessment 

Engineering and Biological Linkages 
Why are biological linkages important to the engineering and economic 

feasibility?   
 
 
 

Biological Design Considerations 
 
• Target species and life stages requiring 

passage 
• Migration timing 
• Population abundance and peak rate of 

migration 
• Colonization method 

Operational Requirements 
 

• Performance expectations 
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Example: Influence Of Population Size And Peak 
Run On Fish Transport 

 
 

Multiple species 
Multiple release locations 
Thousands of fish per day 

Single species 
Single release location 
Under 100 fish per year 
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Multiple species 
Thousands of fish per day 

Single species 
Under 100 fish per year 

Example: Influence Of Population Size And 
Peak Run On Fish Collection 
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Holding capacity = 76,000 smolt 
Pumping capacity = 1,000 cfs 
Performance criteria = 75% 
$60M – 70’ x 120’ barge 

Holding capacity = 200 smolt 
Pumping capacity = 100 cfs 
Performance criteria = R&D 
$10M – 40’ x 60’ barge 

Example: Influence Of Population Size And Peak Run On  
Downstream Passage Facility Configuration 
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Biological Design Considerations For The Tuolumne River 

• Target species 
 

• Life stages requiring passage 
 

• Migration timing 
 

• Population abundance 
 

• Peak rate of migration 
 

• Colonization method 
 

• Operational performance criteria 
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Target Species And Life Stages For Consideration 

Target Fish Species Life Stage 

Fall-run Chinook Salmon Upstream Adults 
Downstream Smolts and/or Fry 

Spring-run Chinook Salmon Upstream Adults 
Downstream Smolts and/or Fry 

Steelhead Upstream Adults 
Downstream Kelts, Smolts and/or Fry 

• Fall-run Chinook present in lower river. 
• Spring-run Chinook not currently present. 
• Steelhead population not currently present. 

• All three species require reintroduction to the Upper Tuolumne River. 
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1(TID/MID, 2013) 
2(NMFS, 2014 Central Valley salmonid recovery plan) 

Initial Estimate Of Migration Timing For The Tuolumne River 

Requires confirmation from licensing participants. 
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Population Abundance And Peak Rate Of Migration 
In The Tuolumne River 

• Current estimates of population abundance and peak rate of migration do not 
exist on the Upper Tuolumne River. 
 

• The current method of colonization is unknown. 
 

• Operational performance criteria is unknown. 
 
• Typically provided as a biological basis of design. 

 
• Input needed from licensing participants. 
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Physical Basis of Design  

• River flow into Don Pedro Reservoir 
 

• River flow in the Lower Tuolumne River 
 

• Reservoir fluctuation 
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Example: Influence of Design Flows on Fish 
Passage Facility Size and Configuration 

• Guidance structures and attraction flows 
are necessary to facilitate movement of 
fish into passage facilities 
 

• For design of ladders, NMFS guidelines 
suggests that attraction flow should be 
10% of the total river flow 
 

• Conceptually, flows in fish ladders could 
range from 5 to 50 cfs 
 

• With streamflow of 5,000 cfs, attraction 
flow out of a ladder may be 500 cfs 
 

• Auxillary water systems required to 
meet attraction flow requirements 
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How are fish passage design flows established? 

• Examination of historical daily flow information 
 

• High Design Flow = Mean daily average streamflow 
that is exceeded 5% of the time when target fish 
species is anticipated to be present 
 

• Low Design Flow = Mean daily average streamflow 
that is exceeded 95% of the time when target fish 
species is anticipated to be present 
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Estimates Of Fish Passage Design Flows In The 
Lower Tuolumne River 

 
Approximately 50 – 7,500 cfs 

Percent of 
Time 

Exceeded 

Base Case Tuolumne River Flows in the 
Lower Tuolumne River (cfs) 

Annual 
Arriving 
Fall-Run 
Chinook 

Arriving 
Spring-Run 

Chinook 

Arriving 
Steelhead 

99% 50 126 50 126 

95% 50 126 50 150 

90% 50 126 75 150 

50% 250 300 767 300 

10% 3,884 300 5,955 3,572 

5% 5,979 1,800 7,499 5,675 

1% 8,747 5,310 8,845 8,784 
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Percent of 
Time 

Exceeded 

Base Case Tuolumne River Flows into Don Pedro 
Reservoir (cfs) 

Annua
l 

Outmigratio
n 

Fall-Run 
Chinook 

Outmigration 
Spring-Run 

Chinook 

Outmigration 
Steelhead 

99% 101 367 154 162 

95% 164 577 309 356 

90% 235 859 559 555 

50% 860 4,024 2,701 2,781 

10% 5,828 8,208 6,854 7,337 

5% 7,547 9,489 8,114 8,634 

1% 11,44
9 14,277 11,210 13,568 

0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

12000

14000

16000

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Annual

Fall-Run Chinook

Spring-Run
Chinook

Steelhead

Estimates of Fish Passage Design Flows into 
Don Pedro Reservoir 

 
Approximately 310 – 9,500 cfs 
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Example: Influence of Reservoir Fluctuation on Fish Passage 
Facility Size and Configuration 

Source: PacificCorps 

Swift FSC, Lewis River, WA 
~100 ft reservoir fluctuation 
$60M 
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Example: Influence of Reservoir Fluctuation on Fish Passage 
Facility Size and Configuration 

Fixed Collector, Clackamas River, OR 
~10 ft reservoir fluctuation 
$12M 
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Reservoir Fluctuation Variability (Base Case) 
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% of Time Exceeded 

Annual

Fall-Run Chinook

Spring-Run Chinook

Steelhead

Estimates Of Don Pedro Reservoir Fluctuation 
When Fish Would Be Migrating Downstream 

 
Approximately 200 feet 

60%, 68 ft 

98%, 198 ft 
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Estimates Of Don Pedro Reservoir Fluctuation 
When Fish Would Be Migrating Upstream 

 
Approximately 230 feet 

60%, 89 ft 

98%, 213 ft 
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Initial Findings 
 

• Downstream fish passage facilities 
• Operational period October through June 
• Reservoir fluctuations of approximately 200 ft 
• River flows ranging from 310 to 9,500 cfs 
 

• Upstream fish passage facilities 
• Operational period October through June 
• Reservoir fluctuations of approximately 230 ft (pertaining only to fish 

ladders) 
• River flows ranging from 50 to 7,500 cfs 
 

• Input needed on biological design basis to confirm initial findings. 
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Data Gaps And Information Needs 

• Input needed from licensing participants: 
 

• Confirmation of target species 
 

• Life stages to be passed 
 

• Migration timing 
 

• Population size 
 

• Peak run values 
 

• Colonization method 
 

• Operational performance criteria 
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Process Feedback  

Meeting / Deliverable Schedule 

Consultation Workshop No. 1 May 20, 2015 

Interim Work Product – TM No. 1 September 4, 2015 

Consultation Workshop No. 2 September 17, 2015 

Feedback and Comments Due on Decision Framework and TM No. 1 October 19, 2015 (??) 

Final TM No. 1 and Decision Framework Distributed December 1, 2015 (??) 

Draft TM No. 2 Distributed December 16, 2015 (??) 

Consultation Workshop No. 3 January 14, 2015 (??) 

Initial Study Report document February 2, 2016 
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Upper Tuolumne River Gages
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* Proposed logger locations will be added to table
   when exact coordinates are known.

Label Agency Active Site Locations
CR00.1 TID/MID YES Clavey above TR
CR00.1 NMFS YES Clavey R. just US of confluence
CR00.3 UC Davis NO Clavey River, upstream of Tuolumne River confluence
CR08.4 TID/MID YES Clavey River at USFS Bridge
CR16.9 CCSF NO Clavey River at 1N04 Bridge
NFT00.1 TID/MID YES North Fork above TR
NFT00.1 UC Davis NO North Fork Tuolumne above Tuolumne River
NFT08.0 TID/MID YES North Fork at RM8 Bridge
SFT00.1 TID/MID YES South Fork above TR
SFT00.2 CDFG NO South Fork of the Tuolumne River near confluence
SFT00.2 CCSF NO South Fork Tuolumne River near 1N10 Bridge
SFT00.2 NMFS YES S Fork Tuolumne R. just US of confluence
TR078.5 USGS YES Tuolumne River at Wards Ferry Bridge
TR078.7 CDFG NO Tuolumne River upstream of Wards Ferry Bridge
TR079.4 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, upstream of Ward's Ferry
TR081.3 TID/MID YES TR above North Fork
TR081.9 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Mohecan Br.
TR088.1 UC Davis NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Indian Creek confluence
TR088.2 TID/MID YES Tuolumne River at Indian Creek Trail
TR088.4 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Grapevine Cr.
TR090.8 UC Davis NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Clavey Creek confluence
TR091.1 UC Davis NO Tuolumne River, upstream of Clavey Creek confluence
TR091.1 NMFS YES Tuolumne R US of Clavey R.
TR096.4 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Lumsden Campgorund
TR096.5 CDFG NO Tuolmune River below the South Fork
TR097.0 CDFG NO Tuolumne River above the South Fork
TR097.0 TID/MID YES TR above South Fork
TR097.1 CCSF YES Tuolumne River, upstream of South Fork
TR098.0 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Lumsden Bridge

Label Agency Active Site Name
11281000 USGS Inactive SF TUOLUMNE R NR OAKLAND RECREATION CAMP CA
11282000 USGS Inactive M TUOLUMNE R A OAKLAND RECREATION CAMP CA
11282500 USGS Inactive SF TUOLUMNE R NR BUCK MEADOWS CA
11283000 USGS Inactive TUOLUMNE R NR BUCK MEADOWS CA
11283500 USGS Inactive CLAVEY R NR BUCK MEADOWS CA
11284400 USGS Active BIG C AB WHITES GULCH NR GROVELAND CA
11284500 USGS Inactive BIG C NR GROVELAND CA
11285000 USGS Inactive NF TUOLUMNE R AB DYER C NR TUOLUMNE CA
11285500 USGS Active TUOLUMNE R A WARDS FERRY BR NR GROVELAND CA

Stream / Flow Gage
Active Inactive

Water Temperature Logger
Active Inactive Proposed*
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1 2

Upper Tuolumne River Gages

0 1 20.5
Miles

* Proposed logger locations will be added to table
   when exact coordinates are known.

Label Agency Active Site Name
11274800 USGS Inactive TUOLUMNE R AT HETCH HETCHY NR SEQUOIA CA
11275000 USGS Inactive FALLS C NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11275500 USGS Active HETCH HETCHY RES A HETCH HETCHY CA
11276500 USGS Active TUOLUMNE R NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11276600 USGS Active TUOLUMNE R AB EARLY INTAKE NR MATHER CA
11276900 USGS Active TUOLUMNE R BL EARLY INTAKE NR MATHER CA
11277000 USGS Inactive CHERRY C NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11277200 USGS Active CHERRY LK NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11277300 USGS Active CHERRY C BL VALLEY DAM NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11277500 USGS Active LK ELEANOR NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11278000 USGS Active ELEANOR C NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11278200 USGS Inactive CHERRY C CN NR EARLY INTAKE CA
11278300 USGS Active CHERRY C NR EARLY INTAKE CA
11278400 USGS Active CHERRY C BL DION R HOLM PH, NR MATHER CA
11278500 USGS Inactive JAWBONE C NR TUOLUMNE CA
11281500 USGS Inactive M TUOLUMNE R NR MATHER CA

Label Agency Active Site Locations
CC00.6 TID/MID YES Cherry above TR
CC00.6 CDFG NO Cherry Creek Power House
CC01.2 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, upstream of Dion Holm Powerhouse
CC07.0 CCSF YES Cherry Creek, downstream of confluence with Eleanor Creek
CC07.1 CCSF YES Cherry Creek, upstream of Eleanor Creek confluence
CC09.4 CCSF YES Cherry Creek, downstream of Cherry Dam 
CC01.2 TID/MID YES Cherry above Powerhouse
CC10.5 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, downstream of Cherry Dam 
CC16.1 CCSF NO Upstream of Cherry Lake
EC00.0 CCSF YES Eleanor Creek, upstream of Cherry Creek confluence
EC01.7 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, downstream of Miguel Creek confluence
EC01.7 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, downstream of Miguel Creek confluence
EC01.7 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, downstream of Miguel Creek confluence
EC01.8 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, upstream of Miguel Creek confluence 
MC00.0 CCSF NO Miguel Creek, upstream of Eleanor Creek confluence
TR103.5 CCSF YES Tuolumne River, downstream of Cherry Creek confluence
TR103.7 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Cherry Creek confluence
TR104.6 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Early Intake Diversion Dam
TR105.0 CDFG NO Tuolumne River at Early Intake
TR105.2 TID/MID YES TR below Early Intake
TR105.6 CCSF NO Tailrace of Kirkwood Powerhouse
TR109.3 CCSF YES Tuolumne River, downstream of Preston Falls
TR117.3 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, downstream of O'Shaughnessy Dam

Stream / Flow Gage
Active Inactive

Water Temperature Logger
Active Inactive Proposed*
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Land Ownership
Bureau of Land Management

US Forest Service

US Fish and Wildlife Service

National Park Service

State of California

0 1 2 30.5 Miles

River Mile Site Locations Agency
DC0.1 Dry Creek above Tuolumne River CDFG

3.4 Tuolumne River at Shiloh Bridge CDFG
3.5 Tuolumne River at Shiloh Bridge TID/MID
12 Tuolumne River at Carpenter Road Bridge CDFG
16 Tuolumne River at 9th Street Bridge CDFG

16.3 Tuolumne River above Dry Creek CDFG
19 Tuolumne River at Mitchell Road Bridge CDFG
21 Tuolumne River above Santa Fe Bridge CDFG

23.6 Tuolumne River at Hughson TID/MID
26 Tuolumne River near Fox Grove Bridge CDFG
31 Tuolumne River at Hickman Bridge CDFG
32 Tuolumne River below Hickman Spill CDFG
33 Tuolumne River above Hickman Spill CDFG
35 Tuolumne River at Riffle Q3 CDFG

36.5 Tuolumne River at Sante Fe Gravel CDFG
36.5 Tuolumne River at Ruddy Gravel TID/MID

38 Tuolumne River at 7-11 Gravel Company CDFG
39.5 Tuolumne River at Roberts Ferry Bridge TID/MID
42.6 Tuolumne River at Riffle K1 CDFG
42.9 Tuolumne River at Rifle 21 TID/MID
43.2 Tuolumne River at Riffle I2 CDFG

45 Tuolumne River at Riffle G3 CDFG
45.5 Tuolumne River at Riffle 13B TID/MID
45.7 Tuolumne River at Riffle G2 CDFG
47.5 Tuolumne River at Basso Bridge CDFG
48.8 Tuolumne River at Riffle D2 CDFG
49.1 Tuolumne River at Riffle 3B TID/MID
49.7 Tuolumne River at Riffle C1 CDFG
50.5 Tuolumne River at Old La Grange Bridge CDFG
50.7 Tuolumne River at Rifle A7 TID/MID
51.6 Tuolumne River at Riffle A1 CDFG
51.8 Tuolumne River at LaGrange USGS Station TID/MID
52.2 Tuolumne River above La Grange Dam TID/MID
54.3 Tuolumne River below Don Pedro Powerhouse TID/MID

NF0.1 North Fork Tuolumne above Tuolumne River UC Davis
78.5 Tuolumne River at Wards Ferry Bridge USGS
78.7 Tuolumne River upstream of Wards Ferry Bridge CDFG
79.4 Tuolumne River, upstream of Ward's Ferry CCSF
81.9 Tuolumne R DS of Mohecan Br. NMFS
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

This Technical Memorandum (TM) No. 1 is the first of three interim work products developed 

for the Fish Passage Alternatives Facilities Assessment for the La Grange Hydroelectric Project 

(La Grange Project or Project; Federal Energy Regulatory Commission [FERC] No. 14581).  

This TM No. 1 provides information and analysis necessary to characterize site-specific 

considerations and anticipated fish passage criteria which may influence the formulation, 

evaluation, and conceptual design of fish passage facilities alternatives which may be determined 

viable for the Project.  Upon receipt of feedback from licensing participants (LP), future versions 

of the TM will be prepared and released for review.  The release of multiple interim work 

products is intended to facilitate a collaborative process where feedback and consensus can be 

obtained prior to initiating next steps in the study. 

 

1.1 Background 
 

The Turlock Irrigation District (TID) and Modesto Irrigation District (MID) (collectively, the 

Districts) own the La Grange Diversion Dam (LGDD) located on the Tuolumne River in 

Stanislaus County, California (Figure 1.1-1).  LGDD was constructed from 1891 to 1893 to 

replace Wheaton Dam, which was built by other parties in the early 1870s.  The LGDD raised 

the level of the Tuolumne River to permit the diversion and delivery of water by gravity to 

irrigation systems owned by TID and MID.  The Districts’ irrigation systems currently provide 

water to over 200,000 acres of prime Central Valley farmland and drinking water to the City of 

Modesto.  Built in 1924, the La Grange hydroelectric plant is located approximately 0.2 miles 

downstream of LGDD on the east (left) bank of the Tuolumne River and is owned and operated 

by TID.  The powerhouse has a capacity of slightly less than five megawatts (MW).  The La 

Grange Project operates in a run-of-river mode.  The LGDD provides no flood control benefits, 

and there are no recreation facilities associated with the La Grange Project or the La Grange 

pool. 

 

LGDD is 131 feet high and is located at river mile (RM) 52.2 at the exit of a narrow canyon, the 

walls of which contain the pool formed by the diversion dam.  Under normal river flows, the 

pool formed by the diversion dam extends for approximately one mile upstream.  When not in 

spill mode, the water level above the diversion dam is between elevation
1
 294 feet and 296 feet 

approximately 90 percent of the time.  Within this 2-foot range, the pool storage is estimated to 

be less than 100 acre-feet of water. 

 

The drainage area of the Tuolumne River upstream of LGDD is approximately 1,550 square 

miles.  Tuolumne River flows upstream of LGDD are regulated by four upstream reservoirs: 

Hetch Hetchy, Lake Eleanor, Cherry Lake, and Don Pedro.  The Don Pedro Hydroelectric 

Project (FERC No. 2299) is owned jointly by the Districts, and the other three dams are owned 

by the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF).  Inflow to the La Grange pool is the sum of 

releases from the Don Pedro Project, located 2.6 miles upstream, and very minor contributions 

from two small intermittent streams downstream of Don Pedro Dam.  

                                                 
1 All elevations in this document are referenced to 1929 National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD 29). 
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Figure 1.1-1. Site and vicinity of La Grange Diversion Dam. 
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1.2 Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment 
 

As part of the Integrated Licensing Process (ILP) for the La Grange Project, the Districts are 

completing a phased, two-year Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment to identify and 

develop potentially viable, concept-level alternatives for upstream and downstream passage of 

Chinook salmon and steelhead at the La Grange and Don Pedro dams.  The study area for the 

Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment is the Tuolumne River immediately downstream 

of the LGDD (at the confluence of the main river channel and the powerhouse tailrace channel) 

upstream to the upper Tuolumne River at the upper most extent of the Don Pedro Reservoir.  For 

the purposes of the Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment, all facilities are assumed to 

occur within the designated study area in control of the Project owners TID and MID.  The 

overall study area for the assessment is presented in Figure 1.2-1. 

 

Specific objectives of the Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment are to: 

 

 Obtain available information to establish existing baseline conditions relevant to 

impoundment operations and siting passage facilities, 

 Obtain and evaluate available hydrologic data and biological information for the Tuolumne 

River to identify potential types and locations of facilities, run size, fish periodicity, and the 

anticipated range of flows that correspond to fish migration, 

 Formulate and develop preliminary sizing and functional design for select, alternative 

potential upstream and downstream fish passage facilities, and 

 Develop Class-V opinions of probable construction cost and annual operations and 

maintenance (O&M) costs for select fish passage concept(s). 

 

The Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment will occur in two phases.  Phase 1 

(conducted in 2015) will involve collaborative information gathering and evaluation of facility 

siting, sizing, general biological and engineering design parameters, and operational 

considerations.  Phase 2 (conducted in 2016) will involve the development of preliminary 

functional layouts and site plans, estimation of preliminary capital and O&M costs, and 

identification of any additional significant information needs for select passage alternatives. 

 

To facilitate a collaborative process, the Districts will produce two TMs during Phase 1, each 

summarizing key results to date.  Both TMs will be provided to LPs for review and comment, 

with the goal of soliciting feedback on the overall approach and findings and reaching a 

consensus prior to initiating next steps in the study. 
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Figure 1.2-1 Overall study area for the Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment. 
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1.3 Goal of Technical Memorandum No. 1 
 

The goal of this TM No. 1 is to provide the information, analysis, and design criteria necessary to 

characterize site-specific fish passage considerations and objectives.  Where needed information 

is not available, data gaps have been identified. It is the Districts’ hope that LPs review this 

document and come to the La Grange Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment Workshop 

No. 2 (scheduled for Thursday, September 17) prepared to discuss its contents.  Information 

relative to future expected fish species occurrence, population sizes, run timing, and facility 

performance will require input from others.  Input received from LPs during review and 

discussion of the TM No. 1 contents will be incorporated into future work being performed to 

complete this assessment. 
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2.0 FISH PASSAGE FACILITIES CONSIDERATIONS 

 

The following sections include existing, site-specific information that characterizes the 

biological and physical setting of the proposed study area which influences the applicability and 

selection of fish passage facilities alternatives. 

 

2.1 Anadromous Fisheries Resources 
 

The intent of the Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment was formulated based upon 

information provided by LPs in their study requests and considers passage of three anadromous 

fish species: fall-run Chinook, spring-run Chinook, and steelhead.  Historically, both fall- and 

spring-run Chinook salmon occurred in the Tuolumne River basin.  Currently, only a fall-run 

Chinook salmon population is present, while spring-run have been extirpated from the Tuolumne 

and San Joaquin River watershed for decades.  A population of O. mykiss occur within the 

Tuolumne River but there is no evidence that a self-sustaining population of anadromous 

steelhead currently exists within the Tuolumne River watershed.  The habitat suitability and 

future occurrence and numbers of these species is therefore unknown as all three candidate 

species would require reintroduction into the Tuolumne River above Don Pedro Reservoir.  The 

viability of reintroduction is unknown at this time and therefore the inclusion of these three 

target species into the Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment process may be revised as 

input from LPs is obtained.  A more detailed description of each species and their occurrence in 

the Tuolumne River is provided in the following sections. 

 

2.1.1 Fall-run Chinook 

 

Adult fall-run Chinook salmon migration in the Tuolumne River extends upstream to the vicinity 

of the LGDD and occurs from September through December, with peak migration activity 

occurring in October and November (TID/MID 2013c).  Spawning occurs in late October to 

early January, soon after fish enter the river.  Spawning occurs in the gravel-bedded reach 

(upstream of RM 24) where suitable spawning substrates exist.  Egg incubation and fry 

emergence occur from October through early February.  Juvenile fall-run Chinook have a 

relatively short freshwater rearing period before smolt emigrate to the ocean during the spring 

months. 

 

Since completion of Don Pedro Dam in 1971, spawner estimates have ranged from 40,300 in 

1985 to 77 in 1991 (TID/MID 2010, Report 2009-2).  From 1971 to 2013, the date of the peak 

weekly live spawner count has ranged from October 31 (1996) to November 27 (1972), with a 

median date of November 12 (TID/MID 2010, Report 2009-2).  Since fall 2009, escapement 

monitoring has been conducted at a counting weir established at RM 24.5, near the downstream 

end of the gravel-bedded reach (TID/MID 2010, Report 2009-8).  Since 1971, California 

Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW; formerly known as the California Department of Fish 

and Game [CDFG]) has conducted annual salmon spawning surveys.  In addition to CDFW’s 

work, the Districts have studied fall-run Chinook salmon on the lower Tuolumne River through 

annual seine surveys conducted since 1986, annual snorkel surveys since 1982, fish weir counts 

since 2009, and more recently as part of the Don Pedro Project relicensing process. 
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2.1.2 Spring-Run Chinook 

 

Currently, spring-run Chinook salmon do not occur within Tuolumne River.  Central Valley 

spring-run Chinook salmon, were listed by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) as 

threatened under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) on September 16, 1999 (64 FR 50394).  

NMFS (1999) concluded that the Central Valley spring-run Chinook salmon evolutionary 

significant unit (ESU) was in danger of extinction and native spring-run Chinook salmon were 

extirpated from the San Joaquin River Basin.  NMFS has acknowledged that information is 

limited regarding the historical adult escapement for Chinook salmon in the Tuolumne River and 

review of available literature did not reveal readily available estimates of historical escapement 

estimates (NMFS 2014).  Spring-run Chinook escapement estimates have been described more 

broadly to the San Joaquin River but tributary-specific escapement estimates are not available.  

Moyle (2002) suggested that spring-run Chinook salmon in the upper San Joaquin River 

probably exceeded 200,000 fish at times, and further stated that “it is likely that an equal number 

of fish were once produced by the combined spring runs in Merced, Tuolumne, and Stanislaus 

Rivers.  However, early historical population levels were never measured.”  Reintroduction of an 

experimental population of spring-run Chinook salmon to the San Joaquin River downstream of 

Friant Dam is currently being developed. 

 

2.1.3 Oncorhynchus mykiss 

 

Oncorhynchus mykiss exhibits two life history forms: a resident form commonly known as 

rainbow trout, and an anadromous form commonly known as steelhead.  Central Valley 

steelhead begin to enter fresh water in August and peak spawning occurs from December 

through April.  After spawning, adults may survive and return to the ocean.  Steelhead progeny 

rear for one to three years in fresh water before they emigrate to the ocean where most of their 

growth occurs.  Spawning by resident rainbow trout in the Central Valley coincides with 

steelhead and interbreeding is possible.  Although low numbers of anadromous O. mykiss have 

been documented in the Tuolumne River, there is no empirical scientific evidence of a self- 

sustaining “run” or population of steelhead currently in the Tuolumne River.  Existing fish 

monitoring data indicate that smaller O. mykiss exhibiting a resident life history are common in 

the Tuolumne River below LGDD. 

 

2.2 Potential Targeted Species and Life Stages for Fish Passage Under 

Consideration 
 

Selection of targeted fish species and life stages for fish passage design drives the overall 

selection of potential fish passage alternatives.  This TM No. 1 focuses on the development of 

fish passage alternatives which facilitates the upstream migration of adult spring-run Chinook 

salmon and adult steelhead as well as the downstream migration of juvenile life history stages for 

these species.  At this time, fall-run Chinook salmon are considered a target species for fish 

passage however historical distribution of fall-Chinook was generally believed to be confined to 

lower elevations (i.e., below the reach of the Tuolumne River identified for possible 

reintroduction).  As such, agreement among LPs regarding assumed target species and exclusion 

of fall-run Chinook will be required.  Recognized, general characteristics for the adult life stage 
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of each fish species are presented in Table 2.2-1.  These characteristics vary based upon 

population genetics, return age, and other watershed specific factors not discussed here. 

 
Table 2.2-1. General characteristics of select species (Bell 1991; TRTAC 2000). 

Target Fish Species General Characteristics 

Chinook Salmon 

(fall and spring run) 
 Typical weight range 10 to 30 lbs 

 Spend 2 to 5 years in the ocean (most fall-run return to the Tuolumne at 3 

years) 

 Reach maturity at 3 to 6 years 

 Adults exhibit burst swimming speeds of 11 to 21.5 ft/s, prolonged speeds of 

4 to 11 ft/s, and sustained speeds of 0 to 4 ft/s 

Steelhead 

(winter run) 
 Typical weight range 5 to 20 lbs 

 Spend 1 to 4 years in the ocean 

 Reach maturity at 3 to 6 years 

 Adults exhibit burst swimming speeds of 14.5 to 26.5 ft/s, prolonged speeds 

of 5 to 14.5 ft/s, and sustained speeds of 0 to 5 ft/s 

 

Monitoring of juvenile fall-run Chinook currently occurs within the lower Tuolumne River at the 

Waterford (RM 30) and Grayson (RM 5) rotary screw trap locations.  Much of the data collected 

relative to numbers, fork lengths, and weights are published in FISHBIO’s monthly San Joaquin 

Basin Update.  Published data suggests that the juvenile Chinook fork lengths range from 34 to 

120 millimeters (mm) with the majority of fish falling into sub-smolt categories (68 mm or less) 

(FISHBIO 2008 through 2010) during the outmigration period (i.e., January through June).  This 

range of values may provide some insight on required capture velocities and need for pumped 

fish collection systems and the lifestage/size that may be considered feasible for collection 

and/or passage; but it is recognized that over 150 studies have been conducted on the Tuolumne 

River since 1992 and ultimately complete data sets should be reviewed as part of further design 

concept development. 

 

Data supporting the determination of age-class, size, maturation, and migration timing of spring-

run Chinook and steelhead life-stages occurring within the Tuolumne River watershed does not 

currently exist.  In addition, emigrating juvenile spring-run Chinook salmon and steelhead, if 

introduced into the upper watershed, would be expected to vary in size and seasonal run timing 

from fall-run Chinook that are currently monitored downstream of LGDD.  For the purposes of 

this TM No. 1, several regional sources of information originating from the San Joaquin and 

Sacramento rivers were reviewed to generate potential estimates of migration timing.  Potential 

migration timing for target species under consideration in the Tuolumne River is presented in 

Table 2.2-2.  Results of fish monitoring in the Sacramento River tributaries, such as Mill and 

Butte creeks and the Feather River, show variation in the seasonal timing of juvenile migration 

among watersheds and in response to variation in environmental conditions such as spring 

freshets.  Information on seasonal run timing presented in this TM No. 1 has been generalized to 

classify typical species tendencies with regard to upstream and downstream migration but does 

not reflect the detailed estimates of fish periodicity that are required to move forward with an 

accurate assessment of fish passage facilities needs.  Future phases of the Fish Passage Facilities 

Alternatives Assessment will require input from the LPs and agreement on the period of 

migration for both adult and juvenile fish life stages.  Data presented in Table 2.2-2 suggest that 

migration of adult target species may occur from October through June with the possibility of 

spring-run Chinook arrival in March.  Downstream migration of juveniles may occur from 
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October through the end of June.  The months of July through September are anticipated to 

exhibit relatively little activity with regard to adult upstream migration of targeted species, while 

the months of July through December are anticipated to exhibit relatively little activity with 

regard to juvenile downstream migration.  

 
Table 2.2-2. Anticipated life history timing of potential targeted species. 

 
1 TID/MID 2013c 
2 NMFS 2014 Central Valley salmonid recovery plan 

 

In addition to migration timing, the relative ages-class, fish size, population abundance, and 

migration timing of target fish species has a significant influence on the applicability and 

selection of potentially viable fish passage facilities alternatives.  Currently, information 

regarding these factors are only available through other regional data sources where populations 

of these species currently exist.  Input from the LPs is required to finalize the design basis 

regarding these potential future populations and their various characteristics for use in the future 

phases of the Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment. 

 

2.3 Physical Characteristics of Don Pedro and La Grange Dams 
 

Don Pedro Dam stands at a total height of approximately 580 feet tall with a normal maximum 

pool elevation of 830 feet.  LGDD, located 2.6 miles downstream of Don Pedro Dam, is 131 feet 

tall with an approximate minimum tailwater elevation of 175 feet at the TID powerhouse.  The 

total vertical differential between the tailwater at LGDD and the full pool elevation of Don Pedro 

Reservoir is therefore about 650 feet.  Additional characteristics for each structure are provided 

in Table 2.3-1. 
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Table 2.3-1. Summary of general physical characteristics of Don Pedro and La Grange 

dams. 

Item Don Pedro Dam La Grange Diversion Dam 

Date Completed 1971 1893, Modified in 1923 and 1930 

River Mile 54.8 mi 52.2 mi 

Gross Storage 2,030,000 acre-feet 200 acre-feet 

Drainage Area 1,533 mi
2
 1,548 mi

2
 

Dam Height 580 ft 131 ft 

Top of Dam Elevation 855 ft N/A 

Maximum/Full Pool Elevation 830 ft N/A 

Gated Spillway Crest Elevation 800 ft N/A 

Ungated Spillway Crest Elevation 830 ft 296.5 ft 

Minimum Power Pool Elevation 600 ft - 

Minimum Tailwater Elevation 300 ft
1
 175 ft 

1 Approximated from available data sources 

 

2.4 Site Accessibility 
 

Accessibility to the LGDD and to the head of Don Pedro Reservoir is an important factor in 

siting fish passage facilities and fish release locations.  Fish passage operations may occur on a 

daily basis throughout each migration season.  The ability to access each location, travel time 

between facilities, and road conditions has a direct effect on construction cost as well as on long 

term operation costs.  Trap and haul facilities require daily transport of fish and therefore the 

safety of drivers, route reliability, and transport duration should also be factors in site selection. 

 

2.4.1 Access to La Grange Diversion Dam  

 

LGDD is accessible from the north via La Grange Road (J-59) and from the south via Yosemite 

Boulevard (CA-132) and La Grange Road (J-59).  A short 1.4 mile section of La Grange Dam 

Road leads from the intersection of Yosemite Boulevard (CA-132) to the LGDD outlet and 

diversion facilities.  The presence of publicly owned paved roads and only a short section of a 

TID/MID maintained road make LGDD accessible nearly 365 days a year.  Severe weather and 

flood events have been known to limit access for short periods of time, but those events are rare 

and episodic. 

 

2.4.2 Access to Don Pedro Dam 

 

Don Pedro Dam is accessible from the east and west via Bonds Flat Road.  Bonds Flat Road 

intersects J-59 approximately 5 miles and CA-132 approximately 12 miles north of La Grange.  

All roads are publicly owned and well maintained for travel by larger vehicles. 

 

2.4.3 Access to Upper Extent of Don Pedro Reservoir  

 

The head (i.e., upstream end) of Don Pedro Reservoir can be accessed at three primary locations: 

Wards Ferry Bridge, Jacksonville Road Bridge, and at the CA-120/49 Bridge. 

 

 Wards Ferry Bridge is accessed from the east and west via Wards Ferry Road. From the west, 

the access route requires travel to CA 120/108, then through the City of Jamestown, then 
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through several smaller County roads, and eventually to Wards Ferry Road. One alternative 

would be to travel to CA 120/108, then to CA 120/49, then to Jacksonville Road, then to 

Twist Road, and then to Wards Ferry Road.  From the east, the access route requires travel to 

CA 120/49, then to the City of Big Oak Flat up New Priest Grade, and then to Wards Ferry 

Road.  Each potential route requires travel on smaller low-volume County maintained roads 

which exhibit one-lane widths and switch-backs in some locations.  The eastern route 

through Big Oak Flat requires travel to higher elevations where snow and ice can impede 

travel on a seasonal basis. 

 Jacksonville Road Bridge is accessed directly from LGDD by traveling north to CA 120/49, 

then east to Jacksonville Road.  A narrower part of the reservoir can then be accessed by 

traveling further north on a gravel road named River Road.  With the exception of River 

Road, all roads are publicly owned and well maintained for travel by larger vehicles.  The 

short 1.3 mile portion of River Road is privately owned and maintained with gravel 

surfacing.  Existing parcels owned by BLM in the general area are also accessed via River 

Road.  Despite the occasional rock fall, land slide, or ice, this route is likely travelable 365 

days a year. 

 The CA-120/49 Bridge can be accessed from LGDD by traveling north to CA 120/49 and 

then east to the bridge.  All roads are publicly owned and well maintained for travel by larger 

vehicles.  Despite the occasional rock fall, land slide, or ice, this route is likely travelable 365 

days a year. 

 

2.5 Project Operations 
 

The following sections provide information on related to pertinent operational considerations of 

the Don Pedro and La Grange project facilities. 

 

2.5.1 La Grange Pool Operations 

 

LGDD is a 131-foot tall run-of-river structure that is used to split flows between irrigation, 

municipal, and environmental water uses managed by TID, MID, and others.  Under normal river 

flows, the pool formed by LGDD extends for approximately one mile upstream.  When not 

spilling, the water level above the diversion dam is typically between elevation 294 feet and 296 

feet which occurs approximately 90 percent of the time.  Within this 2-foot range, the pool 

storage is estimated to be less than 100 acre-feet of water.  Inflow to the La Grange pool is the 

sum of releases from the Don Pedro Project, located 2.6 miles upstream, and very minor 

contributions from two small intermittent streams downstream of Don Pedro Dam.  Water 

spilling over the LGDD structure continues down the lower Tuolumne River. 

 

2.5.2 Don Pedro Reservoir Operations 

 

The Don Pedro Project is managed consistent with providing for reliable water supply for 

irrigation and municipal and industrial (M&I) purposes, providing flood flow management, 

hydropower generation, recreation, and protection of downstream aquatic resources.   
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Annual operations create substantial fluctuations in the Don Pedro Reservoir pool elevations.  

The reservoir is generally at its greatest storage volume in June, July, and August.  Then each 

year, Don Pedro Reservoir is lowered to at least elevation 801.9 feet in October to provide 

required flood control benefits.  During the typical course of each water year, Don Pedro 

Reservoir is lowered further as water releases are made to accommodate water deliveries and 

environmental flow objectives.  

 

Historical and potential future pool elevations are described with two available data sets: 

Historical observations and “Base Case” predicted estimations.  The Historical dataset includes 

mean daily pool elevations observed at Don Pedro Reservoir for the period of record beginning 

in October 1, 1974 and ending in April 30, 2013 (n=40).  The Base Case data set represents 

predicted values of mean daily pool elevations calculated with the Tuolumne River Daily 

Operations Model (TID/MID 2013a).  The Base Case dataset includes mean daily pool 

elevations for the period of record beginning in October 1, 1970 and ending in September 30, 

2012 (n=43).  The Base Case results depict the anticipated operation of the Don Pedro Project in 

accordance with the current FERC license, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) flood 

management guidelines, and the TID and MID irrigation and M&I water management practices 

using historic watershed inputs.  Given that operational changes have been made to the Don 

Pedro Project over the Historical record, the Base Case scenario provides estimated values of 

pool elevation for current operations over a longer period of record.  The Base Case data 

therefore takes into consideration more climactic variability and provides a better estimate of 

future pool conditions when considering the potential for implementation of future fish passage 

facilities.  Figure 2.5-1 illustrates pool elevation trends and variation for Historical and Base 

Case data sets for their respective periods of record. 
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Figure 2.5-1 Mean daily pool elevation for the Historical (top) and Base Case (bottom) Don Pedro Dam operational scenarios. 
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Table 2.5-1 provides the percent exceedance of mean daily pool elevation over an annual basis 

for Historical observations.  The data shows that the median pool elevation on an annual basis is 

approximately 788.2 feet.  Observed elevations which accounts for 80 percent of Historical 

conditions from a probability of 10 to 90 percent of time exceeded would range from 726.0 to 

812.4 feet.  From 5 to 95 percent exceedance, which accounts for 90 percent of Historical 

conditions – the range of elevations would be from 702.7 to 820.3 feet.  From 1 to 99 percent, 

which accounts for 98 percent of Historical conditions – the range of elevations would be from 

613.7 to 828.2 feet.  Using these exceedance values, Historical mean daily pool fluctuations of 

86.4 feet were exceeded 20 percent of the time, 117.6 feet were exceeded 10 percent of the time, 

and 214.5 feet were exceeded 2 percent of the time. 

 
Table 2.5-1. Percent exceedance of mean daily pool elevations of Don Pedro Reservoir for 

Historical observations (Oct 1, 1974 to Apr 30, 2013). 

Percent of Time Exceeded Pool Elevation, ft 

99.9% 598.5 

99.0% 613.7 

95.0% 702.7 

90.0% 726.0 

80.0% 749.7 

50.0% 788.2 

20.0% 802.7 

10.0% 812.4 

5.0% 820.3 

1.0% 828.2 

0.1% 829.5 

 

Data for the anticipated migration periods of fall-run Chinook, spring-run Chinook, and 

steelhead were further evaluated to identify the potential requirements of target fish species 

given Historical observations.  Table 2.5-2 provides the Historical percent exceedance of mean 

daily pool elevation for anticipated outmigration periods while Table 2.5-3 provides results of 

the same analysis on anticipated upstream migration periods.  The annual exceedance elevation 

data is also provided in each table for comparative purposes. 

 
Table 2.5-2. Percent exceedance of mean daily pool elevations of Don Pedro Reservoir for 

outmigrating juvenile salmonids using Historical observations (Oct 1, 1974 to 

Apr 30, 2013). 

Percent 

of Time 

Exceeded 

Historical Reservoir Elevations (ft) 

Annual 

Outmigration 

Fall-Run Chinook 

01Apr – 30Jun 

Outmigration 

Spring-Run Chinook 

01Jan – 31May 

Outmigration 

Steelhead 

01Jan – 30Jun 

99.9% 598.5 639.3 620.6 621.9 

99.0% 613.7 651.6 652.7 652.1 

95.0% 702.7 727.3 717.6 720.3 

90.0% 726.0 744.2 734.4 735.5 

50.0% 788.2 794.9 788.0 790.1 

10.0% 812.4 815.6 804.8 809.2 

5.0% 820.3 820.5 809.1 816.1 

1.0% 828.2 827.0 817.6 825.1 

0.1% 829.5 828.6 821.0 828.5 
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Table 2.5-3. Percent exceedance of mean daily pool elevations of Don Pedro Reservoir for 

arriving adult salmonids using Historical observations (Oct 1, 1974 to Apr 30, 

2013). 

Percent 

of Time 

Exceeded 

Historical Reservoir Elevations (ft) 

Annual 

Arriving Adult 

Fall-Run Chinook 

01Oct – 31Dec 

Arriving Adult 

Spring-Run Chinook 

01Mar – 30Jun 

Arriving Adult 

Steelhead 

01Oct – 31Mar 

99.9% 598.5 598.3 640.0 598.3 

99.0% 613.7 599.4 652.2 604.6 

95.0% 702.7 680.3 725.6 691.8 

90.0% 726.0 717.3 742.9 722.8 

50.0% 788.2 779.4 794.0 784.5 

10.0% 812.4 798.6 813.8 800.3 

5.0% 820.3 800.8 818.4 803.6 

1.0% 828.2 805.7 826.3 812.3 

0.1% 829.5 808.9 828.5 819.4 

 

Table 2.5-4 provides the percent exceedance of mean daily pool elevation for the Base Case 

operational scenario over an annual basis.  The data shows that the median pool elevation on an 

annual basis is approximately 797.4 feet which is 9.2 feet higher than Historical observations.  

Observed elevations which accounts for 80 percent of Historical conditions from a probability of 

10 to 90 percent of time exceeded would range from 698.5 to 818.5 feet.  From 5 to 95 percent - 

which accounts for 90 percent of historical conditions - the range of elevations would be from 

654.8 to 825.3 feet.  From 1 to 99 percent - which accounts for 98 percent of Historical 

conditions - the range of elevations would be from 622.9 to 830.0 feet.  Given these 

observations, Base Case mean daily pool fluctuations of 120.0 feet may be exceeded 20 percent 

of the time, 170.5 feet may be exceeded 10 percent of the time, and 207.1 feet were exceeded 2 

percent of the time. 

 
Table 2.5-4. Percent exceedance of mean daily pool elevations of Don Pedro Reservoir for the 

Base Case operational scenario (Oct 1, 1970 to Sept 30, 2012). 

Percent of Time Exceeded Pool Elevation, ft 

99.9% 616.3 

99.0% 622.9 

95.0% 654.8 

90.0% 698.5 

80.0% 739.4 

50.0% 797.4 

20.0% 809.2 

10.0% 818.5 

5.0% 825.3 

1.0% 830.0 

0.1% 830.0 

 

Data occurring within the anticipated migration periods of fall-run Chinook, spring-run Chinook, 

and steelhead were further evaluated to identify the potential requirements of target fish species 

for the Base Case operational scenario.  Table 2.5-5 provides the percent exceedance of mean 

daily pool elevation for anticipated outmigration periods while Table 2.5-6 provides results of 

the same analysis on anticipated upstream migration periods, each for the Base Case operational 

scenario. 
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Table 2.5-5. Percent exceedance of mean daily pool elevations of Don Pedro Reservoir for 

outmigrating juvenile salmonids using the Base Case operational scenario (Oct 

1, 1970 to Sept 30, 2012). 

Percent 

of Time 

Exceeded 

Base Case Reservoir Elevations (ft) 

Annual 

Outmigration 

Fall-Run Chinook 

01Apr – 30Jun 

Outmigration 

Spring-Run Chinook 

01Jan – 31May 

Outmigration 

Steelhead 

01Jan – 30Jun 

99.9% 616.3 652.3 622.0 622.0 

99% 622.9 660.5 632.0 636.0 

95% 654.8 682.4 667.2 673.8 

90% 698.5 715.5 705.9 707.2 

50% 797.4 804.4 801.0 802.1 

10% 818.5 826.3 812.5 819.7 

5% 825.3 829.6 818.1 826.6 

1% 830.0 830.0 824.3 830.0 

0.1% 830.0 830.0 830.0 830.0 

 
Table 2.5-6. Percent exceedance of mean daily pool elevations of Don Pedro Reservoir for 

arriving adult salmonids using the Base Case operational scenario (Oct 1, 1970 

to Sept 30, 2012). 

Percent 

of Time 

Exceeded 

Base Case Reservoir Elevations (ft) 

Annual 

Arriving Adult 

Fall-Run Chinook 

01Oct – 31Dec 

Arriving Adult 

Spring-Run Chinook 

01Mar – 30Jun 

Arriving Adult 

Steelhead 

01Oct – 31Mar 

99.9% 616.3 616.1 640.3 616.1 

99% 622.9 617.5 652.6 621.5 

95% 654.8 625.1 682.5 639.1 

90% 698.5 667.3 710.5 678.9 

50% 797.4 792.9 804.1 794.7 

10% 818.5 801.4 823.3 807.1 

5% 825.3 803.1 828.6 810.6 

1% 830.0 810.1 830.0 821.0 

0.1% 830.0 815.6 830.0 829.3 

 

2.6 Hydrologic Conditions Relative to Fish Passage 
 

The objective for fish passage design is to provide suitable hydraulic conditions over a range of 

reasonable streamflows under which the targeted fish species and life stages are expected to 

migrate, either upstream or downstream.  Understanding the recurrence and magnitude of such 

stream flows is an important component in establishing the anticipated range of flows which 

directly influences the sizing and complexity of fish passage facilities.  Available hydrologic data 

were obtained and preliminary analyses were performed in order to define the anticipated range 

of flows that coincide with fish migration for each target species.  A summary of the available 

data and results of the analysis are provided in the following paragraphs. 

 

Two different hydrologic conditions need to be addressed to accommodate upstream and 

downstream fish passage goals.  Adult upstream fish passage design will be influenced by the 

flows occurring downstream of the La Grange Project.  These flows are regulated by Don Pedro 

Reservoir operations.  Downstream collection of out-migrating juvenile fish that originate above 
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Don Pedro Reservoir will be influenced by the combination of seasonal flows from unregulated 

portions of the upper watershed and flows from the portion of the watershed regulated by the 

CCSF Hetch Hetchy Project.  Depending on the water year type, the natural hydrograph may 

dominate during juvenile outmigration in wetter years; however, regulated flows may dominate 

in dry water years.  In winter, summer and fall months, the hydrograph upstream of the study 

area will be dominated by operational flows regulated by CCSF facilities.  The timing, 

complexity, and downstream migration triggers of juvenile life stages of the target species are 

unknown and may vary from what is currently observed in the lower Tuolumne River below 

LGDD or in other Central Valley rivers where target species are present. 

 

2.6.1 River Flow Data 

 

Flow data collected by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) is available on the 

Tuolumne River approximately 0.5 miles downstream of the LGDD (USGS Gage 11289650).  

At LGDD, diversions are also made into the adjacent Modesto and Turlock main canals.  USGS 

Gage 11289650 is active and has current data available, while USGS Gage 11289651 has daily 

flow data available through September 30, 2012. 

 

Flows upstream of the Don Pedro Reservoir at Wards Ferry Bridge are collected by USGS Gage 

11285500 which began collecting mean daily flow data on December 5, 2013 and is currently 

active.  In combination, the available flow data obtained from gaging stations does not 

adequately characterize the potential frequency, magnitude, and duration of flow needed to 

evaluate potential fish passage alternatives. 

 

For the purposes of this assessment the flow simulations resulting from the Tuolumne River 

Daily Operations Model were used to assess the potential frequency, magnitude, and duration of 

flow into Don Pedro Reservoir, reservoir stage, and flow measured at La Grange Bridge 

downstream of the LGDD.  The resulting simulated data provides a continuous set of mean daily 

values for all required locations sufficient to assess factors that may influence development of 

fish passage facilities concepts.  The Historical data set reflects the combination of both the 

regulated and unregulated portions of the upper watershed while the calculated Base Case data 

set is referred to as the Base Case project operational scenario.  The Base Case operational 

scenario depicts the operation of the Don Pedro Project in accordance with its current FERC 

license, ACOE flood management guidelines, and the Districts’ irrigation and M&I water 

management practices.  Detailed summaries of simulation development and the resulting data are 

presented in Appendix B-2 of the Don Pedro Hydroelectric Project Final License Application 

(TID/MID 2013b). 

 

2.6.2 Inflow to Don Pedro Reservoir 

 

Inflow into Don Pedro Reservoir is characterized in the following section using a combination of 

historical data sources and the future casted predictions from the Base Case operational model 

results.  The percent exceedance of flows into Don Pedro Reservoir based upon the Historical 

data set is summarized in Table 2.6-1.  The calculated values show that the median inflow (50 

percent exceeded) to Don Pedro is 1,240 cubic feet per second (cfs) on an annual basis and 

ranges from 2,319 to 3,213 cfs during the anticipated migration periods of target fish species.  
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The percent exceedance of flows into Don Pedro Reservoir using the Base Case operational 

scenario is summarized in Table 2.6-2.  The median inflow for this scenario to Don Pedro is 

anticipated to be 860 cfs on an annual basis and ranges from 2,701 to 4,024 cfs during the 

anticipated migration periods of target fish species. 

 
Table 2.6-1. Historical exceedance Tuolumne River flows into Don Pedro Reservoir for 

outmigrating juveniles using a period of record of Oct 1, 1970 to Sept 30, 2012 

Percent 

of Time 

Exceeded 

Historical Tuolumne River Flows into Don Pedro Reservoir (cfs) 

Annual 

Outmigration 

Fall-Run Chinook 

01Apr – 30Jun 

Outmigration 

Spring-Run Chinook 

01Jan – 31May 

Outmigration 

Steelhead 

01Jan – 30Jun 

99% 84 184 120 122 

95% 194 467 372 366 

90% 308 873 654 628 

50% 1,240 3,213 2,319 2,415 

10% 5,141 7,934 5,927 6,727 

5% 7,018 10,044 7,670 8,507 

1% 12,037 14,021 12,767 13,332 

 
Table 2.6-2. Base Case exceedance Tuolumne River flows into Don Pedro Reservoir for 

outmigrating juveniles using a period of record of Oct 1, 1970 to Sept 30, 2012. 

Percent 

of Time 

Exceeded 

Base Case Tuolumne River Flows into Don Pedro Reservoir (cfs) 

Annual 

Outmigration 

Fall-Run Chinook 

01Apr – 30Jun 

Outmigration 

Spring-Run Chinook 

01Jan – 31May 

Outmigration 

Steelhead 

01Jan – 30Jun 

99% 101 367 154 162 

95% 164 577 309 356 

90% 235 859 559 555 

50% 860 4,024 2,701 2,781 

10% 5,828 8,208 6,854 7,337 

5% 7,547 9,489 8,114 8,634 

1% 11,449 14,277 11,210 13,568 

 

2.6.3 River Flow below LGDD 

 

River discharge immediately downstream of the La Grange Project is characterized in the 

following section using a combination of historical data sources and the future casted predicted 

predictions from the Base Case operational model results.  The percent exceedance of flows 

based upon Historical data set is summarized in Table 2.6-3.  The calculated values show that the 

median discharge (50 percent exceeded) downstream of the La Grange Project is 257 cfs on an 

annual basis and ranges from 306 to 337 cfs during the anticipated migration periods of target 

fish species.  The percent exceedance of flows below the La Grange Project based upon the Base 

Case operational scenario is summarized in Table 2.6-4.  The median inflow for this scenario is 

250 cfs on an annual basis and ranges from 300 to 767 cfs during the anticipated migration 

periods of target fish species. 
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Table 2.6-3. Historical exceedance Tuolumne River flows below LGDD for arriving adults 

using a period of record of Oct 1, 1970 – Dec 31, 2013. 

Percent 

of Time 

Exceeded 

Historical Tuolumne River Flows below LGDD (cfs) 

Annual 

Arriving Adult 

Fall-Run Chinook 

01Oct – 31Dec 

Arriving Adult 

Spring-Run Chinook 

01Mar – 30Jun 

Arriving Adult 

Steelhead 

01Oct – 31Mar 

99% 6 2 8 8 

95% 11 61 11 92 

90% 18 119 17 120 

50% 257 306 321 337 

10% 3,290 1,460 5,110 3,790 

5% 5,000 2,750 7,130 4,930 

1% 8,340 4,902 8,830 7,717 
1 The minimum flow release below LGDD was 3 cfs prior to the 1996 settlement agreement.  After 1996, operations of the Don 

Pedro Project were modified to provide no less than 50 cfs even in critical years as shown in Table 2.7-4. 

 
Table 2.6-4. Base Case exceedance Tuolumne River flows below LGDD for arriving adults 

using a period of record of Oct 1, 1970 to Sept 30, 2012. 

Percent 

of Time 

Exceeded 

Base Case Tuolumne River Flows below LGDD (cfs) 

Annual 

Arriving Adult 

Fall-Run Chinook 

01Oct – 31Dec 

Arriving Adult 

Spring-Run Chinook 

01Mar – 30Jun 

Arriving Adult 

Steelhead 

01Oct – 31Mar 

99% 50 126 50 126 

95% 50 126 50 150 

90% 50 126 75 150 

50% 250 300 767 300 

10% 3,884 300 5,955 3,572 

5% 5,979 1,800 7,499 5,675 

1% 8,747 5,310 8,845 8,784 

 

2.6.4 Minimum Releases to Support Existing Fisheries Resources on the Tuolumne 

River 

 

In accordance with an agreement with the U.S. Department of the Interior, the San Francisco 

Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) releases a minimum stream flow from Hetch Hetchy 

Reservoir.  Once made, releases cannot be diverted below O’Shaughnessy Dam (i.e., at Early 

Intake); they flow down the Tuolumne River, are supplemented by releases at Kirkwood and 

Homm powerhouse and tributary flows, and enter Don Pedro Reservoir.  A detailed summary of 

minimum releases required for normal, dry, and critical years is provided in Table 5.3.1-2 of the 

CCSF Program Environmental Impact Report (CCSF 2008).  For normal years, minimum flow 

releases downstream of Early Intake range from a minimum of 50 cfs in December and January 

to 125 cfs in June through August. For dry years, minimum flow releases are a minimum of 40 

cfs in December and January to 110 cfs in June through August. For critical years, minimum 

flow releases are a minimum of 35 cfs in December and January to 75 cfs in June through 

August. 

 

Under its FERC license, the Don Pedro Project is required to provide minimum stream flows in 

the lower Tuolumne River.  As of October 1 of each year, flows are adjusted to meet minimum 

flow and pulse flow requirements to benefit upstream migrating adult Chinook salmon.  

Minimum flows are adjusted on October 16 to benefit spawning, egg incubation, emergence, fry 
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and juvenile development, and smolt outmigration.  Another adjustment is made on June 1 and 

continues through September 30.  The schedule of flow releases to the lower Tuolumne River by 

water year type are contained in FERC’s 1996 order (TID/MID 2013b).  Minimum flow 

requirements ranging from “Median Dry” years to “Median Above Normal” years occur 

approximately 50.8 percent of the observed annual water years.  Typical minimum flows during 

these periods range from 150 to 300 cfs from October 1 to October 16, 150 to 300 cfs from 

October 16 to May 31, and 75 to 250 cfs from June 1 to September 30.  In critical years, instream 

flow requirements are as low as 50 cfs. 
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3.0 DESIGN CRITERIA AND GUIDELINES FOR FISH PASSAGE 

DESIGN 

 

There are numerous guidelines and design criteria established by the CDFW and NMFS which 

provide a framework for fish passage design.  Other literature sources are available which 

provide design guidance and biological criteria for the collection, handling, and transport of fish.  

Although not explicitly referenced, applicable criteria are used in this TM No. 1 throughout the 

passage alternatives formulation process.  Some are specifically outlined in the alterative 

descriptions.  Such reference documentation includes the following: 

 

 California Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual Part XII - Fish Passage Design and 

Implementation. CDFG 2009. 

 Fish Screening Criteria. CDFG 2000. 

 Fish Screening Criteria for Anadromous Salmonids.  NMFS Southwest Region, 1997.  

 Anadromous Salmonid Passage Facility Design.  NMFS Northwest Region, 2011. 

 Fisheries Handbook of Engineering Requirements and Biological Criteria.  U.S. Army Corps 

of Engineers (Milo Bell), 1991. 

 

3.1 Selection of Range of Reservoir Pool Elevations Coincident with Target 

Fish Species Migration 
 

Reservoir pool fluctuation is a significant factor in determining the type, size, and complexity of 

upstream and downstream fish passage facilities.  Upstream fish passage technologies may 

require safe release or exit of fish to the reservoir pool.  Downstream fish passage technologies 

occurring in the reservoir either float or possess multiple inlets to maintain a hydraulic 

connection with the reservoir surface.  Each type of fish technology must accommodate some 

form of continuous hydraulic connection throughout the anticipated range of pool elevations.  As 

the pool fluctuations become larger, so does the facility.  In many cases, certain fish passage 

technologies can be dismissed due to pool fluctuation alone. 

 

The overall fish passage performance of downstream passage facilities is measured and regulated 

based upon reservoir passage efficiency, collection efficiency, passage efficiency to a 

downstream release point, and percent mortality.  Typical expectations for facilities of this type 

are in the range of 85 to 95 percent overall with a minimum compliance of 75 percent.  The 

overall fish passage performance expectations of upstream passage facilities are similar in nature 

but based upon different evaluation factors such as migration delay, collection efficiency at the 

facility entrance, fall back, rate at which fish are passed, and stress and mortality considerations. 

 

As introduced in the data presented Section 2.5 of this document Don Pedro Reservoir 

experiences a high level of seasonal fluctuation.  In reference to the Historical data set, results 

indicate that 98 percent of potential reservoir conditions may be accommodated with a 

downstream passage facility designed for an overall range of reservoir pool elevations from 

651.6 feet to 827.0 feet which is a total of 175.4 feet.  Ninety-eight percent of potential 

conditions may be accommodated with an upstream fish passage facility designed for an overall 
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range of reservoir pool elevations from 599.4 feet to 826.3 feet which is a total of 226.9 feet.  

Predicted Base Case conditions indicate that 98 percent of anticipated reservoir conditions would 

be accommodated with a downstream fish passage facility designed for an overall range of 

reservoir pool elevations from 632.0 feet to 830.0 feet which is a total of 198.0 feet.  Ninety-

eight percent of potential conditions may be accommodated with an upstream fish passage 

facility designed for an overall range of reservoir elevations from 617.5 feet to 830.0 feet which 

is a total of 212.5 feet. This information suggests that downstream facilities may be required to 

accommodate reservoir pool fluctuations on the order of 200 feet while upstream fish passage 

facilities may be required to accommodate on the order of 230 feet. 

 

The expectations for facility performance are currently unknown at this point in the process and 

the above information is presented as a generalization based upon the operational requirements 

of other known facilities.  These requirements are typically set through consultation with 

fisheries agencies and are necessary to proceed further into the related assessment of engineering 

and economic feasibility.  Further input from the LPs is required to determine performance 

criteria and expectations for this study.  After the performance criteria and operation expectations 

are identified, several key factors can be selected by the assessment team such as the target range 

of reservoir elevations that would require accommodation of downstream fish passage. 

 

3.2 Selection of River Flow Design Guidelines Coincident with Target Fish 

Species Migration 
 

Fish passage design flow criteria also influences a number of factors associated with fish passage 

facilities size and complexity.  Guidelines presented by NMFS are based on exceedance 

calculations of daily mean flows but can be modified to suit site-specific requirements.  The 

exceedance flows statistically represent the flow equaled or exceeded during certain percentages 

of the time when migrating fish may be present or collected at a facility.  The established 

guidelines are used to set instream flow depths, flow velocities, debris and bedload conditions, 

fish attraction requirements, tailwater fluctuations, and numerous other factors which a facility 

may experience during anticipated operational periods. 

 

NMFS (2011) states that the high fish passage design flow shall be the mean daily average 

streamflow that is exceeded 5 percent of the time during periods when migrating fish may be 

present.  NMFS (2011) also states that low fish passage design flow shall equal the mean daily 

average streamflow that is exceeded 95 percent of the time during periods when migrating fish 

may be present.  These criteria are generally applied to facilities which are designed to collect 

adult anadromous salmon and steelhead migrating upstream.  Currently, there are no full scale 

downstream in-river collection facilities for outmigrating juvenile fish and post-spawn adult fish.  

As such, there are no associated guidelines with such a facility.  The anticipated operational 

range will largely be a function of the stipulated performance requirements if such a facility is to 

be permitted and constructed.  Therefore, for the purposes of this TM No. 1 the same 5 to 95 

percent guidelines are assumed for downstream collection facilities as well. 

 

Design flow criteria for downstream in-river collection facilities would rely on records and 

corresponding percent exceedance values for river flows entering at the head of Don Pedro 

Reservoir.  These values are presented in Section 2.6.2.  Design flow criteria for upstream 
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collection facilities would rely on the records and corresponding percent exceedance values for 

river flows passing downstream of the La Grange Project.  These values are presented previously 

in Section 2.6.3.  The anticipated low (exceeded 95 percent of the time) and high (exceeded 5 

percent of the time) fish passage design flows for upstream and downstream collection facilities 

are summarized in Table 3.2-1. 

 
Table 3.2-1. Fish passage facility flows calculated for the anticipated period of migration for 

target fish species. 
Facility Type 

(hydrologic scenario) 

Low Design Flow (cfs) 

NMFS (95% Exceedance) 

High Design Flow (cfs) 

NMFS (5% Exceedance) 

Upstream (Historical) 11 7,130 

Upstream (Base Case) 50 7,499 

Downstream (Historical) 366 10,044 

Downstream (Base Case) 309 9,489 

 

Concept level designs for upstream fish passage facilities will be formulated to facilitate 

conditions which promote passage throughout the range of anticipated migration flows: the 

lowest of the low fish passage design flows through the highest of the high fish passage design 

flows which represents the range of targeted fish species and life stages.  The resulting low fish 

passage design flow is 11 cfs and the high fish passage design flow is approximately 7,130 cfs 

using Historical observations.  The resulting range of flows is 50 to 7,499 cfs using Base Case 

operational scenario data.  In summary, any proposed upstream passage facility will need to meet 

fish passage design criteria throughout this range of flows.  Once flows exceed the high fish 

passage design flow or are below the low fish passage design flow, compliance with fish passage 

criteria is not assured and is typically not expected by regulatory agencies. 

 

It should be noted that although the statistical calculations identify a low fish passage design 

flow of 11 cfs, this low flow value will likely be regulated by the minimum flow release schedule 

(refer to Table 2.5-2 in TID/MID 2013a).  The flow release schedule suggests that minimum 

river flows will likely be on the order of 150 to 300 cfs for most of the primary migration period 

between October 1 and May 31 and may only reach a low flow of 50 cfs during the worst of 

drought years.  Therefore, the selected range of flows to be used for concept upstream fish 

passage facility development is 50 to 7,499 cfs. 

 

Concept level designs for downstream fish passage facilities that are to be constructed in-river 

will also be formulated to facilitate conditions which promote passage throughout a similar range 

of anticipated migration flows.  The resulting low fish passage design flow for downstream 

facilities is 366 cfs and the high fish passage design flow is approximately 10,044 cfs using 

Historical observations.  The resulting range of flows is 309 to 9,489 cfs using Base Case 

operational scenario data. 

 

Contrary to the upstream fish passage facilities which correspond with flows occurring 

downstream of the La Grange Project, the downstream fish passage facility will rely on flows 

being conveyed into Don Pedro Reservoir.  Low flow values will similarly be regulated by the 

minimum flow release schedule adhered to by CCSF.  Therefore, the selected range of flows to 

be used for concept downstream fish passage facility development is 50 to 9,489 cfs. 
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3.3 Other Criteria and Guidelines Influencing Potential Fish Passage 

Facilities Configuration and Size 
 

Many other design criteria and guidelines are applicable to upstream and downstream fish 

passage facilities beyond the pool elevation and instream design flows.  For brevity, applicable 

criteria which have significant influence on fish passage facilities size, configuration, and 

complexity are summarized by category in the following sections.  

 

3.3.1 Fish Screen Criteria 

 

Any water diversions that could capture fish and introduce them into areas or flow paths that 

they cannot escape must include fish screens.  The exception is both low- and high-head 

hydropower facilities where other means are implemented to reduce harm to outmigrating fish 

such as Eicher screens and/or fish friendly turbine technologies.  Specific criteria relative to 

adequate screen area, maintenance features, and facility hydraulics must be met to assure 

compliance with regulatory requirements.  Fish screens are designed using the Screening Criteria 

Guidelines provided by CDFW (2000) and the NMFS Northwest Region’s Anadromous 

Salmonid Passage Facility Design (NMFS 2011).  The intent of the fish screening criteria is to 

provide design guidelines and criteria that protect juvenile fish from entrainment or impingement 

and to guide juveniles to a collection and/or bypass system. 

 

The following is a summary of the fish screen criteria for the design of a screening system: 

 

 Structure Orientation – In a river, the screen must be oriented parallel to river flow.  

Upstream and downstream transitions must minimize eddies.  In a reservoir, the screening 

and bypass system must be designed to withdraw water from the appropriate elevation for 

best fish attraction and providing appropriate water temperature control downstream.  The 

design must accommodate the entire range of forebay fluctuations (NMFS 2011). 

 Screen Size – The minimum screen area required is determined by dividing the maximum 

screened flow by the allowable approach velocity (NMFS 2011). 

 Approach Velocity – Uniform approach velocity must be provided across the face of the 

screen.  Approach velocity for the listed target species must be less than 0.33 feet/second 

(ft/s) for actively cleaned systems and measures to adjust flow patterns across the face of the 

screen to assure uniformity is maintained must be provided (CDFW 2000).  Approach 

velocities of 0.4 or 0.2 ft/s are allowed for diversions less than 40 cfs (CDFW 2000).  For 

passively cleaned screens, approach velocity must not exceed 0.2 ft/s (NMFS 2011 and 

CDFW 2000). 

 Sweeping Velocity –The sweeping velocity should be greater than the approach velocity.  

Sweeping velocity must be maintained or gradually increase for the entire length of screen 

(NMFS 2011; CDFW 2000). 

 Travel Time – Fish can only be exposed to a screen face for a maximum of 60 seconds, 

assuming fish are moving at rate equal to the sweeping velocity (NMFS 2011; CDFW 2000). 

 Screen Openings – For salmonid fry, screen opening size must not exceed 1.75 mm, with a 

minimum open area of 27 percent.  If the screen is made from wire mesh or perforated plate, 
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the screen opening size must not exceed 3/32 inches, with a minimum open area of 27 

percent (NMFS 2011; CDFW 2000). 

 Screen Materials – The screens must be constructed of rigid, corrosion-resistant material with 

no sharp edges or projections (e.g., stainless steel, plastic) (NMFS 2011). 

 Screen Cleaning – Automatically cleaned screens are referred to as active screens.  Cleaning 

systems should provide complete debris removal at least every 5 minutes and operated as 

required to prevent debris accumulation.  The cleaning system should be automatically 

triggered if the head differential across the screen exceeds 0.1 feet or as agreed to by NMFS 

(NMFS 2011). 

 Redundancy – Although not required by fisheries regulatory agencies, it is common design 

practice to oversize screen area for maximum diversion by a factor of 1.2 to 1.3. 

 

3.3.2 Fish Bypass Criteria 

 

Bypass systems are designed to facilitate both juvenile and adult fish downstream passage back 

to the river system, typically around a diversion or fish screen system, in a manner that 

minimizes risk of injury and delay.  Fish bypass systems typically contain three major 

components; the bypass entrance, conduit, and exit. 

 

3.3.2.1 Bypass Entrance Criteria 

 

 Flow Control – Independent flow control should be provided at each bypass entrance (NMFS 

2011). 

 Travel Time – Fish are to enter a bypass within 60 seconds of exposure to any length of 

screen (NMFS 2011). 

 Velocity – Bypass entrance velocity must be greater than 110 percent of the maximum 

screen-sweeping velocity. Velocity should not decrease between the screen terminus and 

bypass entrance and should accelerate gradually (NMFS 2011). 

 Acceleration – The flow should not decelerate and should not exceed an acceleration rate of 

0.2 ft/s per foot of travel (NMFS 2011). 

 Lighting – Ambient lighting is required at the entrance to the bypass flow control (NMFS 

2011). 

 Dimensions – Bypass entrance should be a minimum of 18 inches wide, and its height must 

extend from floor of the screen to water surface (NMFS 2011).  For weirs used in bypass 

systems that have diversions greater than 25 cfs, a minimum weir depth of 1 foot should be 

maintained throughout the smolt out-migration period (NMFS 2011). 

 Juvenile Capture Velocity – A minimum velocity of 8 ft/s is a common design threshold used 

in situations that require the capture of juvenile salmonids.  Experience with current projects 

will be considered if a bypass system becomes part of the facility design. 
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3.3.2.2 Bypass Conduit Criteria 

 

 Materials and fittings – Smooth pipes, joints, and other interior surfaces are required to 

minimize turbulence and the potential for fish injury.  Closure valves should not be used 

within the bypass pipe (NMFS 2011). 

 Flow Transitions – Pumping if fish are within the bypass system is not allowed.  If site 

conditions permit, bypass flows should be open channel (NMFS 2011).  Where site 

conditions don’t permit open channel bypass flows, a bypass pipe may be used. NMFS 

criteria state that pressures within bypass pipes must be equal to or above atmospheric 

pressure.  NMFS criteria also state that transitions from pressurized to non-pressurized (or 

vice-versa) should be avoided within the pipe.  Free-fall of fish within a pipe or enclosed 

conduit within the bypass system is not allowed (NFMS 2011). 

 Bypass Flow – Bypass flow should be approximately 5 percent of the total screened flow 

(NMFS 2011).  Based on professional judgment, this proportion may be considered a 

minimum.  Higher bypass flow proportions will be considered if a bypass is included in the 

design. 

 Velocity – NMFS criteria state the bypass pipe should be designed to have velocities between 

6 and 12 ft/s; however, higher velocities can be approved with special attention to pipe and 

joint smoothness (NMFS 2011).  

 Geometry – NMFS requires the open channel or pipe diameter to be sized based on bypass 

flow and slope in order to meet other bypass conduit criteria. 

 Bends – The ratio of bypass centerline to pipe diameter must be 5 or greater, and larger ratios 

may be required for super-critical velocities (NMFS 2011). 

 Depth – NMFS criteria requires a minimum depth of at least 40 percent of the bypass pipe 

diameter, unless otherwise approved (NMFS 2011). 

 Hydraulic Jump – Hydraulic jumps should not occur within the pipe (NMFS 2011). 

 

3.3.2.3 Bypass Exit Criteria 

 

 Velocity – The outfall impact velocity, the velocity of the bypass flow entering the river, 

should not exceed 25 ft/s (NFMS 2011). 

 Location – The outfall should be located in an area with strong downstream currents, at least 

4 ft/s, free of eddies, reverse flow, or likely predator habitat.  The outfall should also be 

located in an area with sufficient depth to avoid fish injuries (NMFS 2011). 

 Adult Attraction – The bypass outfall must be designed to avoid the attraction of upstream 

migrants.  Upstream migrants might leap at the outfall; therefore, provisions for minimizing 

risk to injury or stranding on the bank must be included in the outfall design (NMFS 2011).  

It should be noted that this criteria is only applicable where upstream and downstream 

passage facilities are separate. 
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3.3.2.4 Velocity Barrier Criteria 

 

Velocity barriers create a combination of shallow depth and high velocity conditions that restrict 

a fish’s ability to swim and leap into oncoming flow.  Barriers are commonly used to help guide 

upstream migrating fish to the entrance of a fish passage facility.  A velocity barrier typically 

consists of a full-spanning concrete apron that distributes streamflow evenly across the width of 

the channel, and a vertical weir that is higher than the leaping ability of the target fish species.  

Velocity barrier design guidelines for anadromous salmonids have been developed by NMFS 

(NMFS 2011) and include the following: 

 

 The minimum weir height relative to the maximum apron elevation is 3.5 feet. 

 The minimum apron length (extending downstream from base of weir) is 16 feet. 

 The minimum apron downstream slope is 16:1 (horizontal:vertical). 

 The maximum head over the weir crest is two feet. 

 The elevation of the downstream end of the apron shall be greater than the tailrace water 

surface elevation corresponding to the high design flow. 

 Other combinations of weir height and weir crest head may be approved by NMFS Hydro 

Program staff on a site-specific basis. 

 The flow over the weir must be fully and continuously vented along its entire length, to allow 

a fully aerated nappe to develop between the weir crest and the apron. 

 

3.3.3 Fishway Criteria 

 

Upstream fish passage designs at dams use widely recognized fishway design guidelines and 

references and are traditionally designed for the adult fish life stage.  There are three major 

components to a fishway: the fishway entrance, fish ladder, and fishway exit.  The fishway 

entrance’s primary objective is to maximize fish attraction.  The fish ladder’s primary objective 

is to provide hydraulic conditions that promote fish passage up and around a passage barrier.  

The fishway exit’s primary function is to maintain hydraulic conditions suitable for fish passage 

for the range of forebay or reservoir water surface elevations.  The design criteria specific to 

each component is presented below. 

 

3.3.3.1 Fishway Entrance 

 

 Entrance Location – The entrance located should be based on site-specific operations and 

stream flow characteristics.  Entrances must be placed in locations where fish can easily 

locate the attraction flow.  Multiple entrances may be required if the site has multiple 

locations where fish hold (NMFS 2011). 

 Entrance Geometry – The entrance should have a minimum width of 4 feet and depth of 6 

feet (NMFS 2011). 

 Entrance Head Differential– The head differential at the entrance should be maintained 

between 1.0 and 1.5 feet (NMFS 2011).  
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 Attraction Flow – Minimum 5 to 10 percent of high fish passage design flow (NMFS 2011).  

Fishway attraction flow must be adequate to compete with spillway or powerhouse flows for 

attraction of fish.  Auxiliary water systems may be used to increase the fishway entrance 

attraction flow. 

 

3.3.3.2 Fish Ladder Design 

 

 Head Differential – The hydraulic drop between each pool within the fish ladder must be a 

maximum of 1 foot (NMFS 2011). 

 Minimum Pool Dimensions – Minimum of 8 feet long, 6 feet wide, and 5 feet deep (NMFS 

2011). 

 Energy Dissipation Factor (EDF) – Each pool volume should be sized to have a maximum 

energy dissipation factor of 4 ft-lb/sec/ft3.  Only the volume of the pool having active flow 

and contributing to energy dissipation should be included in the energy dissipation 

calculation (NMFS 2011). 

 Minimum Depth Over Weirs – Overflow weirs in fishways should have 1 foot of flow depth 

over weirs (NMFS 2011). 

 Turning pools – Turning pools are required at each location where the fishway bends more 

than 90°.  Turning pools should be at least double the length of the designed standard pool 

measured along the centerline (NMFS 2011). 

 Orifice Dimensions – NMFS criteria state orifices should be a minimum of 15 inches high 

and 12 inches wide (NMFS 2011). 

 Freeboard – Freeboard must be a minimum of 3 feet within the fish ladder at the high design 

flow (NMFS 2011). 

 Lighting – The use of ambient lighting throughout the entire fishway is preferred.  Abrupt 

lighting changes within the fishway are not allowed (NMFS 2011). 

 

3.3.3.3 Fishway Exit 

 

 Head Differential – The fishway exit head differential should range from 0.25 to 1.0 feet 

(NMFS 2011).  In order to accommodate forebay fluctuations this may require the use of 

adjustable weirs, multiple exits at different elevations, or other engineered solutions that 

accommodate forebay fluctuations. 

 Length – A minimum channel length of two standard ladder pools should be incorporated 

upstream of the exit control (NMFS 2011). 

 Location – The exit should be located along the shoreline at a location with similar depths to 

those within the fishway and with velocities less than 4.0 ft/s.  Exits should be located well 

upstream of spillways, sluiceways, and powerhouses to minimize the risk of being swept 

downstream. 

 Debris Rack – Coarse trash racks should be installed at the fishway exit and must be oriented 

at a deflection angle greater than 45° relative to the river flow (NMFS 2011). 
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3.3.4 Debris Rack Criteria 

 

Debris racks are commonly used to exclude large debris from entering fish passage facilities. 

Debris rack openings should be a minimum of 8 inches clear, or 12 inches clear if adult Chinook 

are present.  NMFS criteria state that approach velocity should be less than 1.5 ft/s.  Debris racks 

should be sloped at 1:5 or flatter to assists with manual cleaning.  In systems with coarse floating 

debris, debris booms or other provisions must be incorporated into the debris rack design (NMFS 

2011). 

 

3.3.5 Fish Trapping and Holding Criteria 

 

If the design requires trapping, holding, and handling of fish then the following criteria applies: 

 

 Holding Pool Volume – Fish holding pools must be sized to provide a minimum volume of 

0.25 cubic feet per pound of fish.  For holding durations greater than 72 hours, holding pool 

volumes should be increased by a factor of three.  The maximum daily fish return, or number 

of fish expected to be trapped before fish are removed, is used to determine the required trap 

capacity (NMFS 2011). 

 Temperature – Water temperatures must be less than 50° F.  If temperatures exceed this 

threshold, the poundage of fish held should be reduced 5 percent for each degree above 50° F 

(NMFS 2011). It should be noted however that this criteria would require a variance to 

sufficiently accommodate water temperatures typically experienced by such fish species in 

the Tuolumne River.  As an example, Mokelumne River juveniles collected for transport are 

held in water temperatures of approximately 70° F (18 C). 

 Dissolved Oxygen – Must be maintained between 6 and 7 parts per million (NMFS 2011). 

 Water Supply – A minimum of 0.67 gallons per minute per adult fish must be supplied to the 

holding pool (NMFS 2011). 

 Handling – Fish must be handled with extreme care, use of nets should be minimized or 

eliminated.  Fish should be anesthetized before being handled and only be handled by 

individuals trained to safely handle fish (NMFS 2011). 

 Frequency of Removal – Fish must not remain in traps for more than a day.  Traps may have 

to be cleared more often to prevent crowding or adverse water quality (NMFS 2011). 

 Adult Jumping Provisions – Fish may be injured by jumping, and provisions must be 

included in the holding pool design to minimize adult jumping.  Provisions can include: 

freeboard of 5 feet or more; covering of the holding pool to create a darkened environment; 

use of netting over the pool; or sprinklers above the holding pool (NMFS 2011). 

 Segregation of fish – Specific criteria for segregating different species and life stages of fish 

are established on a site-specific basis.  This could include picket panels, screens, and other 

materials to limit certain sizes of fish holding in pools. 
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3.3.6 Juvenile Salmonid Upstream Passage Criteria 

 

Juvenile upstream passage will not be considered as part of this Fish Passage Facilities 

Alternatives Assessment. 

 

3.4 Other Factors That Require Further Consideration 
 

There are a number of remaining factors that require careful consideration when siting, selecting 

and formulating fish passage alternatives for both adult and juvenile life stages of target fish 

species.  The following list summarizes additional considerations that should be evaluated prior 

to subsequent phases of alternative development. 

 

 Confirmation of Target Species – The target species must still be agreed upon.  None of the 

three potential target anadromous species currently occur above Don Pedro Reservoir.  The 

viability, funding, or planning of such reintroduction is unknown at this time and therefore 

the inclusion of these three target species into the Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives 

Assessment is speculative.  Further discussion and concurrence with the LPs is necessary to 

finalize target species. 

 Migration Timing for Various Life Stages – The migration timing of target fish species has a 

significant influence on the applicability and selection of potentially viable fish passage 

facilities alternatives.  Information on the seasonal timing of adult and juvenile passage 

would be required for all three of the potential target fish species for use in the engineering 

feasibility study.  Currently, assumptions regarding these factors are only available through 

other regional data sources where populations of these species currently exist.  Input from the 

LPs is required to finalize assumptions regarding these potential future populations and their 

various characteristics. 

 Population Size and Peak Run Values – The number of fish to be passed has a significant 

impact on the size and configuration of facility components.  At the time this TM No. 1 was 

prepared, there is no known or assumed population numbers or objectives set forth for the 

upper Tuolumne River relative to the target species assumed to be reintroduced.  Information 

on the availability of suitable habitat and potential carrying capacity for all relevant life 

stages of target species (e.g., adult spawning, juvenile rearing, etc.) in the reintroduction 

reach will be necessary to inform potential population goals and specific facility design 

characteristics. 

 Suitability of Reservoir Passage – Reservoirs foster slow and deep hydraulic conditions 

which provide habitat for predators of outmigrating juvenile fish.  The potential for predation 

on target species and its effect on escapement objectives should be evaluated prior to final 

determination of facility siting and technology selection.  The applicability of reservoir 

passage will be evaluated if fish passage alternatives requiring reservoir passage are selected 

for further development. 

 Suitability of Reservoir Water Quality– In addition to predation, reservoir water quality 

(temperature and dissolved oxygen levels, etc.) can have a detrimental impact on both adult 

and juvenile life stages.  Water quality, the potential residence time for fish in the reservoir, 

and any potential detrimental effects of such adverse conditions will be evaluated if 

alternatives requiring reservoir passage are selected for further development. 
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 Water Supply – All upstream fish passage facilities require operational flow and fish 

attraction flow to successfully guide fish to a facility entrance and to support fish handling 

systems.  The source of the supplied water will need to be of a unique temperature and water 

quality that attracts fish to a facility entrance and sufficiently maintains their health when in a 

holding facility prior to transport.  The source and type of water required will be evaluated 

further as the alternative evaluation and design development moves forward. 

 Power Supply – Virtually all fish passage technology options of the magnitude required for 

this project will require some level of electrical power supply to operate measurement, 

automated control, monitoring, lighting, pumping, and other miscellaneous systems.  The 

accessibility to power supply for each potential location should be evaluated prior to final 

determination of facility siting and technology selection. 

 Reservoir Recreation – Don Pedro Reservoir fosters a high level of sport fishing, boat 

touring, and aquatic activities.  Fish passage facilities present within the reservoir may 

interfere with such public activities and in some cases may become a safety hazard.  Careful 

consideration of both safety and interference with existing recreational opportunities should 

be considered if the design process moves forward. 
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4.0 NEXT STEPS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FISH 

PASSAGE FACILITIES ALTERNATIVES ASSESSMENT 

 

This is the first of two TMs being prepared as part of the Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives 

Assessment.  The purpose of the interim TMs being developed is to move forward with LP 

participation, identify information needs, establish the linkage of certain biological and 

ecological criteria to the engineering design process, obtain input and feedback in a collaborative 

process, and to establish when information will be available to support the feasibility assessment 

of alternative fish passage facilities. 

 

Providing fish passage facilities for the reintroduction of anadromous salmonids to the upper 

Tuolumne River watershed would be a significant and costly undertaking.  The feasibility study 

of fish passage facilities is one component of the investigation of the potential reintroduction of 

anadromous species, an investigation which must consider a host of issues ranging from 

engineering and regulatory guidance (e.g., ESA considerations, experimental designation, etc.) to 

biological objectives and ecological feasibility (e.g., upstream habitat suitability, estimated 

carrying capacity and adult and juvenile abundance estimates, seasonal and interannual 

environmental conditions, etc.).  Economic feasibility and potential impacts to other resources 

(e.g., recreation, existing fisheries, etc.) must also be determined.  As such, implementing a 

collaborative process to collect needed information at the appropriate level of detail is critical to 

supporting the study process and ensuring the information produced is accurate and can be used 

to inform future decision making.  

 

The assessment of potential fish passage and reintroduction to the upper watershed requires 

information on a number of factors that currently have high uncertainty and require agreements 

among the LPs.  Examples of such factors include but are not limited to seasonal timing of adult 

and juvenile migration, target species to consider in the assessment and their source, escapement 

goals, and expected adult and juvenile abundance. Although all of these factors require careful 

consideration, certain ones are needed to directly support the development of facility alternatives 

for both upstream and downstream passage.  Examples include: 

 

 target species identification and source, 

 life stages proposed for collection at each type of facility, 

 migration timing of these species specific to the Tuolumne River, 

 environmental conditions associated with adult and juvenile collection, handling, transport, 

and release, and 

 population goals and expected peak return numbers (linked to habitat availability, suitability, 

and carrying capacity). 

The review of materials in advance of the September 17 workshop is encouraged.  Please come 

prepared to provide input and pertinent discussion to information needs to further the study 

program. 
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From: Peter Drekmeier [mailto:peter@tuolumne.org]  

Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2015 8:00 PM 
To: Byrd, Larry; Devine, John; John Holland 

Subject: Historic Salmon Articles 

 

Gentlemen, 

 

Nice seeing you this morning. 

 

I'm following up on the historic articles that reference salmon in the upper Tuolumne.  Attached 

are a few things.  The first is a summary prepared by Bob Hackamack.  The second is the actual 

article from the Tuolumne Independent, and the third is the front page of the edition the article 

appeared in. 

 

I hope these are helpful. 

 

-Peter 
 
 
 

Bob Hackamack’s summary was as an attached document; the second and third items were 

inserted here in the text of the email.  They have been removed and given their own pages, so 

that the scanned images could be rotated and enlarged for easier viewing.      

 

–Rose Staples 09/18/2015 
 
 
 
 
Peter Drekmeier 
Policy Director 
312 Sutter St., #402, San Francisco, CA 94108 
peter@tuolumne.org  | www.tuolumne.org  
(415) 882-7252 
 

 



Editor:  I have presented the texts I copied as close to the actual 

pages appearance in quotation marks as I can including Font, 

but not type size.  Please take care how you change margins at 

sides, top and bottom.   Bob H 

A number of sources of historical data on salmon in the 

Tuolumne River are relevant to La Grange Dam licensing: 

 

“THE TUOLUMNE INDEPENDENT          SONORA, 

TUOLUMNE CAL.  SEPT 15, 1883.    NUMBER  24.   

Published   every   Saturday   Morning   by   DUCHOW BROTHERS.” 

 Two years of this newspaper are at the Tuolumne County 

Museum Archive in Sonora CA.  In the Sept 15 issue the 

INDEPENDENT wrote on the fifth page, top of the second 

column: 

 

“We Want a Fish-Ladder.—Considerable complaint is 

manifested, from time to time, regarding the dam that retards 

the fish from ascending the Tuolumne at La Grange.  This dam 

is thrown across the river from bank to bank, 40 feet high, and 

one hundred feet wide, and belongs to the La Grange Hydraulic 

Mining Company in operation near by.   The worthless fish-

ladder that was put in, some two years ago, washed out.  It was 

impossible for salmon to go up—nothing but very small fish.  

The ladder was put in about 200 feet below the dam, and the 

little fish that ascended were compelled to go into a by-ditch 

before getting into the river above.  We are informed that the 

water at the foot of the dam is now literally alive with salmon 

trying to ascend the river—and sometimes  jumping twenty to 

thirty feet into the air in the vain endeavor to get over.  This is 

the time of year for them to hunt the head waters of steams for 

spawning purposes, and after passing this dam there is no 

further obstruction offered.  A man by name of Wheaton, who 

resides in San Francisco, owns the property, and the Fish 

Commissioner should see to it at once that a proper fish-ladder 

is put in the stream where the water flows over the dam, and no 

toy arrangement in a by-ditch as heretofore.”   

 

 



The second source of salmon information is from “Land, Water 

and Power      A History of the Turlock Irrigation District 1887-

1987” by Alan M. Paterson”, published by Arthur H Clark 

Company, Spokane, WA, in 2004, now in its third printing.  A 

copy of Mr. Paterson’s book was purchased recently at the TID 

central offices.  Pertinent salmon information begins at chapter 

and page: 
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       “Before Wheaton dam blocked the Tuolumne, salmon 

spawned above La Grange, perhaps  as far upstream as Wards 

Ferry.  In the right conditions of water temperature, depth and 

velocity the salmon scooped out the gravel of the riverbed to 

make their nests, or redds, and deposited their eggs.  The eggs 

hatched in late winter or early spring and the young salmon went 

down to the sea with the spring freshets.  The effect of 

Wheaton’s dam was described in 1877. 

    Immense  quantities   of  salmon have   been   prevented 

    from  reaching  their  breeding  grounds  further  up  the 

    stream   in   consequence,   and   much   indignation   is 

    expressed  regarding the obstruction.  The ranchers and 

    others have been taking wagon loads of salmon from the 

     river below  the dam during  several months past, killing 

     the fish  with clubs as  they passed over  the riffles.  The 

     Fishery Commissioners should compel the construction 

     of a fish ladder to the dam, as the law requires.
15

 

 

Although the salmon did spawn in the stretch of the river below 

La Grange, M. A. Wheaton was twice brought before the courts 

for failing to provide a fish ladder.  The last time in 1889, his 

attorneys included C. C. Wright and P.  J. Hazen, and the jury 

delivered a rapid verdict of not guilty.
16

 Illegal salmon “fences” in 

the San Joaquin River erected by poachers impeded the annual 

migration in some years, but around the turn of the century, 

more determined enforcement of the fish and game laws reduced 

the practice and there were reports of thousands of salmon at La 

Grange Dam.  Salmon were commonly caught with spears, and 

some people were said to be gathering great numbers of fish to 

be salted down.
17  

   

   Until 1940 there seem to have been no estimates of how many 

salmon spawned  in the  gravel  riffles  above  Waterford, and the
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number varied considerably from year to year.  Salmon numbers 

between 1940 and 1960 ranged from a high of 130,000 fish in 

1944 to a low of 3,000 in 1951, although after 1944 there were 

only four years of 45,000 fish or more, and none above 61,000.
18

  

The salmon run on the San Joaquin River itself was eliminated 

by the construction of Friant Dam in the mid-1940s, and runs in 

San Joaquin tributaries like the Tuolumne may have suffered as 

well.
19

  As early as 1946, the California Department of Fish and 

Game (DFG), in commenting on a federal water development 

report recognized that more dams and additional diversions from 

valley rivers could endanger the salmon population.  To save the 

salmon the department recommended that controlled minimum 

flows be required to provide enough water for migration and 

spawning.  On the Tuolumne River the 1946 report 

recommended flows below La Grange Dam ranging from at least 

750 second–feet during the spawning season, down to 100 

second-feet in the late spring and summer.
20” 
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“CHAPTER 13-FOOTNOTES”            
 

       “
15

 Modesto Herald, Dec. 27, 1877 
16

 Modesto Daily Evening News, June 6, 7, 1886, Oct 24, 28, 1889. 
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17

 Stanislaus County Weekly News, Dec. 18, 1903, Dec 2, 1904. 
18 

Fall-Run Chinook Salmon Stocks in the Tuolumne River, 1940-,” (ca. 1970),                      

 in Meikle files, vol. 1970, item 56.   
19

 Author interview with Tim Ford, June 24, 1985. 
20

 U.S. Dept of the Inter., Central Valley Basin, Sen. Doc. 113, 81st
.

. Cong.,   

 1st. Sess. (1949), p 413.” 
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La Grange Hydroelectric Project Licensing (FERC No. 14581) 
Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment 

 Workshop No. 3 
 

Thursday, November 19, 2015 
10:00 am to 12:00 pm 

 
Meeting Notes 

 
On November 19, 2015, Turlock Irrigation District (TID) and Modesto Irrigation District (MID) 
(collectively, the Districts) hosted the third Workshop (Workshop No. 3) for the La Grange Hydroelectric 
Project (La Grange Project) Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment.  This document summarizes 
discussions during the meeting.  It is not intended to be a transcript of the meeting.  Attachment A to this 
document includes the following meeting documents: agenda, sign-in sheets, presentation slides, and 
handouts. 
 
Mr. John Devine (HDR, Inc. [HDR]), consultant to the Districts, welcomed meeting attendees. Attendees 
in the room and on the phone introduced themselves. The following individuals participated remotely: (1) 
Mr. Peter Barnes (State Water Resources Control Board [SWRCB]), (2) Ms. Leigh Bartoo (U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service [USFWS]), (3) Ms. Jenna Borovansky (HDR), (4) Ms. Jesse Deason (HDR), (5) Ms. 
Suzy Driver (Negotiation Guidance Associates), (6) Mr. Steve Edmondson (National Marine Fisheries 
Service [NMFS]), (7) Mr. Tom Holley (NMFS), (8) Mr. Chris Shutes (California Sportfishing Protection 
Alliance), and (9) Mr. John Wooster (NMFS). 
 
Mr. Devine provided background information on the La Grange Project and described the upper 
Tuolumne River habitat-related studies the Districts are conducting voluntarily.  Mr. Devine said NMFS 
is also doing some work related to habitat and asked that Messrs. Edmondson and Wooster provide an 
update later in the meeting on the progress of the study.  Mr. Devine noted the La Grange Project Initial 
Study Report (ISR) will be filed with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) on February 2, 
2016 and that later in the meeting he would like to discuss with the group the possibility of getting an 
extension of time for the ISR meeting. 

Mr. Devine provided an overview of the Fish Passage Facilities Alternatives Assessment schedule into 
2016.  He indicated that the study plan identifies the task of reviewing existing information and assessing 
data gaps before moving forward with the 2016 study year.  The Districts propose that this data gap 
assessment be conducted collaboratively as an approach to identifying studies that may be needed in 
2016.  Relatedly, he stated the primary purpose of Workshop No. 3 is to determine if there is consensus 
on whether the Districts and licensing participants (LPs) will proceed forward with pursuing a fish 
reintroduction decision-making framework (decision framework or framework).  Mr. Devine introduced 
Mr. Bao Le (HDR) to provide a summary of previous workshops and how the discussions during these 
engagements have led up to Workshop No. 3. 

Mr. Le provided a brief overview of Workshops No. 1 (held on May 20, 2015; meeting notes and 
materials available here on the La Grange Project Licensing Website) and No. 2 (held on September 17, 
2015; meeting notes and materials available here).  He stated Workshop No. 1 focused on three specific 
topics; (1) an overview of the Federal Power Act and Section 18 Fishway Authority as presented by 
NMFS, (2) an introduction to fish passage engineering and design, including an overview of information 
needs, general design criteria, and examples of currently operable facilities (primarily in the Pacific 
Northwest) to convey the potential size and scale of fish passage projects, and (3) an introduction of a 

http://www.lagrange-licensing.com/Documents/20150520_LG_FishPassAssessmentWorkshopNo1_NotesPackage.pdf
http://www.lagrange-licensing.com/Documents/20151028_LGWorkshop2_MtgNotes-Agenda-Presentations-Handouts_151027.pdf
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broader discussion of the issue of fish passage on the Tuolumne River and how in this case, a decision to 
develop fish passage is fundamentally a decision to proceed with the introduction or reintroduction of 
anadromous fish to the upper Tuolumne River.  To this last point, Mr. Le stated that evaluating fish 
passage in the broader context of reintroduction was consistent with other ongoing, similar processes in 
CA, and current reintroduction /recovery literature.  Workshop No. 1 ended with a discussion of the types 
of information that would be necessary to support a reintroduction assessment, including but not limited 
to engineering and that elements of this information would be critical in the development of reliable and 
defensible fish passage design concepts and associated cost estimates.  He also noted that a key agreement 
arrived at in Workshop No. 1 was that the fish passage/reintroduction process should be a collaborative 
and transparent process.  At Workshop No. 2, the Districts presented a conceptual process identifying the 
scope of a comprehensive Fish Passage Facilities Assessment process, which focused not only on 
engineering technical feasibility, but also the related ecological, biological, socioeconomic and regulatory 
aspects of reintroduction decision-making.  This conceptual process was presented diagrammatically as a 
Fish Passage/Reintroduction Decision Making Framework (decision framework).  In addition to this 
conceptual framework, the Districts developed and distributed Technical Memorandum No. 1 (TM 1) to 
LPs in advance of the Workshop.  TM 1 provided information and analysis of site-specific considerations 
necessary to inform the facility design process.  To date, Mr. Le stated that no comments or input on TM 
1 had been received from LPs.  

Mr. Shutes asked if target species have been established.  Mr. Devine said the question of target species is 
still outstanding and the Districts would like to get feedback on that topic today, if possible.  Mr. Devine 
noted that input from resource agency managers on target species was one of a number of information 
needs identified in TM 1. 

Mr. Paul Bratovich (HDR) provided an overview of the decision framework concept presented by the 
Districts in Workshop No. 2.  Mr. Bratovich reminded LPs that the framework is an approach to 
providing a clear and structured process to guide efforts moving forward.  The decision framework has 
four interrelated components: (1) Ecological Feasibility, (2) Biological Constraints, (3) Technical Fish 
Passage Considerations, and (4) Economic, Regulatory and Additional Key Considerations.  Mr. 
Bratovich noted the components are highly integrated and interrelated and each “limb” has ramifications 
for the others.  Mr. Bratovich reviewed current data gaps such as migration timing, habitat suitability, the 
goals and objectives of the reintroduction program, and how success is defined.  Mr. Bratovich said 
without this information, it is impossible to move forward with the fish passage program and assess 
whether it could be successful.  Mr. Bratovich reiterated the decision framework is intended to be a draft 
concept and feedback is invited and welcome. 
 
Mr. John Buckley (Central Sierra Environmental Resource Center) described a seven-year process he had 
been involved with that was collaborative and successful.  He believes the process was successful because 
the full spectrum of diverse interests was considered in the decision-making process.  Mr. Buckley 
suggested that the fundamental questions in this process are whether there were anadromous fish in the 
upper Tuolumne River before La Grange Diversion Dam was built and whether there is an opportunity to 
put fish back in that stretch of river.  Mr. Buckley said a decision framework can be highly valuable as a 
guide for participants and as a tool to help inform decision-making.  He said he had not yet made up his 
mind about the question of fish passage viability on the Tuolumne River.  Mr. Buckley said he is worried 
the group could work through the decision framework and end up with a result with exorbitant costs.  Mr. 
Buckley said he would not want the group to be burdened with a binding decision and said he thinks the 
decision framework would be more valuable if it were viewed as a guidance tool.  However, he added the 
decision framework process identifies important questions that should be answered. 
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Ms. Jennifer Carlson Shipman (Manufacturer’s Council of the Central Valley) said she represents many 
food and beverage manufacturers and processors and disagrees with Mr. Buckley’s comment regarding 
the framework being a tool for decision-making versus guidance.  She thinks collaboration and 
transparency are integral and the decision framework is critical and necessary.  Ms. Shipman said 
sometimes guidelines are followed and sometimes they are ignored and this framework should require a 
commitment to embark upon a structured process to establish program goals and objectives, collect 
information to evaluate the feasibility of those objectives, and reach a decision upon pursuing or not 
pursuing a program.   
 
Mr. Peter Drekmeier (Tuolumne River Trust) requested clarification on the intended role of the decision 
framework.  Mr. Drekmeier said ultimately FERC is going to make the decision about fish passage unless 
this group comes to a consensus.  Mr. Devine said FERC will make a judgment about fish passage 
facilities in the Environmental Impact Statement, but there are other entities with the independent legal 
authority to make decisions on fish reintroduction/fish passage, including NMFS, USFWS, and SWRCB.  
FERC cannot override the authority of these entities.  In addition, other agencies under different statutes 
have authorities independent of FERC.  In response to Mr. Buckley’s comments, Mr. Devine said the 
purpose of the framework is not necessarily to arrive at a decision that everyone agrees on.  The 
framework primarily is intended to provide a platform through which all participants may interact in a 
collaborative way to identify items and issues that should be addressed so that all parties are aware of the 
full impacts, benefits, and concerns related to reintroduction and fish passage.  Mr. Devine said it is 
possible that entities end up interpreting information differently, which is not uncommon in licensing 
proceedings.  However, the benefit of using the framework is that everyone is using the same information 
base and there is consensus on the manner of developing the information and its usefulness.  Mr. Devine 
said the framework is a guideline that allows the group to identify, acquire, and evaluate information.  
Groups may interpret the information differently and a consensus is not guaranteed.  Mr. Devine said 
committing to the framework is committing to a process to get the information in a collaborative way, but 
it does not guarantee anything else. 
 
Mr. Shutes said in addition to the regulatory pathways identified by Mr. Devine, there may also be a 
collaborative path to implement something.  Mr. Shutes noted that at a previous Workshop, Mr. 
Edmondson described a scenario in which a decision is reached through a settlement.  Mr. Shutes said the 
apparent disagreement between Ms. Shipman and Mr. Buckley is not about the content of the framework 
but is instead about how deterministic the decision process would be.  Mr. Shutes said the framework 
suggests a “go/no-go” approach, but the actual process may be more complex than that.  For example, 
instead of a “go/no-go” answer, the answer might be “this could be done if” decision.  Mr. Shutes said he 
thinks it would be helpful to identify key items in the framework and then to move forward.  He added he 
believes most of the relevant concepts are included in the framework, but he would like a better 
understanding of the process for making progress. 
 
Mr. Wooster said he agrees with Mr. Shutes’ suggestion.  Mr. Wooster said it is unclear what the Districts 
are proposing.  The FERC study plan is fairly clear but this proposal is essentially a reintroduction forum.  
Mr. Devine said the Districts tried to explain the various connections between the biological constraints 
and the engineering process at Workshop No. 2.  For example, understanding the colonization strategy for 
reintroduction would be important to know as it would have significant potential implications for siting 
and sizing an acclimation facility.  The question of whether steelhead reintroduction would rely on using 
pre-spawn adults or introduction of fry to grow in the upper Tuolumne substantially affects facility design 
considerations.  Mr. Devine gave examples of high dam fish passage projects in the Pacific Northwest 
where a lack of reliable information had resulted in cost estimates that greatly underestimated the actual 
cost to build and operate the fish passage facilities.  Mr. Shutes said he agrees with what Mr. Devine is 
saying but it is unclear how we start to answer these questions. 
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Mr. Buckley said calling the framework a “decision” framework may be a misnomer.  A better term may 
be “assessment” framework.  Mr. Buckley said at this point, the group needs to move quickly to identify 
key questions and information needs.  Mr. Buckley added he does not believe anybody is advocating for 
building a $150 million project.  The group needs to agree on how to get started with this process. 
 
Mr. Paul Campbell (MID) said that as an MID Board Member, he is obligated to understand and consider 
the total potential costs of any facilities required by others and to be built and operated by the Districts.  
He would not hide the costs from the citizens he represents.  Mr. Campbell said he believes a decision 
framework is critical for having an open and transparent process.  It is apparent that the customers of MID 
and TID and the City and County of San Francisco will be the ones who pay these costs.  Mr. Campbell 
said the reality of this situation is that a project of the potential magnitude being considered will be hugely 
expensive. 
 
Mr. Devine said he believes a next logical step to move the process forward is to develop a draft structure 
and schedule which would include steps for identifying goals and objectives and the information 
necessary to assess the biological constraints, ecological feasibility, and potential impacts to other users of 
the water resource.  Mr. Devine said as a starting point, the Districts are willing to provide existing 
information, take a first cut of potential information gaps, and identify what studies might be needed to 
address these gaps.  If the group can provide feedback and come to an agreement on information needs, 
the Districts would finalize the approach and develop a draft list of additional information needs for 2016, 
which would be a key study year for collecting this information.  Regarding the word “decision” in the 
title of the framework, Mr. Devine said “decision” refers to the many decisions that should be explored 
and addressed because they are interconnected.  “Decision” is not meant to refer to just a bottom-line 
decision, but all the decisions along the path of the conceptual framework.  Mr. Devine said the Districts 
would suggest having a meeting in mid-January to discuss more concrete process steps and schedule, and 
what studies should be conducted, in order to document with FERC the overall study schedule and course 
of action. 
 
Mr. Shutes said he supports this path forward.  He said all parties are aware of the potential costs and are 
concerned about costs.  Mr. Shutes said he does not think the Districts and San Francisco would bear the 
entire cost of a reintroduction program.  Others may able to provide support in the form of dollars or 
resource personnel.  Mr. Shutes added he hopes the Conservation Groups can participate and contribute in 
a productive way to help answer these important questions. 
 
Mr. Wooster asked for clarification on the role of the January meeting.  Mr. Devine replied the role of the 
meeting would be to establish an assessment framework and overall schedule, identify information needs 
and studies, make decisions on topics such as target species, and to come to consensus on the goals and 
objectives of the reintroduction program.  The Districts will bring suggestions to the January meeting.  
Mr. Devine noted that the Districts have consistently agreed with the need for information about the upper 
Tuolumne River as it relates to fish passage and reintroduction, but only questioned who, under the rules 
of the FERC ILP, should be responsible for collecting the information.  Mr. Devine added the Districts 
are committed to participating and potentially funding some studies. 
 
Ms. Dana Ferreira (Office of U.S. Congressman Jeff Denham) asked if the group could make progress 
today, such as deciding on the target species.  Mr. Devine said a decision on target species would need to 
come from the resource agencies.  He asked if any agency personnel at the meeting would like to speak to 
that.  Mr. Wooster said spring-run Chinook and steelhead are definitely on the list of target species.  
Regarding fall-run Chinook, Mr. Wooster said NMFS needs to discuss this internally and more discussion 
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is needed with the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) and USFWS before NMFS can 
provide feedback.  Mr. Wooster said those discussions could take place ahead of the January workshop. 
 
Mr. Tom Orvis (Stanislaus County Farm Bureau) said he has spent considerable time talking with 
constituents.  Mr. Orvis said very few fish are running in the Tuolumne River this year, while the 
Stanislaus River is seeing thousands.  Mr. Orvis said water hyacinth may be having a negative effect on 
the Tuolumne River run and any fish passage program must also include more comprehensive river 
management.  Ms. Gretchen Murphy (CDFW) confirmed water hyacinth is in both the Tuolumne River 
and San Joaquin River and said fish are able to swim past it.  Mr. Drekmeier noted fish passage is one 
component of licensing but other issues can be addressed by flow or non-flow measures.  He said pulse 
flows on the Stanislaus River have helped with the hyacinth issues there. 
 
Mr. Larry Byrd (MID) asked for confirmation that “reintroduction” means reintroducing salmon in the 
upper Tuolumne River and asked what science is available that proves spring-run Chinook existed 
upstream of La Grange Diversion Dam before the dam was built.  Mr. Drekmeier said he previously 
provided an article to this group from the Sonora Inquirer about this topic.  Mr. Drekmeier and Mr. Byrd 
disagreed about whether the article confirmed the existence of spring-run Chinook in the upper Tuolumne 
River. 
 
Mr. Byrd said he would like to see this process speed up and he agreed that predation and water hyacinth 
issues in the lower river must be addressed, and questioned the benefit of fish passage if the young fish 
can’t make it out of the Tuolumne, San Joaquin, Delta and Bay because of predation.  Mr. Byrd said he is 
also concerned that building fish passage would leave a huge debt for our children and grandchildren.  He 
added the FERC process or the SWRCB process will likely require the Districts to increase flows even 
though the last time flows were increased, there was not a corresponding increase in fish production.  Mr. 
Drekmeier disagreed with this statement and said the data show a correlation between increased flows and 
production.  Mr. Byrd said fish passage is a multi-million dollar investment and would be a waste of 
resources because these fish do not exist in the upper river.  Mr. Drekmeier said nobody is proposing fish 
passage at any cost.  He believes Mr. Byrd’s thoughts on individual measures have merit and spending 
future dollars on concrete items like river restoration may be better than continuing with more meetings 
and more studies.  Mr. Byrd said it is frustrating how slow this process is moving.  He added the low-
income folks in the community would be the ones to bear the heaviest burden of paying for fish passage 
facilities. 
 
Mr. Buckley said he appreciates Mr. Byrd’s thoughts and said he believes these meetings and forums do 
allow for progress to be made.  Mr. Buckley said the participants in these meetings hear and understand 
there is concern about cost.  Mr. Bill Paris (MID) said he disagreed with Mr. Buckley that everyone is in 
agreement that costs must be considered.  Mr. Paris said he has not heard any of the agency personnel say 
they consider costs and until they do, the issue of cost is relevant.  Mr. Wooster said economics is 
considered in Section 18 Fishway Prescriptions.  Mr. Wooster said NMFS has economists on staff and 
often funds economic studies.  Mr. Paris said saying economics is part of the process is different than 
explaining exactly how economics is applied in the decision process.  Mr. Paris said economic 
considerations at NMFS appear to occur in a black box.  Mr. Wooster replied that several months ago Mr. 
Edmondson sent a letter to Representative Kristen Olsen that described a little about how NMFS makes 
decisions.  Mr. Wooster said there is no equation or threshold that determines whether a project is a “go” 
or not from an economic perspective.  Mr. Wooster said NMFS keeps data on project costs and there is 
somewhat of a ratio between the cost of fish passage and megawatts of generation. 
 
Ms. Shipman said there has been a lot of discussion about the unknowns and this seems like justification 
for implementing a framework that is open and transparent.  Mr. Shutes cautioned against goals and 
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objectives with too many details so as not to slow down the process at the outset, but agreed that it is 
important to have, at the very least, general goals and objectives of the fish reintroduction up front.  
 
Mr. Ray Dias (a member of the public and an engineer) said this process should start with defining the 
goals and objectives to be attained, and should not back into these down the road.  Mr. Dias said he is not 
seeing any progress being made and it is frustrating.  He said whatever the process is called, we must 
ensure it is open and transparent. 
 
Mr. Devine said there appears to be agreement among the group to go forward with the framework.  He 
asked if the individuals on the phone agree.  Mr. Shutes replied he supports this process and believes a list 
of priority items is critical to moving forward.  Mr. Shutes said this list should include what species 
should be reintroduced, a desktop study of the history of salmon and steelhead in the Tuolumne River, 
and gathering information on thermal suitability, migration barriers, spawning gravels, and flow regimes.  
Mr. Shutes said he is not sure the group is ready to develop goals and objectives and perhaps this could be 
informed by a study of habitat carrying capacity.  Mr. Wooster said NMFS agrees to gather and evaluate 
information and is open to a reintroduction forum that evaluates this issue.  However, NMFS does not 
agree to the framework as a decision-making process.  Ms. Bartoo, Ms. Murphy, and Mr. Barnes all 
confirmed their respective agencies would continue to participate in the process envisioned by the 
conceptual framework.  
 
Mr. Buckley said it is important to note that most agency representatives in attendance can contribute to 
the process with their expertise but do not have the authority to sign-off on major decisions.  Mr. Buckley 
said it is also important to note that these processes take time and he understands that folks are frustrated 
at the perceived lack of progress.  Mr. Buckley noted fish passage cannot be considered in a vacuum and 
the process will consider a range of other issues and options as well.  The big picture approach requires 
sensitivity to a wide range of participants. 
 
Ms. Shipman said she does not want this group to make up the process as they go along.  Instead, she 
would like to see a very direct, thoughtful, and precise path forward.  She said such a process is necessary 
given the important implications fish passage would have on the region. 
 
Mr. Jim Alves (City of Modesto) said the City of Modesto concurs with using a process such as this for 
moving forward because it is open and transparent and provides an opportunity for everyone to 
participate.  Mr. Alves said cost is a major concern and effects on those who will pay for these efforts 
must be considered. 
 
Mr. Orvis said he agrees with Mr. Buckley that agency participants may not have decision-making 
authority.  Mr. Orvis said that in order to ensure a productive decision framework process, agency 
participants must keep their agency management and decision-makers apprised of the process and be 
ready to provide input that is representative of their agency. 
 
Mr. Shutes asked who will be the point person for managing this process.  Mr. Devine said the Districts 
and HDR will take on managing the process.  Mr. Devine reiterated Mr. Orvis’ feedback on the 
importance of all participants coming to the meetings and being prepared and ready to interact and take 
action.  Mr. Devine said there will be many decisions along the way and parties must provide feedback 
for progress to be made.  Participants must ensure that decision points and requests for feedback are 
communicated to the appropriate management personnel. 
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Mr. Devine said it appears a consensus has been reached to move forward with this general process.  No 
participants spoke in disagreement.  Mr. Devine proposed January 27, 2016 for the date of the next 
Workshop.  Participants agreed with this date.  Mr. Devine said the Districts will send out materials ahead 
of the meeting. 
 
Mr. Devine said the La Grange Project ISR is due to FERC by February 2, 2016.  Per FERC’s 
regulations, the Districts must hold the ISR meeting within 15 days of filing the ISR, which would mean 
holding the meeting on or before February 17.  Mr. Devine said due to scheduling conflicts, the Districts 
would like to have the meeting instead on Thursday, February 25.  Mr. Devine asked if meeting attendees 
are available to attend on that date.  No participants objected to having the ISR meeting on February 25.  
Mr. Devine said the Districts will submit a letter to FERC requesting a delay in holding the ISR meeting 
and noting that this group did not object to having the meeting on February 25. 
 
Meeting adjourned. 
 
 
ACTION ITEMS 
 

1. The Districts will circulate materials in advance of the meeting scheduled for Wednesday, 
January 27, 2016. 

 
 



 
 

       
 
 
 
 

 
 

La Grange Hydroelectric Project  
Fish Passage Assessment Study  

 Workshop No. 3 
Thursday, November 19, 10:00 am to 12:00 pm 

MID Office, 1231 11th Street, Modesto, California 
Conference Line:  1-866-583-7984, Passcode:  814-0607 

Join Lync Meeting https://meet.hdrinc.com/jesse.deason/8DZ4VNVN 
 
 

Workshop Objectives: 
1. Discuss and amend the Conceptual Tuolumne River Reintroduction/Fish Passage Evaluation Framework 

(Reintroduction Decision Framework or Framework) including participant comments and potential 
implementation concepts. 

2. Gain consensus on pursuit of Reintroduction Decision Framework. 
3. Discuss potential Framework implementation methods, schedule and opportunities for collaboration.  

 
TIME TOPIC 

10:00 am – 10:10 am 
 
Introduction of Participants (All) 
 

10:10 am – 10:30 am 

 
Opening Statements (All) 
 
Summary review of Tuolumne River Anadromous Fish Passage Facilities Assessment 
Collaborative (Districts) 
 
Review agenda, workshop objectives, and action items from previous meeting (Districts) 
 

10:30 am – 11:30 am 

 
Conceptual Tuolumne River Reintroduction Decision Framework (All) 

a. Summary review of the Reintroduction Decision Framework 
b. Participant comments on Framework, preferences and potential process 

implementation concepts 
c. Decision regarding Reintroduction Decision Framework implementation 
 

11:30 am – 12:00 pm 

 
Next Steps (All) 

a. Schedule:  Further opportunities for collaboration and incorporation of feedback 
b. Action Items 

 
 

https://meet.hdrinc.com/jesse.deason/8DZ4VNVN
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Overview of Tuolumne River 
Reintroduction 

Structured Decision-Making Framework
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• Fish reintroduction involves numerous complex considerations

• There are extensive and complicated interactions among reintroduction 
considerations

• Structured decision-making requires careful analysis of complex 
interactions

• Identify the numerous issues to develop an agreed-upon framework for 
structured decision-making

Reintroduction Decision-Making
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• An example of how structured decision-making can be approached 
regarding Tuolumne River reintroduction considerations

• Comprised of 3 distinct (but related) decision trees

 Ecological Feasibility (with input from Biological Constraints)

 Technical Fish Passage Feasibility

 Economic, Regulatory & Other Key Considerations

• Informed by Biological Constraints & considerations

• A detailed work-flow would need to accompany the structured decision-
making framework

Integrated Decision Tree



Reintroduction Decision Criteria
Decision Tree Overview

Ecological 
Feasibility

Monitor and evaluate performance indicators

Evaluate whether goals and objectives are being 
met or are capable of being met

Biological 
Constraints

Economic, 
Regulatory

&  Additional Key 
Considerations

Biological Goals & 
Objectives for 
Reintroduction  

Implement          
Pilot Studies or 
Initial Phases of  
Reintroduction  

No Yes
Can modifications be made to adjust conditions 

and/or improve study results? 

NoYes

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION

APPROACH

Technical           
Fish Passage 

Considerations

Are there economic, regulatory or other key 
considerations preventing implementation of the 

Program?

Do economics have a role in the decision‐making process?Is the Program technically feasible?

No Yes

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION
APPROACH

No Yes

No Yes

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION
APPROACH

IMPLEMENT FULL

REINTRODUCTION

PROGRAM

REINTRODUCTION
PROGRAM

IS

ECOLOGICALLY
FEASIBLE

REINTRODUCTION
PROGRAM

IS

ECONOMICALLY AND

OTHERWISE

FEASIBLE

REINTRODUCTION
PROGRAM

IS

TECHNICALLY
FEASIBLE

DEVELOP GOALS, OBJECTIVES, 
NUMBERS, LIFESTAGES, AND
GENDERS OF FISH TO RELEASE

No Yes

Does study information support ecological 
feasibility of reintroduction?

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION

APPROACH

La Grange Hydroelectric Project

Fish Passage Alternatives Assessment 

Workshop No. 3 – November 19,  2015
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Upper Tuolumne River Gages

0 1 20.5
Miles

* Proposed logger locations will be added to table
   when exact coordinates are known.

Label Agency Active Site Locations
CR00.1 TID/MID YES Clavey above TR
CR00.1 NMFS YES Clavey R. just US of confluence
CR00.3 UC Davis NO Clavey River, upstream of Tuolumne River confluence
CR08.4 TID/MID YES Clavey River at USFS Bridge
CR16.9 CCSF NO Clavey River at 1N04 Bridge
NFT00.1 TID/MID YES North Fork above TR
NFT00.1 UC Davis NO North Fork Tuolumne above Tuolumne River
NFT08.0 TID/MID YES North Fork at RM8 Bridge
SFT00.1 TID/MID YES South Fork above TR
SFT00.2 CDFG NO South Fork of the Tuolumne River near confluence
SFT00.2 CCSF NO South Fork Tuolumne River near 1N10 Bridge
SFT00.2 NMFS YES S Fork Tuolumne R. just US of confluence
TR078.5 USGS YES Tuolumne River at Wards Ferry Bridge
TR078.7 CDFG NO Tuolumne River upstream of Wards Ferry Bridge
TR079.4 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, upstream of Ward's Ferry
TR081.3 TID/MID YES TR above North Fork
TR081.9 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Mohecan Br.
TR088.1 UC Davis NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Indian Creek confluence
TR088.2 TID/MID YES Tuolumne River at Indian Creek Trail
TR088.4 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Grapevine Cr.
TR090.8 UC Davis NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Clavey Creek confluence
TR091.1 UC Davis NO Tuolumne River, upstream of Clavey Creek confluence
TR091.1 NMFS YES Tuolumne R US of Clavey R.
TR096.4 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Lumsden Campgorund
TR096.5 CDFG NO Tuolmune River below the South Fork
TR097.0 CDFG NO Tuolumne River above the South Fork
TR097.0 TID/MID YES TR above South Fork
TR097.1 CCSF YES Tuolumne River, upstream of South Fork
TR098.0 NMFS YES Tuolumne R DS of Lumsden Bridge

Label Agency Active Site Name
11281000 USGS Inactive SF TUOLUMNE R NR OAKLAND RECREATION CAMP CA
11282000 USGS Inactive M TUOLUMNE R A OAKLAND RECREATION CAMP CA
11282500 USGS Inactive SF TUOLUMNE R NR BUCK MEADOWS CA
11283000 USGS Inactive TUOLUMNE R NR BUCK MEADOWS CA
11283500 USGS Inactive CLAVEY R NR BUCK MEADOWS CA
11284400 USGS Active BIG C AB WHITES GULCH NR GROVELAND CA
11284500 USGS Inactive BIG C NR GROVELAND CA
11285000 USGS Inactive NF TUOLUMNE R AB DYER C NR TUOLUMNE CA
11285500 USGS Active TUOLUMNE R A WARDS FERRY BR NR GROVELAND CA

Stream / Flow Gage
Active Inactive

Water Temperature Logger
Active Inactive Proposed*
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1 2

Upper Tuolumne River Gages

0 1 20.5
Miles

* Proposed logger locations will be added to table
   when exact coordinates are known.

Label Agency Active Site Name
11274800 USGS Inactive TUOLUMNE R AT HETCH HETCHY NR SEQUOIA CA
11275000 USGS Inactive FALLS C NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11275500 USGS Active HETCH HETCHY RES A HETCH HETCHY CA
11276500 USGS Active TUOLUMNE R NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11276600 USGS Active TUOLUMNE R AB EARLY INTAKE NR MATHER CA
11276900 USGS Active TUOLUMNE R BL EARLY INTAKE NR MATHER CA
11277000 USGS Inactive CHERRY C NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11277200 USGS Active CHERRY LK NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11277300 USGS Active CHERRY C BL VALLEY DAM NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11277500 USGS Active LK ELEANOR NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11278000 USGS Active ELEANOR C NR HETCH HETCHY CA
11278200 USGS Inactive CHERRY C CN NR EARLY INTAKE CA
11278300 USGS Active CHERRY C NR EARLY INTAKE CA
11278400 USGS Active CHERRY C BL DION R HOLM PH, NR MATHER CA
11278500 USGS Inactive JAWBONE C NR TUOLUMNE CA
11281500 USGS Inactive M TUOLUMNE R NR MATHER CA

Label Agency Active Site Locations
CC00.6 TID/MID YES Cherry above TR
CC00.6 CDFG NO Cherry Creek Power House
CC01.2 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, upstream of Dion Holm Powerhouse
CC07.0 CCSF YES Cherry Creek, downstream of confluence with Eleanor Creek
CC07.1 CCSF YES Cherry Creek, upstream of Eleanor Creek confluence
CC09.4 CCSF YES Cherry Creek, downstream of Cherry Dam 
CC01.2 TID/MID YES Cherry above Powerhouse
CC10.5 CCSF NO Cherry Creek, downstream of Cherry Dam 
CC16.1 CCSF NO Upstream of Cherry Lake
EC00.0 CCSF YES Eleanor Creek, upstream of Cherry Creek confluence
EC01.7 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, downstream of Miguel Creek confluence
EC01.7 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, downstream of Miguel Creek confluence
EC01.7 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, downstream of Miguel Creek confluence
EC01.8 CCSF NO Eleanor Creek, upstream of Miguel Creek confluence 
MC00.0 CCSF NO Miguel Creek, upstream of Eleanor Creek confluence
TR103.5 CCSF YES Tuolumne River, downstream of Cherry Creek confluence
TR103.7 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Cherry Creek confluence
TR104.6 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, downstream of Early Intake Diversion Dam
TR105.0 CDFG NO Tuolumne River at Early Intake
TR105.2 TID/MID YES TR below Early Intake
TR105.6 CCSF NO Tailrace of Kirkwood Powerhouse
TR109.3 CCSF YES Tuolumne River, downstream of Preston Falls
TR117.3 CCSF NO Tuolumne River, downstream of O'Shaughnessy Dam

Stream / Flow Gage
Active Inactive

Water Temperature Logger
Active Inactive Proposed*
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Fish Passage
on the Tuolumne River

Overview
In the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission’s (FERC) Study Plan 
Determination for La Grange  
Hydroelectric Project licensing, 
Modesto Irrigation District (MID) and 
Turlock Irrigation District (TID) were 
directed to undertake an  
assessment of fish passage facility 
alternatives at the La Grange Project 
and Don Pedro Hydroelectric  
Project. The cost of upstream and  
downstream fish passage can  
exceed $100 million. Since MID and 
TID are public utilities, any fish  
passage costs will ultimately be paid 
by our customers.

Providing fish passage on the  
Tuolumne River would be a major  
undertaking for MID, TID and its  
customers, both financially and 
logistically. Fish passage has  
become one of the key issues in the 
La Grange licensing process. 

What is fish passage?
Fish passage is the movement of fish past existing barriers. Fish passage can 
be accomplished by constructing ladders or other structures that allow the 
fish to swim past the barrier or that capture the fish and transport them past 

the barrier.

What would a fish passage program be used for on the 
Tuolumne River?
A fish passage program would move upstream migrating anadromous fish 
from below the La Grange Diversion Dam to above Don Pedro Dam.  
Upstream migrating fish return from the ocean and move through the Delta, 
San Joaquin River and Tuolumne River to La Grange Diversion Dam. Any 
fish passage program would also transport young outmigrating offspring of 
these returning fish downstream from above Don Pedro Dam to below La 
Grange Diversion Dam. 

Since the target fish species for 
a fish passage program don’t 
currently exist in the Upper 
Tuolumne River, there are many 
questions that need to be  
answered before decisions are 
made to reintroduce salmon or 
steelhead to the area above Don 
Pedro Dam. 

Currently, little information exists 
to know what fish facilities might 
be appropriate or if the habitat  
above Don Pedro Dam is sufficient 
to support reintroduction goals. To 
encourage a collaborative process, a 
series of workshops are being held 
to identify, collect and share  
information. 

$$$
Fish passage can be an expensive 
endeavor.  When assessing a 
potential fish passage program, MID 
and TID must take into consideration 
permitting, design and construction, 
operation and maintenance, and  
monitoring and evaluation costs. These 
costs will directly impact MID and TID 
customers. 

For more information on the La Grange Project 
licensing or the fish passage study, 

visit www.lagrange-licensing.com.



Reintroduction Decision Criteria
Decision Tree Overview

Ecological 
Feasibility

Monitor and evaluate performance indicators

Evaluate whether goals and objectives are being 
met or are capable of being met

Biological 
Constraints

Economic, 
Regulatory

&  Additional Key 
Considerations

Biological Goals & 
Objectives for 
Reintroduction  

Implement          
Pilot Studies or 
Initial Phases of  
Reintroduction  

No Yes
Can modifications be made to adjust conditions 

and/or improve study results? 

NoYes

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION

APPROACH

Technical           
Fish Passage 

Considerations

Are there economic, regulatory or other key 
considerations preventing implementation of the 

Program?

Do economics have a role in the decision‐making process?Is the Program technically feasible?

No Yes

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION
APPROACH

No Yes

No Yes

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION
APPROACH

IMPLEMENT FULL

REINTRODUCTION

PROGRAM

REINTRODUCTION
PROGRAM

IS

ECOLOGICALLY
FEASIBLE

REINTRODUCTION
PROGRAM

IS

ECONOMICALLY AND

OTHERWISE

FEASIBLE

REINTRODUCTION
PROGRAM

IS

TECHNICALLY
FEASIBLE

DEVELOP GOALS, OBJECTIVES, 
NUMBERS, LIFESTAGES, AND
GENDERS OF FISH TO RELEASE

No Yes

Does study information support ecological 
feasibility of reintroduction?

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION

APPROACH
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Reintroduction Decision Criteria
Biological Constraints

Biological 
Constraints

Habitat
Connectivity

Threats            
&                  

Stressors

Historical
Distribution 

Species‐Specific 
Carrying
Capacity

Species‐Specific
Production
Potential

Introduced/ 
Native Species 
Interactions

Donor Stock
Sources

Future

Quality

Quantity

Flow‐related Habitat         
Availability & Suitability

Existing Historical 

Habitat

Suitable at                     
Appropriate Time 

Corresponding to Lifestage

Thermal Habitat                  
Availability & Suitability

FutureExisting 

Instream Barriers

Flow 
Appropriateness

Thermal Continuity

Upstream & 
Downstream              

FutureExisting 

In‐River
(species & lifestage specific)

Adult Immigration  & Holding 
● Passage Barriers
● Flows (Attraction, Migratory Cues)
● Water Temperatures 
● Water Quality

Spawning
● Spawning Habitat Availability &

Suitability
● Instream Gravel Supply
● Water Temperatures
● Water Quality
● Harvest/Angling Impacts

Embryo Incubation 
● Flow Fluctuations
● Water Temperatures

Juvenile Rearing & Smolt Outmigration
● Water Temperatures
● Water Quality
● In‐Channel & Floodplain Habitat
● Natural River Morphology
● Predation
● Large Woody Material

Population Size of       
Donor Source

Availability &
Appropriateness of 

Donor Stocks

Genetic Composition

Colonization Methods

Hydrologic & Thermal 
Regime Compatability

Diversity Group 
Representation

Disease 
Transmission

Lifestage‐Specific
Physical Conditions

Multi‐Population 
Compensatory Effects

Competition 

Stocking Density

Flow & Thermal‐
Related Annual 

Variability

Consistency with        
Goals & Objectives

Predation

Instream 
Diversions

Migratory Corridor 
Extent

Habitat 
Accessibility

Adult Holding Pools

● Depth
● Cover
● Proximity to 

Spawning Areas  

Spawning 
Gravel Distribution

Juvenile Rearing Habitat 

● Hydraulics
● Cover
● Riparian Vegetation

Adult Migratory Corridor

● Hydraulic suitability    
(depth & velocity)

● Seasonal Availability

Tributary Access,  
Suitability & Persistence

Suitability Persistence

● Longitudinally w/in Year
● Across Water Year Types

Lifestage‐to‐Lifestage
Sequencing

Upstream & 
Downstream              

Species & Lifestage‐Specific

Climate Change & 
Lifestage‐Specific
Thermal Suitability

Lifestage‐
Speciific Habitat 

Utilization

Lifestage‐Specific          
Habitat Limitations

Lifecycle Dynamics

Consistency with           
Goals & Objectives

Limiting Conditions 
Restricting Habitat Use

Population Dynamics       
(environmental 
processes &

population size)

Consistency with        
Goals & Objectives

Clavey River
Heritage & Wild
Trout Program

Introgression with 
Resident, 

Hatchery‐Origin 
Species/Runs

Introgression with 
Adfluvial, 

Hatchery‐Origin
Population

What is the target species?

Degree of 
Change

La Grange Hydroelectric Project

Fish Passage Alternatives Assessment 
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Reintroduction Decision Criteria
Ecological Feasibility

Ecological 
Feasibility

Is original cause of decline/extirpation known?

No Yes

Can threats or stressors be reduced at an 
appropriate spatial scale?

No Yes

Are there candidate source
populations available?

No Yes

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION

APPROACH

Can species be bred in captivity?

No Yes
Genetically similar to lost or

declining population?

No Yes

Evaluate consequences of introducing new 
genetic information into the area?

Not OK OK

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION

APPROACH

Are suitable habitats available or could          
habitat conditions be enhanced/restored?

No Yes

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION

APPROACH

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION

APPROACH

OBTAIN NECESSARY

INFORMATION

FROM FOCUSED
STUDIES

Is information available on other confounding 
issues such as social structure (e.g., behavior), 
population interactions, or food web dynamics 

(e.g., predation/competition)?

No
Yes

DEVELOP GOALS, OBJECTIVES, 
NUMBERS, LIFESTAGES, AND
GENDERS OF FISH TO RELEASE

What is the target species/run?

Threats           
&                

Stressors

Historical 
Distribution &

Habitat Availability

Historical Distribution &
Donor Stock Sources

Genetic Structure      
&                     

Biological Goals

Habitat Availability,
Suitability & Connectivity

No Yes

Does study information support ecological 
feasibility of reintroduction?

Threats                
&                      

Stressors

Species‐Specific 
Carrying Capacity &
Production Potential

Introduced/ Native
Species Interations

Donor Stock Sources

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION

APPROACH

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION

APPROACH

Monitor and evaluate performance indicators

Evaluate whether goals and objectives are being 
met or are capable of being met

Biological Goals & 
Objectives for 
Reintroduction  

Implement          
Pilot Studies or 
Initial Phases of  
Reintroduction  

No Yes
Can modifications be made to adjust conditions 

and/or improve study results? 

NoYes

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION

APPROACH

REINTRODUCTION
PROGRAM

IS

ECOLOGICALLY
FEASIBLE
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Reintroduction Decision Criteria
Technical Passage Feasibility

Passage             
Decision‐Making

Constraints

Existing 
Hydrologic 
Variability  

Existing Barriers  

Feasibility 

Alternatives

Technical            
Fish Passage 

Considerations w/in 
FERC Study Area

Land Ownership

Site Access

Existing Utilities 
Infrastructure

Zoning &            
Land Use

Site
Geomorphology

Seasonal Flow 
Conditions

Debris 
Management

Infrastructure 
Security

Public Safety

Facilities & 
Operations

Siting 
Considerations

Adult Collection & 
Sorting Facility 

Juvenile Release

Juvenile Transport

Juvenile Collection 
& Potential Marking 

Facility

Adult Release

Adult Transport 

Handling Extent/Stress

Operational 
Performance Criteria

Flood Risk

Is the Program technically feasible?

Cost

No Yes

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION
APPROACH

REINTRODUCTION
PROGRAM

IS

TECHNICALLY
FEASIBLE
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Reintroduction Decision Criteria
Economic, Regulatory and Other Considerations

Impacts to Existing         
On‐river Facilities          
& Operations

Economic, Regulatory    
& Additional Key 
Considerations

Third Party Impacts

Are there economic, regulatory or other key 
considerations preventing implementation of the 

Program?

Do economics have a role in the decision‐making process?

How are Costs
Considered?

Impacts to Existing
Management  Plans

Metrics of Economic 
Feasibility?

USFS
Management 
Plan Changes

BLM
Management
Plan Changes

Wild & Scenic
Management
Plan Changes

CDFW Fishery 
Management 
Plan Changes

Regulatory and Environmental 
Compliance & Permitting 

Requirements

Parties Involved

Required Permits & 
Approvals

Potential cost 
trade‐offs in terms 
of lost electicity 
generation or lost
water supplies

Sequencing & Timing of 
Approvals throughout 

Process

No Yes

No Yes

CHOOSE
ANOTHER

CONSERVATION
APPROACH

REINTRODUCTION
PROGRAM

IS

ECONOMICALLY AND

OTHERWISE

FEASIBLE

Economic
Feasibility 

Recreation Impacts

Reservoir Recreation
(e.g., houseboating

& swimming)

River Recreation
(e.g., whitewater

boating)

Fishing

National Wild & Scenic 
River Designation

Landowners w/
Management
Responsibilities
(e.g., USFS, BLM)

Downstream
Water Users

Private
Landowners

Existing Fisheries 
Management

ESA‐Related Issues 

Compatability of 
existing facilities 

operations with fish 
species 

reintroductions 

Bass Tournaments

Species Designation: 
Experimental?
Non‐Essential?

Public Involvement 
& Acceptance

Outreach

Socioeconomic &
Community 
Consensus
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